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Abstract 

The European colonisation of the United States of America and the domination of its 

Native Nations has led to profound social problems that continue to impact 

Indigenous communities and which have resulted in lower educational opportunities 

and outcomes for Indigenous students in comparison to their non-Native peers, which 

some view as an educational crisis among Indigenous communities.  This dissertation 

demonstrates how education has helped to create divisions between Indigenous 

communities and mainstream society in the United States by examining historic 

educational policies imposed on Indigenous peoples for the purpose of assimilating 

them into American society.  I examine the current state of education for Indigenous 

peoples and how this is reflective of Critical Race Theory, Tribal Critical Theory and 

may be addressed through Nussbaum’s Capability Approach to allow Indigenous 

students the opportunity to avail of an educational experience in parity with non-

Native peers.  This study will examine the factors that have led to the discrimination 

experienced by Indigenous students within the current US education system; the 

current state of education for Indigenous peoples; the conceptual frameworks used to 

understand issues of justice, focussing on how the Capability Approach can be used 

to evaluate the situation for Indigenous students   and the barriers to their education; 

how Indigenous peoples have regained agency and how the United States government 

can to redress injustices experienced by Indigenous peoples. 

In this conceptual study, I apply Nussbaum’s Capability Approach to examine issues 

of injustice and discrimination in education experienced by NA students and discuss 

how these issues are the product of assimilative practices during the colonisation of 

the US.  The Capability Approach is an evaluative framework that assesses 

individuals’ well-being, exploring what a person can actually do and be when given 

opportunity freedoms.  According to Nussbaum (2011) a just society should ensure 

every individual is entitled to dignity and respect and should provide individuals with 

appropriate threshold levels of functioning in ten central human capabilities.  It shows 

that where all members of a group have opportunities to develop their capabilities to 

meet the basic requirements of social justice, then that group will flourish and 

consequently represents an appropriate framework for evaluating Indigenous students 

as, given the systemic disadvantages they have endured, it is more likely that members 

of that group will experience capability corrosion.  
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Historically this could be illustrated through their capability for Affiliation, which was 

diminished as their culture was denigrated and suppressed by assimilationist policies, 

the legacy of which still blights Native communities.  In the contemporary context, 

within education there remain capability failures in areas such as Sense, imagination 

and thought, Emotions, Practical reasoning, Play and Control over one’s political 

and material environment. All may be severely compromised within the present 

educational system for Indigenous students within the United States.  I will argue that 

The Capability Approach provides an appropriate theoretical lens to address specific 

issues experienced by Indigenous students and by applying greater precision to a 

person’s entitlements, exemplified by the case of a ten-year-old Indigenous student, 

Legend Tell Tobacco, from Pine Ridge Reservation, South Dakota.   

Regarding the Capability Approach, many Indigenous peoples continue to experience 

capability failure due to the legacy of colonialism and assimilationist policies 

employed by the United States government, to the extent that the government has 

been accused of genocide.  One of the most damaging policies was that of the Indian 

Residential Schools, an aggressive approach towards assimilation in the form of 

government run mandatory boarding schools.  Native children were forcibly removed 

from their families, culture and language and placed into these institutions with the 

explicit intention of eradicating their Native identity.  Many children faced multiple 

abuses within this system, which have subsequently manifested into numerous 

intergenerational social problems such as mental health issues, poor physical health, 

poverty, addiction, educational underachievement, unemployment, domestic violence 

and high instances of suicide – all of which continue to impact upon the educational 

experiences of contemporary Indigenous students.  

I argue that in order to create an educational experience in parity with that of their 

non-Native peers and improve the opportunities of Indigenous students, the 

government must redress past injustices in ways that satisfy the needs of Indigenous 

peoples including a revision of the current curriculum designed to educate all students 

on how the United States came to be, to ensure that such crimes will not happen again 

and the capabilities of Indigenous peoples can be realised and fulfilled.  
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Chapter One: Introduction and Context 

  …history has a way of intruding upon the present   

  (Brown, 1970, pp.xvi-xvii). 

 

 

1.1: Introduction 

As the above quotation suggests, past actions impact upon current and future 

circumstances in society.  This is acutely relevant when considering the history of the 

United States of America (USA) and how its history of racism, slavery and 

segregation has created an enduring caste system – one that perpetuates white 

superiority and non-white inferiority built on an unfair education and employment 

system and unfair social structures (Riley, 2018).  For centuries after the arrival of 

Christopher Columbus in 1492 the Indigenous peoples of the Americas experienced 

invasion and conquest by European colonists.  From a hemispheric population 

originally estimated at 125 million, by 1892 the US Census Bureau concluded that 

there were less than a quarter of a million Indigenous people surviving within its 

claimed borders (Churchill, 1997).  Currently the US Census Bureau now claims a 

total Indigenous population of 6.79 million, approximately 2.09% of the entire US 

population (World Population Review, 2020).  

 

Whilst all of the Americas were subject to colonisation, this dissertation will focus on 

the colonisation of the USA and the subsequent assimilationist policies designed to 

eradicate the country’s Indigenous population.  The historic treatment of Indigenous 

peoples has directly impacted upon their contemporary lives, yet these experiences 

are often not reflected in curricula on the history of the United States (US), much of 

which refers to “Indian wars” not “settler wars” and fails to mention how Indigenous 

peoples engaged in desperate and inevitably futile efforts to repel the “pioneers” and 

“peaceful settlers” who overran their homelands, often by illegal means (Churchill, 

1997, p.3).  Moreover, ‘all citizens in the United States … are subjected to 

indoctrination to this perspective through the elementary and secondary school 

systems’ (p.3). 
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It is critical to research such history and highlight past injustices in order to understand 

how this impacts upon the lives of people today, if we are to ensure that such 

egregious crimes never happen again.  The purpose of research is to provide a critical 

contribution to the advancement of knowledge and by offering a range of information 

it may also advance that knowledge by providing a platform for those who do not 

have a voice.  By addressing critical issues and revealing important information, 

research may act as a catalyst for societal change that will help to improve the well-

being of its members (Field, 2011).  For me, this dissertation has been motivated both 

from being inspired by Martha Nussbaum’s version of the Capability Approach (CA) 

and by a desire to learn more about how Indigenous students experience the 

educational system in the US.  The purpose of this dissertation is, therefore, to 

examine how the European colonisation of the USA and the domination of its Native 

Nations has led to profound social problems that continue to impact Indigenous 

communities and which have resulted in lower educational opportunities and 

outcomes for Indigenous students in comparison to their non-Native peers, which 

some view as an educational crisis among Indigenous communities.  I will discuss 

how the history of the US, which from an Indigenous perspective is one of colonialism 

and assimilation has impacted upon contemporary educational disparities for 

Indigenous communities. 

 

I intend to examine these issues through the lens of the CA - an evaluative normative 

framework for assessing individuals’ well-being and society’s political and social 

arrangements (Robeyns, 2003).  I will assert why Nussbaum’s version of the CA is 

appropriate to examine the educational experiences of Indigenous students, due to its 

focus on social justice.  Described as a partial theory of justice, the core of 

Nussbaum’s CA is that all individuals should be treated equally with regard to 

entitlements, opportunities and access to resources.  In this approach to social justice 

however, entitlements are not the same for every individual as their needs may vary 

depending on their circumstances and what is happening in their lives at different 

times.  This dissertation will show how for some Indigenous students, those needs 

may differ from, and be more acute than, their peers in mainstream society. 

 

It is important to note that there is no universally accepted terminology for Indigenous 

people (Weaver, 2001).  Whilst Indigenous peoples share some cultural similarities, 
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many prefer to be identified by their tribal affiliation and each Nation is very 

distinctive (Blackhorse, 2016).  When referring to the Indigenous population in 

general, people may express clear preferences for certain terms.  For example, some 

may prefer “Native American” rather than “American Indian” or “First Nations” 

people, however what is preferable to some may offend others.  Weaver notes the 

nuances of interpretation in such terminology, for instance with “American 

Indian” the precedence of the word “American” might suggest a “mixed-blood” 

individual on a reservation whilst for “Native American” the precedence of the word 

“Native” might suggest an original inhabitant of the land.  As for the term “Indian”, 

Weaver refers to a ‘label for people who are fundamentally unknown and 

misrecognized by nonindigenous people’ (p.243)1.   Dunbar-Ortiz (2014) however 

takes exception to the term “Native American” when referring only to the United 

States, contending there are connotations of imperialism as this excludes people in 

the rest of the Americas (Dunbar-Ortiz, 2014).  It is clear that the issue of identity 

amongst Indigenous peoples is intrinsically linked to colonisation and their own 

determination to maintain the integrity of their respective Nations, as when a Nation’s 

identity is generalised, unrecognised or delegitimised, it is more easily erased.  

 

In deference to the writings of Indigenous scholars Weaver and Dunbar-Ortiz, for the 

purpose of this dissertation I will use “Indigenous” and “Native” interchangeably to 

refer to the country’s original inhabitants and their assertion of identity.  It is not my 

intention to diminish the uniqueness of each Nation but instead to employ the above 

terms in order to discuss those who have been affected in specific ways by settler 

colonialism.  

 

 

1.2: Context and the Assimilation of Indigenous Children in the United States 

The gradual process of the United States' domination of Native nations led to 

profound social disruptions that still plague Native communities in the forms 

of poverty, substance and alcohol abuse, disproportionately high health 

problems, substandard education and healthcare (Gilio-Whitaker, 2016). 

                                                           
1 “Indian” is used throughout the dissertation in quotations and referencing government institutions such as the ‘Indian 
Residential School system’ and the ‘Bureau of Indian Education’, educational programmes and reports.  The use of “Native 

American” is also used in the context of quotations. 
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This view is shared by historian Dunbar-Ortiz (2014, p.211) who argues that such 

“social disruptions” stem from the “colonial condition”, highlighting ‘the direct link 

between the suppression of Indigenous sovereignty and the powerlessness manifest 

in depressed social conditions’.  

 

Historically, orchestrated campaigns of forced relocation, violence and extermination 

were employed to clear native lands for non-Native people to occupy (Amnesty 

International USA, 2007; Casselman, 2016).  Such injustices have persisted since 

colonisation with Indigenous peoples being subjected to government policies, which 

many scholars view as having promoted both cultural and physical genocide 

(Amnesty International USA, 2007).  One such approach was the attempt to assimilate 

the Indigenous population into US society through the education system - by 

enforcing mandatory attendance of Indigenous children in church and government 

run institutions, known as Indian Residential Schools (IRS). 

 

Assimilation is how individuals or groups assume (either voluntarily or forcibly) the 

language, standards and cultural norms of another group.  In most cases a minority 

group is expected to adapt to the normative practices and values of the majority and 

during the process often loses aspects of its traditional culture in a process akin to 

colonisation (Weaver, 2009).  Such assimilation/colonisation is often a matter of 

racial supremacy: whereby minority groups are expected or permitted to assimilate 

into the dominant culture, which, in the USA, is one of European Caucasian descent 

(Sundstrom, 2003).  The Indigenous population is not viewed as the normative culture 

in the USA, but are instead marginalised (Yurth, 2012).   

 

The late nineteenth century in North America witnessed the end of the wars between 

the Indigenous peoples and European colonists, with the Indigenous population 

reduced to 5% or less of its pre-colonisation total (Thornton, 1979) and survivors 

forced to live on reservations granted to them in treaties with the US and Canadian 

governments.  The assimilation policy of the US and Canada was to ‘eliminate all 

American Indians culturally recognisable as such by some point in the mid-twentieth 

century’ (Churchill, 2004) and one means employed to achieve this was the education 

system.   
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Traditional Indigenous childrearing and education practices were very different from 

those of colonists, which focused on the importance of discipline, authority and 

memorisation that involved breaking the will of the child to guarantee obedience and 

corporal punishment was considered an essential and advantageous part of child 

rearing, as well as an act of love (Spring, 2016).  Colonists were appalled at 

Indigenous peoples’ permissive attitudes and indulgence towards their children.  

Reverend John Edwards2 complained that among Choctaws  

there is very little order or discipline in the family.  Each does what is pleasing 

in his own eyes.  A parent may beat a child in anger, but seldom does he 

chastise him with coolness and in love (quoted in Spring, 2016, p.410). 

Many white Americans and Europeans viewed permissiveness in child rearing as a 

primitive state, whereas strict discipline indicated a higher level of cultural 

development, a view which was also prevalent amongst US anthropologists (Pettit, 

1936).   

 

Native children were not educated in the formal setting of a school but within the 

community of the tribe.  Traditional Indigenous education was based upon the 

acquisition of skills necessary to ensure the survival of the tribe and uphold their 

nomadic way of life.  Children were taught through oral traditions by tribal elders, 

which not only passed their culture onto the next generation, but also defined expected 

behavioural norms (Wallace & Hoebel, 1987).  In attempts to assimilate Indigenous 

children into US society such traditions were forcibly discouraged, often through 

violence, abuse and fear (Churchill, 2004).  

 

Colonists’ use of authority and discipline in child rearing is a feature of what is 

referred to as the “Protestant ethic”, which Spring (2016) describes as a set of values 

held by white Anglo Saxon Protestants which focussed on the belief that work 

provided protection from sinful activities and accumulating wealth was a means to 

gain God’s blessing.  These beliefs were diametrically opposed to those of Indigenous 

peoples who believed in sharing amongst the tribe and had no concept of work as a 

path to self-improvement, but only a means of survival.  Notably, the concept of 

labour would be imposed upon Indigenous children in the Indian Residential Schools.  

                                                           
2 Superintendent for the Wheelock Academy (1851-1861) in the Chocktaw Nation. 
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Early attempts of assimilation began with The Indian Civilisation Act of 1819 which 

authorised funding for individuals or groups willing to live among and teach 

Indigenous peoples, leading to the first schools to appear on Indigenous lands.  Often 

staffed by Christian missionaries, attendance at these schools was voluntary with 

many Indigenous students becoming literate and some continuing on to further 

education (Reyhner, 2013).  Many school administrators however believed that their 

“civilising” work was undone by the influence of students’ families (Woolford, 2010).  

Consequently, mission schools were replaced with a more aggressive approach 

towards assimilation in the form of a government run mandatory boarding school 

system, which only permitted children to visit their families for a few weeks each year 

(Woolford, 2010).   

 

This policy began with the Carlisle Indian Industrial School, in Carlisle, Pennsylvania 

in 1879.  Its supervisor, Henry Pratt, was a former warden of the Fort Marion Military 

Prison, who was credited with developing pioneering techniques to coerce 

“ideological conversion” or alternatively reduce prisoners to a state of “psychological 

incompetence” (Churchill & Vander Wall, 1992, p.110).  Pratt also oversaw the 

development of a penal labour force to offset the costs of running the prison.   These 

policies were directly introduced into the IRS programme as part of a “vocational 

curriculum” which was imposed in a punishing military fashion (Reyhner, 2013; 

Muller, Sinclair & Woolford, 2017).  This model would be replicated in a further 127 

government schools in the US and 87 in Canada (Churchill, 2004), with the purpose 

of creating propinquity to European settlers whilst eradicating any connection 

between the children and their culture (Muller et al, 2017).  It represented the physical 

manifestation of a process of intentional cultural assimilation and formed the ‘the 

linchpin of assimilationist aspirations’ (Churchill, 2004, p.13).    

 

In addition to forced enrolment, Indigenous children were required to cut their hair 

and wear clothing acceptable to white settlers (Fear-Segal, 2007).  They were also 

prevented from speaking their Native languages, with many survivors reporting that 

their mouths were washed with soap, lye or chlorine solutions if they failed to adhere 

to this rule (Archuleta et al, 2000).  Children were denied contact with their families 

and forced to convert to Christianity (Woolford, 2010), whilst families who were 
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found to be hiding their children were denied food rations and faced hunger or 

starvation (Smith, 2006).  Conditions were often inadequate with many children dying 

from exposure, malnutrition, starvation and disease, resulting in Native children 

suffering a mortality rate 6.5 times higher than children in the general population 

(Meriam, 1928; Milloy, 1999; Churchill, 2004).   

 

Many suffered emotional, physical and sexual abuse while the vocational 

programmes were comparable to slave labour (Woolford, 2010).  With the last of the 

boarding schools closing in 1980 in the US and 1996 in Canada, the legacy of the IRS 

is still felt by Indigenous peoples as a source of deep divisions between themselves 

and mainstream society and is even viewed by some as a form of genocide (Smith, 

2006).  Samuel Toineeta (2006), a former pupil of the IRS system and co-founder the 

national Boarding School Healing Project describes the IRS system as ‘one of the 

grossest human rights violations because it targeted children and was the tool for 

perpetrating cultural genocide’ (quoted in Smith, 2006, online). 

Churchill (2004) concurs that the IRS system was guilty of inflicting genocide upon 

Indigenous peoples: poor nutrition and living conditions, excessive work, physical 

exertion, physical punishments (which some survivors described as torture) and 

sexual abuse can all be regarded as “slow death measures”; in addition to the forced 

removal of children from their homes and the subsequent imposition of an alien 

culture upon them, all constitute both physical and cultural genocide3 (Davis & 

Zannis, 1973).  

 

The long-term damage caused to Indigenous societies by the IRS programme may be 

difficult to overstate (Churchill, 2004).  By being forced to adopt a new identity many 

were unprepared for life on a reservation, resulting in many becoming detached from 

their cultural traditions whilst they were also not accepted as equals by mainstream 

US society (Muller et al, 2017).  Moreover, deprived of being raised by parents in a 

                                                           

3 “Genocide” was coined by Raphael Lemkin (1900-1959), a Polish-Jewish survivor of the Holocaust, highlighting his concerns 

that no laws existed to protect the life of groups of people.  His concept of genocide was a purposeful attempt to destroy ‘the 

essential foundations of the life of national group’ by not only the murder of group members, but also through the destruction 

of cultural institutions such as family, religion, art and politics (Lemkin, 1944, p.79).  Genocide is codified in Article 2 of the 

1948 United Nations Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Genocide. 
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family setting, many struggled to nurture their own children or experience what others 

view as a normal family life (Hultgren, 1989).  Families who lost their children to the 

IRS and attendees themselves experienced trauma resulting in elevated levels of 

alcoholism and suicide, permeating into successive generations (Churchill, 2004).  

Perpetual cycles of domestic violence, physical, emotional and sexual abuse have 

reached epidemic proportions in Indigenous communities (Smith, 2006); in addition 

addiction, suicide, and other indicators of intergenerational trauma within Indigenous 

communities, are considered residual effects of the IRS experience (Haig-Brown, 

1988; Monture-Angus, 1999) contributing to social disintegration among Indigenous 

communities which the current education system has still failed to address (Dunbar-

Ortiz, 2016).  

 

Many of these issues were evident as early as the 1920s, leading the US government 

to commission Lewis Meriam to lead the most comprehensive study of social and 

economic conditions within reservations to date.  ‘The Problem of Indian 

Administration’ (more commonly known as the Meriam Report) was published in 

1928 and highlighted the failings of the federal government in protecting Indigenous 

lands, culture and the people themselves.  Meriam concluded that provisions for the 

care of Indigenous children in boarding schools were “grossly inadequate” (p.11) and 

called for a more child centred and culturally appropriate education system (Reyhner, 

2013), however the IRS system would persist until the late twentieth century (Brown 

Foundation, 2001).   

 

Ultimately however these assimilationist policies would come to have an unintended 

opposite effect.  The collective experience of the IRS system came to embody ‘both 

victimisation and agency’ for Indigenous peoples, representing a dichotomy between 

‘cultural loss and cultural persistence’ (Davis, 2001, p.20).  The institutions designed 

to assimilate Indigenous peoples and destroy their culture ‘became integral 

components of American Indian identities and eventually fuelled the drive for 

political and cultural self-determination’ (Davis, 2001, p.20).  One instance where the 

Indigenous communities sought to exert such agency was through the development 

of an education system of their own.  
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1.3: The Self-Determination of Indigenous Peoples 

The late twentieth century witnessed an increase in activism in pursuit of greater 

rights for Indigenous communities throughout the world.  The formation of the United 

Nations and its adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948 

encouraged various movements intent on decolonisation, national independence and 

improved recognition for disenfranchised populations.  Within the United States this 

would serve as an inspiration to Indigenous peoples for organising their own 

communities and schools (Reyhner, 2006).  Against a backdrop of highly publicised 

protests by the civil rights group The American Indian Movement, the idea of self-

determination in Indigenous education gained traction and was furthered by the 1969 

US Senate subcommittee report ‘Indian Education: A National Tragedy, a National 

Challenge’ which acknowledged the continued failures of Indigenous education. 

 

Eventually after more than century of attempting to solve ‘the Indian problem’, the 

US government recognised the injustices inflicted upon Native Nations and advocated 

a new approach to provide assistance for their self-determination.  The Indian 

Education Act [1972] provided funding for education programmes for Indigenous 

children both on and off reservations, whilst the Self-Determination Act [1975] 

enabled tribes to assume control of Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) programmes, 

including Bureau of Indian Education (BIE) schools.  The exercise of control over 

their own education system for the first time in a century is illustrative of a wider 

ethnic revitalisation experienced by Indigenous peoples throughout the 1960s and 

1970s.   

 

Ethnic revitalisation is defined as ‘a deliberate, organised, conscious effort … to 

construct a more satisfying culture’ (Wallace, 1956, p.265).  This was reflected in a 

concentrated effort by Indigenous peoples to reclaim identities, traditions and 

languages which had been supressed within the IRS system.  ‘By recovering the past 

through a strong sense of identity and by using culturally appropriate curriculum and 

instruction’, Indigenous groups began their first steps towards educational success 

(Reyhner, 2006, online).   

 

Today, Indigenous tribes operate over two-thirds of BIE schools including 37 tribal 

colleges and universities (American Indian Higher Education Consortium, 2020) and 
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over 200 tribal nations have created their own education departments (Bowers, 2011).  

Despite such significant developments, today’s Native youth still encounter 

formidable barriers to educational success.  The negative effects of entrenched 

poverty and the legacy of the IRS system, combined with historic systemic injustices 

have resulted in higher suicide rates among Indigenous teens and lower educational 

opportunities and outcomes for Indigenous students in comparison to their non-Native 

peers (Clarren, 2017; Ellwood, 2017).   

 

 

1.4:  Settler Colonialism and Racial Structures 

The IRS system was but one of many of assimilationist practices within a greater 

colonial effort intended to eliminate Indigenous peoples and their way of life.  Arvin, 

Tuck and Morrill (2013) refer to “settler colonialism”, defining it as a persistent and 

recurring political and societal structure, whereby settlers claim land for the purposes 

of exploiting it and to do so ‘Indigenous peoples must be destroyed, removed, and 

made into ghosts’ (p.12). 

 

Indeed, Klopotek (2014, p.51) asserts that in the US context, both racial and colonial 

domination are ‘traditionally centred in an ideology of white supremacy’ in which 

white people and their ancestors are believed to be ‘morally, intellectually, politically 

and spiritually superior to non-whites, and therefore entitled to various forms of 

privilege, power and property’.  Klopotek highlights that since such colonial 

“patterns” have been replicated in numerous global contexts, racism and colonialism 

must be viewed as behaviours which have originated from a ‘belief in white 

superiority and entitlement’ resulting in a system that duplicates itself within 

communities of Indigenous groups ‘diverting multiple resources away from 

oppressed groups and towards whites’ (p.51). 

 

Klopotek examines the devastating impact of settler colonialism and assimilation on 

Indigenous peoples through education.  Within Indigenous settings education has 

consistently been linked to issues of autonomy, economy and land, with educational 

policies and practices facilitating the dispossession of land, attacks on Indigenous 

sovereignty and the creation of dependency on the state.  Education can form a 

platform where numerous political issues are discussed and social worlds are created.  
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Considering how education permeates almost every issue encountered by Indigenous 

communities and their relationships with various powers that be, it must be recognised 

as a ‘critical Indigenous political issue throughout the Americas and the English 

settler states’ (p.x) and that educational policies imposed upon Indigenous peoples 

continue to impact upon their current circumstances.  

 

 

1.5: The Current State of Education for Indigenous Peoples 

In 2014 the Executive Office of the President (EOP), under the Obama administration, 

sought to address these issues by producing the Native Youth Report which described 

Indigenous education as being in ‘a state of emergency’ (p.19).  The administration 

introduced initiatives on Native education, such as grants to reinforce partnerships 

between tribes, school districts and states, in order to provide additional resources, 

reform schools within reservations and remove the barriers between Indigenous youth 

and their opportunity to succeed (EOP, 2014).  The report recognised a long history 

of ‘deeply troubling and destructive federal policies’ (p.4) and acknowledged that ‘the 

specific struggles that Native youth face often go unmentioned in our nation’s 

discussions about America’s children, and that has to change’ (p.3).  The education 

system, which had historically formed the core of assimilationist policies, therefore 

remains a ‘critical vehicle for impacting the lives of Native youth for better or worse’ 

(p.4).   

 

The majority of Indigenous youth are now educated in mainstream public schools 

(Clarren, 2017), whilst others attend federally funded Indigenous schools on 

reservations run by the BIE.  Despite the progression of tribal self-determination BIE 

schools continue to lack political and financial investment and struggle to combat 

poor infrastructure and the negative effects of historical injustices and debilitating 

poverty (Clarren, 2017).  Of the 134 BIE schools, over one third are described as 

being in poor condition, requiring an estimated $967 million to complete necessary 

repairs (BIE Blueprint, 2014).   Underachievement is endemic, illustrated by low 

levels of literacy and numeracy (Ninneman et al, 2017).  In 2013, Jefferson Keel, the 

Lieutenant Governor of the Chickasaw Nation, highlighted how tribes themselves 

were attempting to supplement rising budget cuts in early education programmes only 

to be thwarted by further federal cuts.  Early years programmes such as ‘Indian Head 
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Start’ lost $12 million, equating to almost 57,000 children being served and over 

18,000 staff members facing pay cuts or job loss (Keel, 2013).  Keel (2013) continues 

to assert that schools serving Indigenous students cannot be expected to reverse 

consistent disappointing trends without financial support to provide Indigenous 

children the foundations of a basic education.  He warns of a widening achievement 

gap creating further disparity between Indigenous students and mainstream society, 

where students in most need of fully funded educational and academic programmes 

will be left wanting, whilst students educated in areas with wealthy tax bases will 

enjoy smaller classes and better resources that will prepare them for further education 

and future careers.  Because Indigenous students constitute just 1% of US the high 

school and college population, they are often ignored in discussions regarding 

achievement gaps within society that tend to concentrate on their Hispanic and black 

peers.    

 

Indigenous children therefore continue to lag behind their non-Native peers, with 

graduation rates following a downward trend since 2008 (Maxwell, 2013; Clarren, 

2017).  Within mainstream public high schools, the graduation rate for Indigenous 

students is 69%, the lowest of all ethnic demographic groups in the US, whilst BIE 

schools report an even lower graduation rate of 53%, compared to the national average 

of 82% (Oliff, 2017).   Moreover, Indigenous students ‘continue to have the worst 

educational outcomes than the general population by nearly all measures’ (EOP, 

2014, p.14):  almost a quarter of those aged 25 and above have not finished high 

school whilst only 13% have attained a bachelor degree or higher in comparison to 

29% of mainstream US society (US Census Bureau, 2013).  Few Indigenous students 

enrol in higher level Mathematics courses or other demanding classes which can 

provide a gateway to higher education (EOP, 2014).  For those who do graduate 

school and go to college, many are unprepared and ill equipped for the college 

experience (EOP, 2014).  Long-term, this has contributed to disproportionately high 

levels of unemployment on reservations and diminished levels of Indigenous home 

ownership (Clarren, 2017).   

 

High levels of poverty, suicide and underachievement all create educational and 

societal divisions.  However, Clarren asserts that race has also influenced treatment 

of Indigenous children in mainstream schools, many of whom experience 
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disproportionate levels of disciplinary measures including suspension, expulsion and 

being educated off site.  Indigenous youth represent less than 1% of the student 

population in the US but 2% of suspensions and 3% of expulsions (Office of Civil 

Rights, 2014), creating concern over the future of these children, since pupils who are 

excluded are more likely to leave school for good, a phenomenon referred to as being 

“pushed out”.  Known as the ‘school to prison pipeline’, children who face harsh 

discipline and are pushed out of school are more likely to enter the criminal justice 

system and end up in prison in later life (Elias, 2103; Nelson & Lind, 2015).  Students 

from minority backgrounds or with disabilities are disproportionately represented 

within this group, while the Indigenous incarceration rate is 38% higher than the 

national average (Broze, 2016).   

 

 

1.6: The Use of Indigenous Iconography in US Society and Education 

Dunbar-Ortiz (2016) argues that certain practices within mainstream US schools and 

society perpetuate ‘dehumanising myths and misconceptions’ about Indigenous 

peoples and are offensive to Indigenous students, such as the names of many sports 

teams and their respective mascots, whilst national holidays such as Thanksgiving 

and Columbus Day, celebrate events that eventually led to the demise of Native 

Nations through violent means continue to demean their native traditions and 

perpetuate negative stereotypes of Indigenous peoples (National Congress of 

American Indians, 2017).   The incongruity of these positions can be explained by a 

failure of mainstream American society to understand the issues surrounding 

Indigenous, or in fact any ethnic-based iconography, stemming from a lack of 

understanding of the problems faced by marginalised communities (Davis, 2002).  

The impact of such symbolism can be significant, to the point where it creates an 

inhospitable and hostile learning environment for Indigenous peoples, impacts 

negatively upon their self-esteem and undermines their ability to represent respectful 

and accurate images of their culture (American Psychological Association, 2005).  

 

Moreover, whilst the multicultural approach4 espouses educational equity, 

affirmation and respect for different cultures and the ideals of social justice, it simply 

                                                           
4 A multicultural approach is designed to create equal educational opportunities for all pupils regardless of gender, social class, 

ethnic, racial, cultural characteristics, sexual orientation and disabilities (Banks & Banks, 2013) emphasising the importance of 
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may not be possible for Indigenous students to fully experience the benefits of this 

approach as this is not reflected in wider society.  Indigenous peoples living on 

reservations do not enjoy the same rights and legal protections as other US citizens:  

issues of sovereignty and jurisdiction allow crimes to be committed against 

Indigenous peoples with impunity (Casselman, 2016);  the integrity of reservation 

lands are under constant threat from the building of, sometimes illegal, pipelines to 

transport oil (Worland, 2016) whilst Indigenous peoples, both on and off reservations, 

are more likely to be victims of hate crimes and sexual violence than any other ethnic 

group (Taliman, 2011).  If Indigenous peoples experience an inequitable society how 

can Native youth feel that their difference is respected?  

 

Despite focus being placed on the urgent need for multicultural education in the USA 

due to its long history of immigration from many different cultural groups (Nieto, 

2004), this is not applicable to the experience of Indigenous peoples, who, instead, 

represent an Indigenous population which has been marginalised by a dominant 

immigrant culture.  For the Indigenous, multicultural education highlights their 

“contributions” to the supposed greatness of the US (Dunbar-Ortiz, 2016) by being 

credited with providing essential provisions to early European settlers, which  

Dunbar-Ortiz describes as an ‘insidious smoke screen’, concealing the fact that ‘the 

very existence of the country is a result of looting an entire continent and displacing 

Indigenous people’ (pp.22-23).  

 

 

1.7:  Issues Regarding Teachers and Further Cultural Insensitivity 

Due to their often-isolated locations, difficult working conditions and poor amenities, 

reservation schools generally face challenges in recruiting and retaining effective 

school leaders and teachers (US Department of Education, 2010).  A lack of Native 

educators further impacts negatively upon Indigenous students, with less than 1% of 

teachers nationwide being Indigenous.  Having a teacher from a similar background 

can be particularly important for minority groups as they may be more likely to gain 

                                                           
pupils maintaining their respective cultural ties, including religious diversity and the preservation and practice of language; while 

schools should prepare for and teach cooperation, mutual respect, democratic values and dignity for individuals (Banks, in 

Campbell, 2010). 
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students’ trust and respect, whilst such teachers may serve as effective role models, 

boosting confidence and enthusiasm (Dee, 2004).  The opposite can be true of non-

Native educators who may lack an understanding of Indigenous culture (Ellwood, 

2017).  Clarren (2017) argues that non-Native teachers fail to understand the complex 

socio-economic problems experienced by Indigenous children, whilst some are 

ignorant of Indigenous practices.  Common examples include Indigenous pupils 

facing expulsion after missing school to attend extended tribal funeral rites, whilst 

many Indigenous students regularly complain of teachers touching their long hair, 

which is culturally offensive (Office for Civil Rights, 2014).   Moreover, Indigenous 

peoples continue to experience further alienation through limited or inaccurate 

representation of Indigenous history and culture, with Indigenous content in textbooks 

continuing to perpetuate myths and cultural stereotypes such as portraying Indigenous 

peoples as alcoholics and lazy, with lesson plans focusing on the story of 

Thanksgiving and ‘Indian Pride’ in the form of school mascots (Dunbar-Ortiz, 2016; 

Clarren, 2017), instead of adequately incorporating Native culture and languages into 

the curriculum (EOP, 2014).  

 

Following a Presidential visit to Standing Rock reservation in 2014, the Obama 

administration moved to extend Native authority over schools run by the federal BIE 

in addition to promoting states and schools to deliver more Native culture and 

language (Field, 2016).  As part of these efforts The White House held a listening tour 

to hear testimony from Indigenous educators and families.  Much of this testimony 

highlighted the insensitive treatment, racism, discrimination, denial of educational 

services, funding and excessive disciplinary measures experienced by Indigenous 

pupils and educators.  In Anchorage, Alaska, one Native student claimed a school 

member of staff called her “a squaw” whilst in Oklahoma City, federal officials 

learned of how a “Redskins” high school mascot prompted students to produce posters 

referring to skinning their opponents and sending them ‘home on a trail of tears’5.  

Ron Lessard, acting director of the White House Initiative on American Indian and 

Alaska Native Education (since 2017) admits ‘I think the sensitivity to different 

cultures, sometimes it ends with Native people’ (quoted in Green & Walman, 2018).  

 

                                                           
5 Reference to a series of forced relocations of 60,000 Indigenous peoples between 1830 and 1850 by the US government. 
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Such issues are reflective of Critical Race Theory (CRT) (in Chapter Two) which 

focuses upon applying an examination of culture and society to the intersection of 

power, law and race; and is often linked with the provocative issues present when 

dealing with the pursuit of equality in relation to ethnicity and race (Gordon, 1999).  

Its core principle is that racism is ‘endemic, institutional and systematic [and] a 

fundamental way of organising society … designed to meet White needs’ (Sleeter, 

2017, p.157).   In the US, CRT can be illustrated by the racial imbalance in the 

teaching profession, whereby 80% of teachers are white, despite white students 

accounting for less than half the population of the public-school system (US 

Department of Education, 2016).  This imbalance provides scope for a large 

proportion of the teaching profession to be ill-equipped to effectively teach students 

who are racially, ethnically or linguistically different to themselves (Sleeter, 2017).  

Given that over 90% of Indigenous students attend mainstream schools (Clarren, 

2017), when viewed through the lens of CRT, those students are at risk of not availing 

of the same educational experience as their white counterparts.  Recently such issues 

of discrimination have been exemplified in the Wolf Point School District, Montana.  

 

In 2017 the US Department of Education began an investigation into the 

discrimination against Indigenous students in Wolf Point School District, in response 

to a complaint filed with the Department’s Office of Civil Rights by Melina Healey6 

and the American Civil Liberties Union of Montana (Ellwood, 2019).  The complaint 

follows a history of previous investigations into the Wolf Point School District with 

the Department of Education confirming previous instances of discrimination against 

Indigenous students in 2003 and the monitoring of public schools in the Wolf Point 

district from 2007 to 2008.  Ellwood notes that hostility towards Native students and 

their culture has persisted despite previous intervention. The complaint documents 

accounts by Native students describing persecution by school officials and different 

treatment in comparison to their white peers.  Among the complaints were the 

reported use of racial slurs and harmful stereotypes by white administrators, 

faculty, and staff.  Native students are routinely denied academic and 

                                                           
6 Juvenile Law, Indian Law, Racial and Indigenous lawyer, in this case representing the Fort Peck Assiniboine and Sioux 

Tribes. 
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extracurricular opportunities available to white students and are disproportionately 

disciplined and excluded from school, often without due process7. 

 

 

1.8:  Pine Ridge Reservation and Legend Tell Tobacco   

Other Indigenous communities, however are navigating the education system quite 

differently and attempting to create opportunities for Native youth.  For Legend Tell 

Tobacco, a ten-year-old Indigenous boy from Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, South 

Dakota, his opportunities for educational success depend on the guidance of his ward 

and aunt and the possibility of attending the Red Cloud Indian School.  Pine Ridge is 

a 3,469 square mile expanse which is home to 20,000 Oglala Lakota and described as 

‘one of the poorest, and most underdeveloped, places in the country’ (Wong, 2017).  

A microcosm of “Indian Country”, Pine Ridge is afflicted with rampant 

unemployment, low incomes, gang violence, crippling poverty, abuse and addiction, 

however many Indigenous students and educators are attempting to change the 

direction of such stereotypical narrative and create opportunities for success whilst 

maintaining their Native heritage.  In Chapter Five, two widely documented reports8 

by Lesli A. Maxwell (2013) and Alia Wong (2017) highlighting the educational 

experiences of Indigenous students on Pine Ridge Reservation, will be used to 

demonstrate the gravity of the situation facing Native youth and discuss the situation 

of Legend Tell Tobacco and his experience of navigating the education system against 

the backdrop of the serious social problems that are endemic to this reservation.   

 

 

1.9:  Overview of the Dissertation  

In Chapter Two, I will examine philosophical frameworks that reject inequality, 

injustice, discrimination beginning with Liberalism; a critique of Liberalism through 

the lens of Critical Race Theory; and an examination of Critical Race Theory (CRT) 

and Tribal Critical Theory as an alternative to Liberalism.  In Chapter Three, I will 

focus on a recently presented alternative to Liberalism – Black Radical Liberalism 

                                                           
7 Further reading for Wolf Point district, read Ellwood’s article, (2019) ‘U.S. Department of Education begins investigation 

into discrimination against Native students in Montana’s Wolf Point School District’. 
8 ‘Education in Indian Country: Running in Place’ (2013) by Lesli A, Maxwell was part of a project winning awards from the 
Education Writers Association and Society for Features Journalism in 2014 and The Real Legacy of Crazy Horse (2017) by Alia 

Wong writing for The Atlantic online newsletter.  
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and a critique of CRT, whilst in Chapters 4 and 5, I will introduce Nussbaum’s 

Capabilities Approach to evaluate the current situation of Indigenous education; 

discuss its commonalities with human rights models, critique Nussbaum’s Capability 

Approach and discuss its application to the case of a ten-year-old Indigenous boy, 

Legend Tell Tobacco.  

 

In the conclusion I will assert the need for redress of past crimes committed against 

Indigenous peoples during colonisation; will argue that Native students must have 

the opportunity to avail of an educational experience in parity with that of their non-

Native peers; and that their capabilities can be realised and fulfilled if appropriate 

reparations can be made.  In particular, this will address a re-examination of the 

curriculum and how it should incorporate teaching on the colonisation of what is 

now the US and how this involved the theft of land from, and near eradication of, its 

Indigenous peoples.  
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Chapter Two:  Frameworks Used to Examine Injustice and 

Discrimination: Liberalism, Critical Race Theory and Tribal 

Critical Theory 

 

 

2.1:  Introduction 

Beginning with an examination of Liberalism, this chapter will explore philosophical 

frameworks that ascribe principles which should be observed by a political system, 

with regard to injustice and discrimination.  By critiquing Liberalism through the lens 

of Critical Race Theory (CRT), the movements of CRT and, by extension, Tribal 

Critical Theory (TribalCrit) shall be discussed as alternative critical responses to 

Liberalism, which many scholars believe has failed to successfully address racial 

inequality. 

 

 

2.2:  Liberalism  

Liberalism is a moral and political philosophy based upon the principles of equality 

and liberty.  Depending on interpretation this may encompass a wide range of views 

but liberals generally advocate democracy, freedom of the press, freedom of religion, 

free markets, freedom of speech, racial and gender equality and civil rights (Wolin, 

2004).   Sandel (1998) notes the classic principle of Liberalism as being that that what 

is deemed to be right takes precedence and the state should remain neutral. 

[Liberalism’s] core thesis can be stated as follows: society, being composed 

of plurality of persons, each with his own aims, interests and conception of 

the good, is best arranged when it is governed by principles that do not 

themselves presuppose any particular conception of the good … but rather 

than they conform to the concept of right, a moral category given prior to the 

good and independent of it (Sandel, p.1). 

 

From a legal standpoint, liberalists tend to agree that the main purpose of the law is 

to protect citizens from harm from others (including the government and its agencies) 

so that people can be free to pursue their own goals and interests; and in return for 

such protection, individuals agree to adhere to the law and not cause harm to others 

(Litowitz, 2016).  This classic tenet of Liberalism was shared among leading liberalist 
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figures such as John Stuart Mill9, John Rawls10 and Ronald Dworkin11.  However, 

dissatisfaction with Liberalism as a framework for addressing racial problems in the 

US led to the emergence of Critical Race Theory (Delgado & Stefancic, 2012).  

 

 

2.3:  Critical Race Theory - Philosophical Underpinnings 

Critical Race Theory (CRT) emerged in the mid-1970s as a response to Critical Legal 

Studies (CLS), a progressive movement that challenges how traditional legal 

scholarship is applied to individuals and groups in particular cultural and social 

contexts (Brayboy, 2005).  CLS exposes contradictions and inconsistencies within 

law and reveals how ‘legal ideology has helped create, support and legitimate 

America’s present class structure’ (Crenshaw, 1988, p.1350).  It consequently 

provides a legal analysis of a hierarchical social system that does not necessarily 

benefit all citizens.   

 

 

                                                           
9 John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) is regarded as one of the most influential thinkers of classical Liberalism, contributing widely to 

political economy, political theory and social theory (MaCleod, 2017).  In his essay On Liberty (1859) Mill asserts that in order 

for classical Liberalism to prevail, the state must be fully just by protecting and respecting individuals’ rights.  Such rights 
include the right to vote and to run for public office – in short, democracy; the right to claim ownership of one’s body and the 

freedom to work, meaning a rejection of slavery.   
10 John Rawls (1921 –2002) is regarded by some as the most influential political philosopher of the 20th century (Gordon, 2008).  
Kymlicka (1990, p.11) noted that ‘it is generally accepted that the recent rebirth of normative political philosophy began with 

the publication of John Rawls's A Theory of Justice in 1971’.   Rawls (1971) advocated the right for everyone to access 

opportunity equally and promoted the interests of the marginalised and most disadvantaged in society.   His concern was for a 
distributive form justice which could be realised through fair and impartial institutions, arguing that if the basic structures of 

society (for example the constitution, the education and legal system) are just then society would remain just also.  He devised  

“the Original Position”  where every person is entitled to equally access the most extensive system of basic freedoms in a society 
that provides equal freedoms for all; social and economic disparities are to be organised so that the most disadvantaged gain the 

most benefits and that everyone is treated fairly and have equal opportunities, whilst ensuring that rights are never traded for 

greater equalities. 
11 Ronald Dworkin (1931-2013) is viewed as one of the most eminent legal philosophers of the last one hundred years, making 

numerous enduring contributions to philosophy and legal theory (Sunstein, 2013).  For Dworkin (1985) “the nerve of Liberalism” 

(p.183) comprised of two principles: that governments must treat all those in its charge as ‘equals, that is entitled to equal concern 

and respect’ and ‘equality in the distribution of some resource of opportunity, or … secure the state of affairs in which they are 

all equal or more nearly equal’ (p.190).  Dworkin advocated a “continuity” theory, merging political life and personal conviction 

with the intention of introducing morality to political life and consequently into all aspects of public life (Freeman, 2001).  

Dworkin (1990) expanded on Mill’s interpretation that the only justifications to invade an individual’s liberty would be on the 

grounds of public safety or to protect property, and for the essential purpose of creating an egalitarian sharing of resources, 

therefore affiliating resources and politics with rights, liberty and equality.  Economically, he claimed that creating a new state 

would advocate the following principles of an unrefined equality: ‘resources and opportunities should be distributed as far as 

possible, equally, so that roughly the same share of whatever is available is devoted to satisfying the ambitions of each’ 

(Dworkin, 2000, p.192).   
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Much of the philosophy underpinning CLS stems from the work of Gramsci12 and his 

theory of hegemony (Ladson-Billings, 1998).  Gramsci asserted that society is ruled 

by the ideas of the dominant group and that hegemony is a means to convey these 

ideas, resulting in the majority of the population ultimately sharing the same views.  

Social hegemony, therefore, is intrinsically linked to the execution of power13.  CLS 

relies upon the Gramscian view of hegemony to explain and critique the perpetual 

validation of oppressive structures in American society.  However, whilst CLS may 

critique societal issues, its failure to offer practical strategies for significant social 

transformation led to the emergence CRT as a product of the frustrations of legal 

scholars who were particularly concerned with racism (Ladson-Billings, 1998).  

 

CRT evolved in the work of Alan Freeman (a Caucasian) and Derrick Bell (an African 

American), both of whom were dissatisfied with a perceived lack of progress on the 

part of CLS to transform legal and societal structures that focused specifically on race 

and racism in the USA.  Moreover, both regarded traditional civil right strategies such 

as marches, protests and appeals to the moral sensibilities of the population as being 

inadequate to challenging existing structures (Delgado, 1995).  Freeman (1978) 

critiqued the role of the U.S. Supreme Court which, particularly under Chief Justice 

Earl Warren, had been credited with the expansion of civil rights, civil liberties and 

the use of judicial authority to end racial segregation in US society (Sunstein, 2005).   

Freeman (1978) argued that whilst the Supreme Court did indeed defend and 

champion civil rights causes and was seemingly focused on Liberalism, it 

inadvertently legitimised racism by restricting the scope of change to manageable 

proportions, and only provided assistance for the most clear-cut violations.   

 

                                                           
12 Antonio Gramsci, General Secretary of the Italian Communist Party, arrested in 1926 by the Italian Fascist Government 

State and sentenced to serve twenty years in prison.  During his imprisonment he developed his political theory recording his 
views in his Prison Notes or Quaderni del carcere. His theory of hegemony is regarded as ‘one of the most significant 

contributions to twentieth-century Marxist thought’ (Bates, 1975, p.351).  The basic principle of hegemony is that society is 

not ruled by force alone but by ideas, specifically the ideas of the dominant group.  Gramsci viewed hegemony as a means to 
convey the ideas of the rulers to the ruled, ultimately creating a cohesive society whilst simultaneously wielding the power to 

suppress the ideas of opponents, critics or the marginalised.  In a traditional conservative society based on the hierarchy of 

class, hegemony is capable of “muting” discontent, thereby allowing that society to function and in effect maintain the status 
quo (Bates).   However, hegemony could also be used as a mechanism to effect change; for instance, where the majority may 

share “creative” ideas which can threaten or overturn the prevailing societal structure (p.351). 
13 For further reading on hegemony and its links to Marxism and Russian politics refer to The Communist Manifesto reflecting 

Marx’s and Engels’ (1848) views.  Also refer to Gramsci’s Prison Essays: Il 

materialismo storico e la filosofia di Benedetto Croce & Il Risorgimento in 1948 in Turin publication 1966.  
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The work of Bell14 is credited with laying the foundations of CRT with its analysis of 

the American legal system, in particular the theory of interest convergence which 

asserts that African Americans have attained racial equality, not because they have 

been accommodated, but because it has suited the interests of the dominant or White 

society.  Nevertheless, for scholars concerned about a regression from the gains from 

the Civil Rights era, CRT represented ‘a lifeline, a source of an explanatory model 

and a wellspring of tools for action’ (Taylor, 2009, p.9).   

 

CRT demands a critique of Liberalism itself, regarding the central characterisation of 

the civil rights movement as ‘a long, slow, but always upward pull’ (Crenshaw, 1988, 

p.1334) as flawed because of its failure to understand the limitations of current legal 

paradigms to serve as mechanisms for social change.  Consequently, CRT contends 

that significant changes are needed to tackle racism but that Liberalism offers only 

limited scope for such change, with liberal legal practices favouring the slower and 

more measured process of arguing legal precedence to champion rights for people of 

colour (Ladson-Billings, 1998).  CRT has, therefore, emerged from  

a long tradition of resistance to the unequal and unjust distribution of power 

and resources along political, economic, racial and gendered lines in America, 

and across the globe, with the support and legitimacy of the legal system 

which makes possible the perpetuation of the established power relationships 

of society.  Critical legal thinkers have long resisted this maintenance of the 

status quo and have worked to identify and eradicate various forms of 

oppression in the courts, … classrooms and throughout society (Taylor, 2009, 

p.1).   

 

 

2.4:   Why do Critical Race Theorists Reject Liberalism? 

Liberalism generally advocates representative democracy and a limited welfare state, 

under a government that adheres to the rule of law and guarantees the liberty, equality 

and property interests of its citizens.  Whilst characterised by a core commitment to 

autonomy, equal rights and due process Liberalism has been subject to criticism from 

                                                           
14 Derrick Bell is the first African American to gain tenure at Harvard’s School of Law and was credited with developing a 
curriculum that centred on colonialism, racism and race in legal intellectual dialogue (Taylor, 2009).   Bell also established a 

new course focusing on civil rights law and published Race, Racism and American Law (1973). 
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Critical Race theorists, with particular regard suspicion of its founding concept of 

individual rights (Litowitz, 2016).  (Delgado & Stefancic, 2012, p.50) argue that the 

concept of moral and legal rights is counter-productive and likely to ‘do the right 

holder much less good than we like to think’, claiming that: 

In our system, rights are almost always procedural (such as due process) rather 

than substantive (for example, to food, housing, or education …).  Moreover, 

rights are said to be alienating.  They separate people from each other ‘stay 

away, I’ve got my rights’ - rather than encouraging them to form close, 

respectful communities (p.50-51). 

 

In an anthology of writings by fellow CRT scholars entitled Critical Theory: The 

Cutting Edge, (1995) Richard Delgado provided a selection of core texts illustrative 

of CRT as a movement.  In a series of essays, CR theorists argue that Liberalism has 

failed to bring about equality between races due to entrenched forms of racism (often 

known as microaggressions) that cannot be eliminated and which are experienced by 

minorities on a daily basis (Delgado, 1995).  Moreover, critics of Liberalism argue 

that practices such as affirmative action and traditional liberal rights, such as free 

speech, are white conciliations that do not further minority interests and, despite 

claims of valuing equality, in reality hinder vital reforms required to effect true parity 

between the races (Litowitz, 2016).  According to Mills (2017a) Liberalism does not 

represent repressed groups but is rather ‘a function of dominant group [white] 

interests and the successful political projects of the privileged’ (p.xvi); while Delgado 

asserts that: 

Virtually all of Critical Race thought is marked by deep discontent with 

Liberalism, a system of civil rights litigation and activism characterised by 

incrementalism, faith in the legal system, and hope for progress, among other 

things (p.1). 

 

This view of Liberalism is not shared by legal scholar Litowitz who counters with the 

claim that the essays proffered in Critical Theory: The Cutting Edge are insubstantial 

and fail to address Liberalism as a doctrine or challenge Liberalism as a theoretical 

approach.  Whilst recognising that civil rights movements initially advanced by 

Liberalism have failed to bring about racial equality, Litowitz casts doubt on whether 

liberals actually believed that legal reform alone would eradicate racism.  Moreover, 
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Litowitz credits liberals with hoping for a fairer society and contends that, whilst the 

gains made may be limited, Liberalism as a doctrine cannot be blamed for lack of 

progress, which instead results from entrenched inequalities intrinsically linked to 

political power and wealth which predated liberal reform. 

 

One aspect of Liberalism that is open to deliberation is the interpretation of the 

principles of rights.  The classic tenet of Liberalism (central to Rawls and Kant) is 

that it remains neutral amidst competing conceptions of what constitutes a good life 

and that the principles of justice which stipulate rights should not depend ‘on any 

‘comprehensive’ moral or religious conception’ (Sandel, 1998, p.x)15.  Given that 

‘certain individual rights are so important that even the general welfare cannot 

override them’ (Sandel, p.189), Liberalism consequently prioritises the right over 

what may be perceived as the good, in what Sandel characterises as ‘a practical 

response to the familiar fact that people in modern democratic societies typically 

disagree about the good’ (Sandel, 1998, p.189).   

 

However, the notion that justice can be separated from considerations of the good has 

prompted debate, with those who dispute this16 contending ‘that justice is relative to 

the good, not independent of it’ (Sandel, p.186).  This is explored by CR theorist Mari 

Matsuda (1989), specifically the right to free speech within the context of the First 

Amendment of the US Constitution17.  Matsuda (1989) challenges the liberalist notion 

of the right to free speech, arguing that a liberal state tolerating racial epithets 

disguised as free speech is in fact endorsing and validating racist speech and that 

remaining neutral ‘means that the state is promoting racist speech’ (p.2379).  Matsuda 

argues that the state cannot be neutral, and therefore should not try to be, it should 

instead adopt an approach against racist speech, based upon a particular moral view.  

Building upon the writings of Delgado, Matsuda (1989) argues that the societal 

response to racism should be transferred to the public domain and consequently the 

                                                           
15 Based on writings by Kant and Rawls. 
16 A number of political philosophers writing during the 1980s disputed the idea that justice or the right can be detached from 
the good.  These include Alasdair MacIntyre, Michael Walzer and Charles Taylor. 

17 The First Amendment to the US Constitution adopted on 15th December 1791, one of ten amendments that constitute the Bill 

of Rights:  

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the 
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress 

of grievances. 
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appropriate response to racist speech is ‘formal criminal and administrative sanction 

- public as opposed to private prosecution’ (p.2321).  Moreover, Matsuda emphasises 

the importance of the victim’s experience and the long-term effects of racist hate 

messages, contending that public sanctioning of racist speech would represent a 

significant choice since ‘the kinds of injuries and harms historically left to private 

individuals to absorb and resist through private means’ (p.2321) resulting in people 

of colour, as well as other disadvantaged groups, not having the opportunity to utilise 

the law to redress their experiences.   

 

Matsuda observes that whilst the international community has outlawed racist 

propaganda through Article 4 of the International Convention on the Elimination of 

All Forms of Racial Discrimination18, ‘Prohibiting dissemination of ideas of racial 

superiority or hatred is not easily reconciled with American concepts of free speech’ 

(p.2341).  There is acknowledgement that although the treaty requires states to 

criminalise racial hate messages, there must be “due regard” for rights safeguarded 

by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and by Article 5 of the Convention, 

including rights of association, conscience and freedom of speech, therefore leading 

to conflict between protecting these values and the ideal of eliminating racist 

propaganda.  In the US, Article 4 is described as ‘controversial and troublesome’ 

(p.2342) and despite an evolving international viewpoint, the US has not ratified the 

Declaration in its entirety, asserting Article 4 conflicts with First Amendment Rights.  

 

Litowitz however counters that governments have been given too much power to 

regulate speech and behaviour under the guise of appeals to morality and if the state 

was changed so that it ‘embodies the society we live in’ (p.300), it would do so to the 

detriment of minority groups who would not make any gains from this process 

because society itself can be racist.  

 

Matsuda recognises concerns regarding state control over free speech noting that 

commitment to the first amendment ‘requires the most vigilant scrutiny to avoid 

                                                           

18 Article 4 of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, Adopted and opened for 

signature and ratification by General Assembly resolution 2016 (XX) of 21 December 1965 entry into force 4 January 1969. 
Signed by the US in 1966 and ratified with exemptions in 1994. 
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suppression of ideas under the guise of controlling conduct’ (p.2351).  However, 

Matsuda also contends that its protections permit the dissemination of notions of 

racial inferiority, where a person is entitled to claim superiority over another race or 

group and espouse that such a group is deserving of persecution.  Whilst this may be 

deemed as “loathsome” (p.2351), it is viewed as political and therefore classed as free 

speech.  Moreover, Matsuda recognises the tension between the necessity of free 

speech and demands for its regulation, noting that regulation could lead to control by 

the state which could eventually impact on all groups and not just those that are 

viewed as harmful to society, to the potential detriment of democratic ideals. 

What therefore can be done to accommodate victims of racist speech?  Matsuda 

asserts that  

the victim’s perspective requires respect for the idea of rights, for it is those 

on the bottom who are most hurt by the absence of rights, and it is those on 

the bottom who have sustained the struggle for rights in American history 

(p.2356-2357). 

 

Recognising the fundamental importance of the first amendment, Matsuda, advocates 

that whilst respecting its values, it can also be leveraged through requiring ‘a narrow 

definition of actionable racist speech’ (p.2357)19 and treating racist speech as a sui 

generis category where the presentation of an idea is so ‘historically untenable, so 

dangerous, and so tied to perpetuation of violence and degradation … is properly  

treated as outside the realm of protected discourse’  (p.2357); thereby setting apart the 

worst forms of racist speech20 for specific treatment in a ‘non-neutral, value-laden 

approach that will better preserve free speech’ (p.2357).  However, Litowitz (2016) 

argues that state tolerance of hate speech is not necessarily a sign of its endorsement 

but instead of its ability to be ‘neutral or even anti-racist in its own actions and speech 

while simultaneously tolerating racist speech by private parties’ (p.300).   

 

CRT is also applicable to areas other than law, with many scholars in the field of 

education considering themselves as Critical Race theorists using CRT as a means to 

                                                           
19 That would not be protected under the First Amendment. 
20 To define actionable racist speech, Matsuda suggests three identifying characteristics: 

1. The message is of racial inferiority; 

2. The message is directed against a historically oppressed group; and 

3. The message is persecutorial, hateful and degrading (p.2357). 
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understand issues of school hierarchy, discipline, testing, tracking and disputes over 

curriculum provision, history, language and multicultural education (Delgado & 

Stefancic, 2012).   

 

 

2.5: Critical Race Theory - Application to Education 

In 1995, William Tate and Gloria Ladson-Billings introduced CRT to the realm of 

education with Towards a critical race theory in education, provoking further study 

into the intersectionality of issues of disparity including education, gender, class, 

immigration and race.  CRT was applied to educational research as an alternative way 

of examining educational institutions and the challenges experienced by people of 

colour within them (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995).  The premise of CRT is that 

racism is ‘normal, not aberrant, in American society’ (Delgado, 1995, p.xiv) and has 

become so entangled, and consequently inherent, in the fabric of America’s society 

and education system that it appears to be both natural and normal to its population 

(Ladson-Billings, 1998).  Indeed, Bell (1992) asserted the view that racism is endemic 

and permanently fixed within American life and therefore the strategy of Critical Race 

theorists is to uncover and expose its many permutations, including challenging 

traditional views of meritocracy, equal opportunity and claims of colour-blind 

objectivity (Crenshaw, 1993; Solorzano & Yosso, 2001a).  Delgado (1995) develops 

this view by claiming that racism and White superiority is normal and so ingrained in 

the legal, political and educational structures of US society that it has become 

invisible and, because it is all-encompassing, it may not be recognised by those who 

are subject to its effects.  Taylor (2009) describes a society created and enjoyed by 

Whites for whom economic, political and educational advantages are taken for 

granted, whilst many fail to empathise or understand the non-White perspective and 

experience that has emerged from a society shaped and dominated by White 

ideologies.   

 

Although CRT focuses on race and racism, it also intersects with ‘other forms of 

subordination such as gender and class discrimination’ (Solorzano, 1998, p.122).  

Within education CRT is activist in nature and fundamentally committed to social 

justice, with scholars utilising CRT in education to assert the need to eliminate the 
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influence of racism, sexism and poverty in the lives of students and educators 

(Delgado et al, 2002; Solorzano & Yosso, 2001b). 

 

CRT diverges from conventional legal scholarship by challenging neutrality and 

objectivity and instead placing value in the ‘voice’ of people (Barnes 1990; Ladson-

Billings & Tate, 1995) and in experiential knowledge drawn from historical and 

contemporary struggles as a means to inform thinking and research (Ladson-Billings 

& Tate).  CRT scholarship is built upon the real experiences of people of colour 

(Taylor, 2009).  It acknowledges that 

the simple matter of the colour of one’s own skin so profoundly affects the 

way one is treated, so radically shapes what one is allowed to think and feel 

about this society, that the decision to generalise from this decision is valid 

(Williams, 1991, p.256). 

 

CRT contests the experiences of Whites as the standard norm (Calmore, 1995) and 

rejects the conventional notions of racial paradigms by claiming the voice of minority 

groups.  Delgado’s (1995) call to action regarding the context of minorities demands 

that experiential observations, social situations, circumstances and perceptions of 

racial oppression are vital in order to understand racial dynamics.  This can place 

current legal, social and educational disparities within the context of earlier, explicit 

practices of racial exclusion.  Consequently, testimonies, parables, chronicles, fiction, 

poetry and narrative accounts are valued as significant data sources by CRT scholars, 

as well as a means to expose and challenge the social constructions of race (Taylor, 

2009).  Such “received wisdoms” (Delgado, 1995, p.xiv; Ladson-Billings, 1998) 

provide connections between traditional values espoused in communities and those 

of larger societal institutions such as schools and courts (Brayboy, 2006) and can 

serve to validate data (Taylor, 2009).  CRT therefore ‘embraces this subjectivity of 

perspective and openly acknowledges that perceptions of truth, fairness and justice 

reflect the mindset of the knower’ (Taylor, 1998, p.122).   

 

Advocates of CRT argue that the US legal, political and educational system is founded 

on Whites having particular non-transferrable rights to capital and property, which 

are grounded in a specific historic context (Taylor, 2009).  Ladson-Billings & Tate 

(1995) contend that an examination of the intersection of race and property is 
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necessary in understanding a Critical Race theoretical approach to education, 

asserting that US society is based on capitalism and property rights rather than on 

human rights.   For African Americans, the legal regime of slavery provided Whites 

with the power to claim human beings as property that could be bought and sold; 

whilst for the Indigenous population, the seizure and colonisation of their lands 

supported White privilege through ‘a system of property rights in land which the 

‘race’ of First Nations peoples rendered their first possession right invisible and 

justified conquest’ (Harris, 1993, p.1721). 

 

The history of the US is replete with examples of the intersection of power, race and 

property, such as slavery, territorial expansion and the forced relocation of Indigenous 

peoples, which serve to illustrate the ability to define and possess property as a central 

feature of power in the US (Takaki, 1993).  This power has been the sole preserve of 

Whites whereby possession – ‘the act necessary to lay basis for rights in property, 

was defined to include only the cultural practices of Whites.  This definition laid the 

foundation for the idea that whiteness – that which Whites alone possess – is valuable 

and is property’ (Harris, p.1721).  

 

Property pertains to education both explicitly and implicitly (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 

1995).  Wainer (1993) argues that wealthier communities, which have higher tax 

assessments due to higher property values, resent funding public school education 

which serves student populations that are mostly non-white and poor.  Moreover, 

students educated in areas with wealthy tax bases enjoy smaller classes and better 

resources that will prepare them for further education and future careers, whilst those 

in most need of fully funded education and academic programmes are left wanting 

(Keel, 2013), or ‘in the simplest equations, those with ‘better’ property are entitled to 

‘better’ schools’ (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995, p.53).  This has significant 

implications for institutions, such as federally funded Indigenous schools on 

reservations, which serve financially poorer communities, lack financial investment 

and struggle to combat poor infrastructure and the legacy of historical injustices and 

debilitating poverty (Clarren, 2017). 

 

Differences regarding property are also manifested in other, indirect ways.  Ladson-

Billings & Tate discuss how the curriculum itself exemplifies a form of “intellectual 
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property” where the ‘quality and quantity of the curriculum varies with the ‘property 

values’ of the school’ (p.54), arguing that more affluent schools can provide more 

extensive and enriched curricula extending to elective courses and extra-curricular 

activities.  An inability to access this enriched intellectual property restricts 

opportunities to learn (Stevens, 1993) – the assumption being that, in addition to 

delivering educational standards, what students should be able to do and know must 

be supported with the material resources needed to enhance their learning.  Therefore, 

intellectual property must be reinforced by ‘actual’ property such as computers, 

libraries, technologies and science labs with lessons delivered by suitably qualified 

and well-informed teachers; however despite attempting to uphold educational 

standards, schools serving poorer students of colour are unlikely to access or enjoy 

these resources resulting in those students having fewer opportunities to learn (Kozol, 

1991).  

 

Whilst CRT serves as a framework to address inequities in society, including within 

education, it does not fully address the specific needs of Indigenous people.  Having 

been initially developed to address the Civil Rights issues of African Americans, it is 

focused on articulating issues of race within a ‘black-white’ duality (Brayboy) and, 

until recently, other racial/ethnic groups have not been included in this discussion.  

Consequently, Asian Critical Race Theory (AsianCrit) and Latino Critical Race 

Theory (LatCrit) have developed to address the specific needs of those populations in 

the US.  

 

For Native peoples, framing their identity only as racialised beings is deemed harmful, 

showing a lack of awareness that, in addition to being a racial group, Indigenous 

peoples are Sovereign Nations that also hold legal and political status (Estes, 2018).  

Their position was reaffirmed by President George W. Bush in his 2004 Executive 

Order: 

The United States has a unique legal relationship with Indian tribes and a 

special relationship with Alaskan Native entities as provided in the 

Constitution of the United States, treaties and federal statuses.  This 

Administration is committed to continuing to work with these federally 

recognised tribal governments on a government-to-government basis, and 

supports tribal sovereignty and self-determination.  
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Given that position of First Nation peoples within the US is “unique” in comparison 

to other racial groups, it follows that their approach to CRT is as equally distinctive: 

while CRT, AsianCrit and LatCrit address the issues of each respective group they 

are still based on the premise of CRT that racism is endemic in society.  Tribal Critical 

Theory, on the other hand, espouses that colonisation is endemic to society (Brayboy, 

2001). 

 

 

2.6: Origins of Tribal Critical Theory 

Introduced by Indigenous (Lumbee Nation) scholar Bryan Brayboy (2005) Tribal 

Critical Theory (TribalCrit) seeks to examine the issues of Indigenous peoples in 

relation to US policies and laws.  Whilst racism features significantly, a primary 

principle within TribalCrit is the endemic nature of colonisation and its processes in 

American society, working towards exposing ‘the inconsistencies in structural 

systems and institutions … [to] make the situation better for Indigenous students’ 

(Brayboy, p.441).   

 

Brayboy attributes the development of TribalCrit to theory formed from personal 

experience, in addition to the experiences and works of other Native people.  Brayboy 

refers to Arthur C. Parker, author of The social elements of the Indian problem, who 

offered a list of grievances or “charges” (1916, p.254) against the US as a result of 

the physical, intellectual and spiritual disruptions experienced by Native peoples 

resulting from Western colonial jurisprudence and the practices of Christian missions 

intent on ‘civilising’ the Indigenous population (Brayboy, 2013).  Parker stated that: 

we wish to lay down seven charges, out of perhaps many more, that the Indian 

makes at the bar of American justice.  Whether the white man believes them 

just or not, true or not, he cannot discharge his obligation to the red man until 

he considers them and understands that the Indian makes them because he at 

least feels that they are just (p.254).  

 

These charges included the right for Indigenous peoples have their own identity and 

to be accepted as Indigenous, economic independence, land and an intellectual life 

grounded in Indigenous worldviews.  It was not until 1924 that the majority of 
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Indigenous peoples in the US were granted citizenship under the Citizenship Act.  

Parker warned that if such charges were not resolved appropriately and in a 

meaningful way, the consequences would include Indigenous peoples occupying a 

social, political and legal liminal space wherein exclusionary practices are imposed 

against Native peoples in their homelands: 

There can be nothing but bewilderment and anarchy when a man knows not 

what his status in his country is.  This is especially true when the individual 

has property interests and matters at hazard in the courts - handled at the 

initiative of others (p.264). 

 

The idea of the liminality of Indigenous peoples is one of the basic tenets of 

TribalCrit, whereby their lack of citizenship and tribal recognition became factors that 

framed them as separate and at the mercy of others’ decision making which, 

historically, resulted in decisions made on their behalf that dictated all aspects of their 

lives (Brayboy, 2013).  This included how and where they lived, ate, communicated, 

worshipped and educated their children.  Brayboy (2005) explains that the issue of 

how Indigenous peoples are represented the US, in particular within schools, led to 

an examination of CRT and how it might apply to Indigenous people.   CRT’s focus 

on the pervasiveness of racism makes it ideal for examining the experiences of Native 

students in educational settings.  Moreover, Brayboy’s development of TribalCrit 

‘was intended to build on and extend CRT in order to more directly account for the 

history and role of US colonisation on the modern-day experiences of Indigenous 

peoples’ (p.90).  

 

Brayboy refers specifically to his personal experience as an Assistant Professor in the 

University of Utah, describing how CRT had offered him ‘a new set of possibilities’ 

to consider, express and examine his own experiences as well as those of people from 

communities of colour with whom he worked (p.91).  Although academically literate 

and intellectually satisfied, Brayboy reflects that his scholarly experience, to date, did 

not provide the depth of understanding necessary to describe the real-life issues 

experienced by those individuals and communities with whom he was working and 

intimates that his own experiences as a tribal and racialised person were ignored or 

romanticized by others.  In Brayboy’s words CRT ‘demonstrated ways that I could 

explain what was happening with racialized peoples in educational institutions’ 
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(p.91). 

 

 

2.7 The Nine Tenets of Tribal Critical Theory 

Comprising of nine central tenets, TribalCrit provides both an analytical and 

theoretical lens to examine the experiences of Indigenous peoples since contact with 

European colonists over 500 years ago whilst addressing contemporary issues faced 

by Indigenous peoples, such as loss of language, management of natural resources, 

the disproportionate number of Native people in Special Education and tensions 

between federal, state and tribal governments (Brayboy 2005).  This involves 

recognising how ‘European American thought, knowledge and power structures 

dominate present day society in the United States’ (Brayboy, p.430) and 

acknowledging the atrocities committed against the Indigenous in order to force their 

assimilation into “Eurocentric” doctrine, a view illustrated by Lomawaima and 

McCarty (2002, p.282) in the context of Indigenous education: 

The goal has been ‘‘civilization’’ of American Indian peoples ... [which] 

assumes that what is required is the complete and utter transformation of 

native nations and individuals: replace heritage languages with English, 

replace ‘‘paganism’’ with Christianity, replace economic, political, social, 

legal, and aesthetic institutions. 

 

Notions of colonisation also extend to control over Natives’ identities by means of 

blood quantum21, which historically decided who occupied reservations and currently 

determines eligibility for tribal membership and, by extension, can be used to confirm 

or refute Native heritage – a concept which is both alien and harmful to Native people.   

 

Secondly, TribalCrit develops the view that colonisation is endemic in US society and 

openly states ‘that the policies of the United States toward American Indians are 

rooted in imperialism, White supremacy and a desire for material gain’ (Brayboy, 

                                                           
21 Blood quantum laws were originally introduced to North America by European colonists to regulate those classified as 

Indigenous, to determine membership of Native Nations and ascertain the degree of ancestry for individuals in particular 

Indigenous groups.  The concept of blood quantum is of European origin.  In North America, the first blood quantum law was 

passed in 1705 in the Colony of Virginia, with the intent of limiting the civil rights of Indigenous peoples and those of one-half 

or more Native blood (Forbes, 2008).   
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p.431).  Williams (1987) concludes that early policies instigated by the US and its 

treatment of Indigenous peoples were borne from a self-serving interpretation of legal 

concepts that enabled White colonists to justify, constitute and normalise the theft of 

land.  This process illustrates the dichotomy in how White European colonists and 

Natives regarded the relationship between people and the land, with Europeans 

placing value in ownership of land, therefore claiming lands as property, whereas 

Indigenous peoples viewed land as something that was to be used communally, with 

no concept of it being something to be divided up, sold, and owned by individuals. 

 

This is illustrative of colonists’ notions of habitation and ownership of land – the fact 

that Indigenous peoples did not technically ‘own’ the lands on which they lived, 

justified their dispossession and eventual removal to reservations.  Moreover, the 

removal of Indigenous peoples by the US government was rationalised through claims 

that it was necessary for their wellbeing, in other words – for their own good 

(Brayboy).  Such claims are symptomatic of an imperialist approach where the 

ultimate intention is to establish a society ‘to maintain … [a] racial order, securing 

the privileges and advantages of the full white citizens and maintaining the sub-

ordination of non-whites’ (Mills, 1997, p.14).  Mills’ examination of the sub-

ordination of colonised peoples in general demonstrates the premeditated nature of 

colonists’ quest to claim America’s land for themselves: 

White men who are already part of society encounter non-whites who are not, 

who are “savage” residents of a state of nature characterised in terms of 

wilderness, jungle, wasteland … who are deemed childlike, incapable of self-

rule and handling their own affairs, and thus appropriately wards of the state 

(p.13). 

 

Other reasons to justify removing Indigenous peoples from the lands they inhabited 

included the US government’s claim that they were underutilising the land and they 

would live securely and free from molestation on reservations.   Indeed, Tribal nations 

have been, and continue to be, molested in multiple ways.  Indigenous people living 

on reservations do not enjoy the same rights and legal protections as other US citizens:  

issues of sovereignty and jurisdiction allow crimes to be committed against Natives 

with impunity (Casselman, 2016);  the integrity of reservation lands are under 

constant threat from the building of, sometimes illegal, pipelines to transport oil 
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(Worland, 2016), whilst Indigenous people, both on and off reservations, are more 

likely to be victims of hate crimes and sexual violence than any other ethnic group 

(Taliman, 2011).   

 

Central to the removal of Indigenous peoples were the principles of Manifest Destiny 

and Norman Yoke which were used as religious, moral and economic rationales to, 

respectively, legitimatise the dispossession of their lands.  Manifest Destiny presumed 

that it was God’s design for European colonists to take land, providing them with the 

moral authority and religious rights to do so by whatever means necessary.  Likewise, 

the Norman Yoke22, was widened to include justifying the taking of lands from 

Indigenous people on the premise that individuals are not only justified in 

appropriating and profiting from natural resources on lands deemed as “vacant”, but 

are morally obliged to do so, despite the “vacant” lands being already inhabited. 

 

Attention must also be given to the ‘Doctrine of Discovery’ communicated by 

European monarchies to justify colonising lands beyond Europe between the mid-

fifteenth and mid-twentieth centuries.  This concept allowed Europeans to seize lands 

inhabited by Indigenous peoples under the pretext of discovery (Harjo, 2014) whereby 

the existing occupants were dismissed as ‘infidels, heathens and savages … not 

allowed to possess the prerogatives belonging to absolute, sovereign and independent 

nations’ (Williams, 1986, p.256). 

 

Brayboy (2005) contends that both Manifest Destiny and the Norman Yoke are not 

only inherently White supremacist concepts concerned with asserting that established 

European or western traditions hold moral and intellectual superiority over those that 

are non-western, but that in the particular context of education they can be reflected 

in hegemonic practices such as a choice of curricula to benefit White students and 

placements allocated to children of alumni - illustrating how academic institutions 

consider students’ entitlement in relation to their potential admission.  

                                                           
22 For Englishmen, the Norman Yoke represented natural law established by God of eternal truth, equity, and justice, which their 

Saxon ancestors had virtually realized before the Norman invasion of England in 1066 leading to the belief that a purer Saxon-

derived constitution was crushed by an invading foreign sovereign.  The settlement of America was viewed as an opportunity to 

revive a Saxon-derived constitution based on natural law and the continuation of the great struggle for liberty (Williams Jr., 

1987). 
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The third principle of TribalCrit is that ‘Indigenous peoples occupy a liminal space 

that accounts for both the legal/political and racialised natures of [their] identities’ 

(Brayboy, p.432) meaning that Indigenous identity is often located amidst their joint 

statuses as legal/ political and racial groups.  Brayboy asserts that Natives are both 

legal/ political and racialised peoples and despite being recognised as such in law and 

government policy, wider society seems to be unaware of these multiple statuses often 

resulting in Indigenous peoples’ position becoming an area of contention.  Brayboy 

notes the contrast between the US government’s official recognition of some tribal 

groups, but not others.   This distinction is a hegemonic construct and a disregard of 

the ‘‘extraconstitutionality’’ of ‘‘non-recognized’’ groups (Deloria & Lytle, 1984 

quoted in Brayboy p.435).  These groups need not be excluded from the conversation 

(Brayboy) as they were nations before the Constitution was signed, and therefore their 

status as nations should be without question (Deloria & Lytle, 1984; Wilkins, 2002). 

 

The fourth tenet of TribalCrit stems from the belief in and desire to obtain and develop 

‘tribal autonomy, self-determination, self-identification, and ultimately tribal 

sovereignty’ (Brayboy, p.432).  Brayboy defines tribal autonomy as the ability of 

communities and Nations to control existing land bases, the natural resources within 

them, tribal national boundaries and to be able to interact with the US and other 

nations.  

 

Such tribal autonomy would also provide the opportunity for self-determination 

whereby self-sufficient tribal Nations could reject the current guardian/dependent 

relationship between the US government and Native Nations.  With regard to 

education, Native students have already made some progress with BIE controlled 

schools and tribal colleges; however, many attend mainstream public schools outside 

reservation lands.  Autonomy and its extension to self-determination would naturally 

lead to a shift in the relationship between Indigenous peoples and established 

institutions which, when explored, might lead to new considerations of how the 

Indigenous engage and function within such establishments.   

 

Moreover, independence from a ‘nanny state’ polity and the ability to make decisions 

pertaining to the betterment of Natives’ situation could have significant implications 
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with regard to self-identity whereby Indigenous people have the legitimate right ‘to 

define themselves and to create what it means to be Indian’  (Brayboy, p.434) - 

including the possibility of Natives rejecting the notion of what a stereotypical 

‘Indian’ is meant to be.  Brayboy discusses further implications of self-identity in 

relation to how further education institutions may be able to enforce more stringent 

measures in determining if potential students or staff members are committing “ethnic 

fraud” by purporting to be of Native heritage in order to benefit from affirmative 

action policies intended to improve admissions of First Nations peoples (p.434).  

Furthermore, a focus on self-identity may ensure that colleges and universities 

improve their record keeping of students’ and staffs’ ethnicities instead of placing 

them in the ‘Other’ category. 

 

The fifth principle of TribalCrit provides an examination of culture, knowledge and 

power through an Indigenous lens.  Brayboy refers to Indigenous culture as a paradox 

– being a stable force within the lives of Natives while simultaneously being in a state 

of flux.  Culture connects Native people with the lands on which they live and is 

firmly rooted in ancestral legacies and shared history.  However, culture can shift and 

change according to different contexts, people and situations.  ‘Like all humans, 

Indigenous people are shaped by their cultural inheritance, and they engage in cultural 

production’ (p.434).  Nonetheless it is a constant reminder to people of who they are.  

 

TribalCrit regards knowledge as having the capability to recognise, adjust and move 

forward with change (Brayboy) and focuses mainly on three forms of knowledge, 

each of which forms part of a symbiotic co-existence: cultural knowledge, knowledge 

of survival and academic knowledge.  In addition to academic knowledge obtained 

from educational institutions, what many Indigenous communities refer to as “book-

smarts” or “book knowing”, cultural knowledge comprises an awareness of what 

membership of a particular Nation entails, including knowledge of traditions, tribal 

issues and one’s place within the community.  Knowledge of survival concerns ways 

to implement changes for the benefit of both individuals and communities, whilst 

ensuring the survival of the tribal Nation.  Traditional Indigenous methods of 

knowledge transfers are centred around oral histories in the form of stories and songs, 

a practice which can be viewed as being diametrically opposed to the written 

methodology of academia.   
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However, academic and oral traditions can be combined to produce an encompassing 

metaphysical knowledge appropriate for how Natives both impart wisdom and learn, 

whilst ensuring the survival of their culture and traditions (Barnhardt & Kawagley, 

2005; Harrison & Papa, 2005).  Brayboy asserts that the use of these different forms 

must be consistently context-specific and integrated with other forms of knowledge 

to ensure their survival; for example, a combination of both school-based and tribal 

knowledge can be employed in the pursuit of social justice for Native communities, 

generating a ‘power that is situated, dynamic and historically influenced’ (p.435).  

Brayboy describes a “dialogical relationship” between culture, knowledge and power, 

arguing that ‘culture serves as a base for knowledge that ultimately leads to power’ 

(p.436).  

 

For Indigenous people, power is not demonstrated by property or the ability to control 

other people, but rather through Native people’s ability to define themselves and 

determine their position and culture in society (Deloria, 1970).   Moreover, Deloria 

argues that ‘few members of racial minority groups have realised that inherent in their 

peculiar experience on this continent is hidden the basic recognition of their power 

and sovereignty’ (p.115).  Brayboy argues that for Indigenous people, power is ‘an 

expression of sovereignty – defined as self-determination, self-government, self-

identification and self-education’ (p.435), with sovereignty focusing on matters of the 

community, for without the community the group may not survive.  Vizenor (1998), 

however, contends that for Indigenous people survival extends beyond remaining 

together as a group, using the term “survivance”23 which Vizenor describes as a 

distinctly Native experience of endurance in hostile circumstances illustrated by the 

very fact of their continued existence in spite of acts of genocide and forced 

assimilation.    

 

Deloria, however argues that whilst, as sovereign nations, Indigenous peoples may 

want to draw upon their own resources to perpetuate their survival and reinforce self-

determination and identity, they should not isolate themselves from other groups’ 

influences.  No one particular culture can offer the requisite knowledge to resolve the 

                                                           
23 Often used among Native Peoples, combining survival and resistance, it demands tactical adjustment in order to survive and 

build upon the processes that improve community growth (Deloria, 1970).  
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problems encountered by such minority groups.  Therefore, access to power may be 

facilitated by knowledge from both Indigenous and non-Indigenous sources.  

Consequently, a Nation’s own self-awareness is key in tribal governance with regard 

to how best to address issues of tribal sovereignty and crucial mechanisms of tribal 

autonomy, self-determination, self-identity, self-government and education.   

 

The sixth tenet of TribalCrit is the acknowledgement that the historical objectives of 

governmental and educational policies pertaining to Indigenous peoples, have been 

aimed towards their assimilation into greater American society.   Although Brayboy 

highlights that the US government has provided opportunities for Indigenous people 

to assert self-determination and self-education, he contends that the understanding 

and implementation of these policies were initially rooted in assimilation.  Whilst 

‘early treaties emphasised that education ‘appropriate’ for Indian students was to be 

provided’ (Klug & Whitfield, 2003, p.31), the term “appropriate” was shrouded in 

ambiguity, therefore providing the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) officials an 

opportunity to interpret and shape the educational experiences of Native children.  

“Appropriate” education was presumed to be that which eliminated any ties these 

students had with their families, homes, language and culture whilst instilling 

European principles and means of communication.  Despite more than a century of 

persistence, efforts of assimilation through “appropriate” education have failed.  

 

TribalCrit unequivocally rejects the demand for assimilation in any educational 

establishment used by Indigenous students (Brayboy).  Indeed, for Indigenous people 

to maintain their ‘Indian’ identity and succeed academically they must uphold their 

cultural integrity and claim their heritage with a sense of pride (Deyhle, 1995).  

Deyhle defines cultural integrity as a set of beliefs (and actions linked to such beliefs) 

or ‘distinct and independent tradition[s] that are shared among a group of people’ 

(p.28).  Moreover, upholding one’s cultural identity means that although experiences 

in a school can certainly affect a student, it need not do so to the detriment of their 

home traditions (Fordham, 1996; Ogbu, 1993).  Brayboy also contends that the 

cultivation and preservation of cultural integrity is at risk from assimilative and 

integrational practices which would require students to replace cultural knowledge 

with academic knowledge, therefore re-asserting TribalCrit’s rejection of 

assimilation.  
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In the present context, TribalCrit would recognise that education for Native students 

is not always based with assimilation in mind, although some assimilation may be 

inevitable considering the formal constructs of US schooling.  However, in keeping 

with TribalCrit, education may also show Indigenous students how to combine 

Indigenous views of culture, knowledge and power within non-Indigenous 

institutional structures, so that they may engage in ‘survivance’, self-determination 

and tribal self-sufficiency.   Such practice can be found in tribal colleges and 

Indigenous teacher training programmes.  The University of Utah, for example, offers 

the American Indian Teacher Training Programme (AITTP) which prepares Native 

students to become teachers with the proviso that, upon their graduation, they teach 

in Native-serving schools (as part of a payback agreement for the funding they have 

received).  This programme is based upon the idea that Native students can be 

involved in teaching themselves through knowledge found both in Indigenous culture 

and mainstream society.  Graduates of the AITTP are to support elementary and 

secondary Indigenous students in formal school educational settings whilst upholding 

and valuing their cultural heritage, therefore ensuring their school experience and 

sense of Native identity do not necessarily conflict.  

 

The seventh key component of TribalCrit emphasises ‘the importance of tribal 

philosophies, beliefs, customs, traditions and visions for the future; it honours the 

adaptability of groups and recognises the difference within individuals and between 

peoples and groups’ (Brayboy, p.437).   Developing from a foundation in culture, 

knowledge and power, the customs, traditions, thoughts, principles and philosophies 

of both Native individuals and communities provide further opportunities to examine 

practices in schooling, self-education and experiences of Native peoples (Brayboy).  

Such ideas must be acknowledged as being central to the lives of individuals and 

groups, leading to different methods to examine experiences and theoretical 

frameworks through which to view experiences.  Moreover, recognition must be 

given to “the ways of knowing” for Indigenous peoples, as these are necessary for 

self-education and self-determination (Barnhardt & Kawagley, 2005; Lomawaima & 

McCarty, 2002).  

 

Brayboy (2005) examines the discourse concerning the place of Indigenous “ways of 
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knowing” within Western educational practice, demonstrating that it is often framed 

‘through discussions of competition and cooperation’ and asserting that Native 

students are shaped into a ‘way of cooperation rather than the competitive nature of 

schooling’ (p.438).  For institutions, cooperation can be viewed as being unable to 

demonstrate self-reliance, instead of being regarded as a possible source of power and 

a means to deal with issues at both individual and community levels.  The nature of 

cooperation is intrinsically woven into the fabric of Indigenous culture, exemplifying 

the close bonds between individuals, families and communities.  Indeed, close 

familial and tribal ties were one of the key factors that led to the introduction of the 

Indian Residential School system - the idea being that Native children should become 

more individualistic and therefore more likely to assimilate into American society 

(Lomawaima, 1995).  Contemporarily, many Indigenous students attend universities 

and colleges as a reflection of the needs of their own communities, demonstrating that 

personal success is never autonomous but connected to ‘communal conceptions of 

power and survivance’ (Brayboy, p.438).  Indigenous students graduating from 

further education, such as those from the AITTP at the University of Utah, can return 

to their communities and use their skills and qualifications to benefit those within that 

collective, therefore, wielding formal western educational practice as an instrument 

of empowerment and inspiration for the community.  For many tribal communities, 

individuality is devalued while contributing to the community’s success is held in 

high esteem.  A distinct inconsistency arises when examining what is deemed as 

valuable by colleges and universities and what is important within an individual’s 

community (Brayboy).  In Burkhart’s words, ‘Native philosophy tells us, ‘We are, 

therefore I am’’ (2004, p.25).  TribalCrit therefore acknowledges the importance of 

tribal philosophies, beliefs and values – such as cooperation and community – in the 

experiences of Indigenous peoples.  

 

Principle eight of TribalCrit holds that the strong tradition of stories and oral 

knowledge, which are part of Indigenous culture, should be accepted as ‘real and 

legitimate forms as data’ (Brayboy, p.439).  Brayboy argues that stories are not 

distinct from theory, but instead form theory itself.  To Native people, as well as being 

a means to share cultural knowledge, the experience of storytelling forms part of what 

it means to belong to a tribal community itself.  As such, stories valued by TribalCrit 

are not necessarily those communicating academic knowledge, but are rather those 
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that can be viewed as the underpinnings of philosophies and behaviours within Native 

communities.  Basso (2000) argues that within the Apache nation, stories are moral 

instruments with mental, emotional and spiritual implications, reminding individuals 

of how to be, whilst perpetually stalking those who flout their teachings.  Weber-

Pillwax (2001, p.156) explains that ‘stories … are to be listened to, remembered, 

thought about, meditated on. [They] are not frivolous or meaningless, no one tells a 

story without intent or purpose’.  Moreover, for Native people ‘stories often are the 

guardians of cumulative knowledges that hold a place in the psyches of group 

members, memories of tradition and reflections on power’ (Brayboy, p.400).  The 

content and structure of Indigenous stories are, however, different to forms of 

knowledge valued in educational institutions.  Consequently Indigenous students 

have been known to struggle to acquire and master the academic language and writing 

techniques that are traditionally used in academia, where oral means of 

communication may be viewed as deficient (Brayboy).   

 

Advocates of TribalCrit argue that although written and verbal forms of 

communication in schools, colleges and universities are prioritised and deemed 

legitimate, the value of oral story-telling should not be diminished as a consequence.  

Describing them as a reminder of Indigenous people’s origins Brayboy argues that 

the importance of oral stories is a means to educate younger members of Native 

communities, and serve as guideposts for policy-makers and elders in tribal 

communities.  Moreover, Brayboy describes a “saliency” within stories (p.439) 

whereby their narrative may highlight ‘structural barriers or weaknesses’, and that 

oral stories should be recognised by researchers in higher education; “proof” is not 

necessarily found through traditional research methods but should be considered in 

“different ways” (p.440).  

 

Acknowledging that stories are important as forms of data and that the hearing of 

those stories constitutes the collection of that data, Brayboy illustrates the difference 

between listening to stories and hearing them.  Listening involves engaging oneself 

and allowing others to talk, whilst “hearing” is receiving and understanding the value, 

nuance and power ascribed to them, allowing those who hear to examine potential 

opportunities and consider what has happened in the past (Basso, 2000; Battiste, 2002; 

Burkhart, 2004), whilst placing the onus on the ‘hearer’ to understand their subtleties 
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and implications.  Building upon “understanding”, Brayboy asserts that individuals 

must also “feel” the stories, creating a place for empathy.  

 

The final principle of TribalCrit is a call to action where practice and theory can 

connect meaningfully and openly (Brayboy).  Brayboy argues that TribalCrit must be, 

at the most, praxis – the process of employing theory to realise change for the better.  

TribalCrit scholars who advocate the use of praxis are urged to expose inequalities in 

societal structures and processes of assimilation, work towards their deconstruction 

while creating alternatives that address the actual needs, present and future, of tribal 

peoples and communities (Burkhart, 2004; Deloria, 1988).  Deloria argues that the 

many forms of theorising regarding the complexities of issues surrounding the 

experience of Indigenous peoples may be “intellectually satisfying” to some 

academics but ‘does not change the real situation’ (p.86), claiming that ‘Academia, 

and its by-products, continues to become more irrelevant to the needs of the people’ 

(p.93).  Brayboy asserts that, through the lens of TribalCrit, no research should be 

conducted with Indigenous peoples unless it is aimed towards the betterment of ‘the 

life chances and situations of specific communities’ (p.440), asserting that there is no 

place for abstract notions in the real-life situations of Native communities.  Brayboy 

contends that TribalCrit and, by extension praxis, shifts Indigenous communities 

away from the influences of colonisation and assimilatory practices towards self-

determination and tribal sovereignty.   

 

Brayboy offers the nine tenets of Tribal Critical Theory as a starting point for further 

discourse and, although the TribalCrit framework can be applied to other issues 

encountered by Native peoples, Brayboy’s focus is education.  TribalCrit seeks to 

highlight the discrepancies in societal structures and institutions, such as schools, 

colleges and universities, with the intention of improving the circumstances of their 

Indigenous students.  Practitioners of TribalCrit seek to make the experience of formal 

education more accessible for Indigenous students, create a learning environment that 

understands and acknowledges its Native students and changes how educational 

researchers and schools think about them.  Brayboy describes TribalCrit as a new 

theory based on ‘a series of traditions, ideas, thoughts and epistemologies that are 

grounded in tribal histories thousands of years old’ (p.441) which serves as a better 

theoretical and analytical lens for those who are dissatisfied with existing 
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methodologies used to examine Indigenous students in educational settings.   

 

  

2.8: To Sum Up and Move On 

Drawing attention to disparities in societal structures and institutions, TribalCrit 

centres on ensuring that formal education is more accessible for Indigenous students 

whilst challenging those institutions to be more accommodating of their needs. While 

TribalCrit focuses solely on the experience of Indigenous peoples, Mills (2019a) 

offers an alternative philosophical framework to examine injustice experienced by all 

people of colour in the form of Black Radical Liberalism – a recent and reformed 

version of Liberalism which shall be explored in the following chapter.  Responding 

to the attributes of CRT and, by extension TribalCrit, Chapter Three also explores a 

critique of CRT leading to final reflections on how Liberalism has served Indigenous 

peoples before introducing Nussbaum’s CA.
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Chapter Three: A Critique of Liberalism, Critical Race Theory Philosophies and 

Theoretical Frameworks  

 

 

3.1: Introduction 

The preceding chapter provided a critique of Liberalism from the perspective of 

critical race theorists highlighting their discontent with its perceived lack of progress 

in dealing with racial injustice.  This chapter will focus on a recently presented 

alternative to Liberalism developed by Mills – Black Radical Liberalism in addition 

to critique of critical race theory by Litowitz (2016) and Farber and Sherry (2016). 

 

 

3.2:  Black Radical Liberalism 

Whilst recognising that Liberalism is viewed as the political philosophy of equality, 

the classic creed of fairness and the ideology of Enlightenment and political 

transparency, Mills asserts that Liberalism's promise of equal rights has been denied 

to people of colour, who have been historically deemed as sub-persons and contends 

that Liberalism itself has been complicit with European imperialism and African 

slavery. 

 

Mills (2017b, online) engages with both Rawls and Kant whom he describes as ‘two 

of the most important white moral/political philosophers of the modern period’ and 

seeks to expose them as “racial liberals”.  Defining the concept of “racial liberalism” 

within the context of Rawls and Kant, Mills (2017b) claims that 

Kant was a racial liberal in the straightforward old-fashioned racist sense—he 

said we should give respect to all persons while simultaneously declaring that 

blacks and First Nations peoples were natural slaves.  Rawls is a racial liberal 

in the subtler contemporary sense—he condemns racism while devising a 

theory of justice which launders European colonialism and imperialism, 

structurally excludes the correction of historic racial injustices, and is 

basically oriented by the perspectives and priorities of the white settler 

population (Indigenous peoples make no appearance in the 2000 pages of 

Rawls’s five books).  Moreover, Kant and Rawls are linked in that Kant is the 
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most important inspiration for Rawls’s “deontological liberalism,” a 

Liberalism supposedly predicated on justice and respect for equal persons.  

 

Focusing specifically on Rawls, Mills (2017a) argues that Rawls failed to challenge 

racial justice despite growing up in a US that was racially segregated by the 1896 

Plessy v Ferguson24 decision, serving in a segregated Army during World War II, 

attending university at a time when blacks were largely banned from particular 

institutions and beginning his career at the birth of the post war civil rights movement, 

asking ‘why – in the three decades up to his death … could he not find the time to 

write even one essay on racial justice?’ (p.156). 

 

Mills does acknowledge that Rawls (2001) restated his final position on justice as 

fairness where he views ‘a democratic society as a political society that excludes…a 

caste, slave, or racist one’ (2017a, p.21), and asserted that ‘fixed status ascribed by 

birth, or by gender or by race, is particularly odious’ (2017a, p.131).  Rawls also 

makes reference to Lincoln’s condemnation of slavery and reiterates his point that 

conceptions of what is good that would require ‘the repression or degradation of 

certain persons on, say, racial, or ethnic, or perfectionist grounds – for example, 

slavery in ancient Athens or in the antebellum South’ would be unacceptable in a 

democratic society.    Indeed, in Justice as Fairness: A Restatement (Rawls, 2001) the 

black civil rights struggle is mentioned; however, Mills observes that the subject of 

Indigenous struggles is “completely absent” (2017a, p.149) contending that 

Facing up to the origins of the United States (and not just the United States) 

as a white settler state established through invasion and conquest would 

explode the foundations of a conceptual framework predicated on treating 

society as ‘a cooperative adventure for mutual advantage’ (p.149). 

 

Mills is also particularly critical of Rawls’ concept of justice of fairness as a work of 

ideal theory.  At the beginning of A Theory of Justice, Rawls explains that ‘the nature 

                                                           
24 Plessy v Ferguson, 163 U.S. (1896), was a landmark decision of the US Supreme Court that upheld racial segregation laws 

for public facilities as long as the segregated facilities were the same in quality, a doctrine that became known as ‘separate but 

equal’ (Nowak & Rotunda, 2012). 
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and aims of a perfectly just society is the fundamental part of the theory of justice’ 

and that this theory is deliberately constrained in two respects: it is ideal and focuses 

on ‘the principles of justice that would regulate a well-ordered society’ (1999, p.8).   

 

Mills’ (2017a) contention is that Rawls concentrates on ideal theory for two reasons. 

Firstly, this permits the envisioning of an almost perfectly just yet achievable society 

and secondly because ideal theory prepares reform for non-ideal theory, which 

provides guidance in what to do ‘under less happy conditions’ (Rawls, 1999, p.216).  

‘The problems of [non-ideal] partial compliance theory are the pressing and urgent 

matters.  These are the things that we are faced with in everyday life’ while ideal 

theory provides ‘the only basis for the systematic grasp of these more pressing 

problems’ (Rawls, p.8).  Mills (2017a) expresses concern that Rawls does not address 

race and racism despite race being ‘one of the most pressing, if not the most pressing, 

issues of justice in the American polity’ (p.155).  Focusing on the notion of ‘a 

perfectly just society’, Mills presents a “crucial ambiguity” where Rawls’ “perfectly 

just” notion of society refers to ‘a society with an unjust history’ and not ‘a society 

with an unjust history that has now been completely corrected for’ (2017a, p.140).  

Considering the ‘manifestly non-ideal record’ (p.140) of the US regarding race, Mills 

is scathing of Rawls’ suggestion that the basic structure of society would employ ‘pre-

emptive precautions to prevent injustice’ and not ‘rectificatory measures aimed at 

correcting them’, therefore, ‘by a simple conceptual stipulation, the theoretical 

problems raised of how to adjudicate the redressing of past injustices are immediately 

shunted aside’ (p.140).  

 

Referring to this as the “ideal ideal” (p.157), Mills highlights the impossibility of such 

a situation because ‘it represents a goal located in a metaphysical space’ (p.157) that 

would require the abandonment of the present social order in order to build, from 

scratch, a new basic structure with no history of racial and other injustices.  

Consequently, this would not only produce a racist-free society but a race-free society 

also; ‘it is not merely that we would have a basic structure without systemic racism; 

we would have a basic structure without races existing as social entities at all’ (p.157).  

By representing an unattainable goal, Mills concludes that ideal theory holds ‘no 

practical worth’ (p.158). 
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Rather than providing a replacement, Mills offers Black Radical Liberalism (BRL) as 

a reformed version of Liberalism, shaped and developed by the role of racism in 

liberal theory.  BRL argues that the political and ideological struggles of blacks over 

the past three hundred years can be viewed as their attempt to overcome and 

deracialise “racial liberalism” and produce ‘a color conscious liberalism sensitive, 

rather than obtuse, to racial injustice’ (2017b).  Describing BRL, Mills (2017a) asserts 

‘it is not intended to be a particularistic and exclusionary political ideology just for 

blacks, but rather one that adheres to the standard of liberal ideals … of universalism 

and egalitarianism’ (p.201), seeks to correct [anti-universalist and anti-egalitarian] 

“distortions” (p.201) in white Liberalism and should be accepted by white liberals 

whom he presumes are committed to correcting and reshaping liberal theory.  

Moreover, considering the different forms of racism experienced by the other ethno-

racial groups25, Mills asserts that despite his focus on the African American 

experience, BRL is not the sole preserve of blacks but a revised Liberalism 

‘coextensive with anti-racist liberalism in general’ (p.201).  The demarcation of CRT 

into various forms of more focused theory pertaining to specific groups (for example, 

Tribal Crit and Latino Crit) dovetails with Mills concept of BRL where Mills expects 

there to be ‘enough commonalities to render such a Liberalism more broadly 

illuminating for other non-white groups’ (p.202).  Mills however recognises that BRL 

will need ‘correction and supplementation from alternate theorizations by other 

people of color of their own distinctive experience of racial subordination’ with the 

ultimate goal of a ‘principled integration’ of such revisionist liberalisms ‘guided by a 

norm of racial justice’ (p.202).   

 

Mills builds BRL from three traditions: critical race theory (black), Marxism (radical) 

and Kantism (Liberalism).  Accepting that Marxism ‘is accurate in seeing exploitation 

as central to the polity’ (p.209), Mills however claims there is not only weakness 

regarding normal theorisation (Marx’s original dismissal of justice and rights as 

                                                           
25 Ethno-racial groups refer to ‘the systematic administrative categorization of people along ‘ethnic’ and/or ‘racial’ lines’ 

(Richomme, 2009, p.1) which is used to create statistics for the judicial, administrative and political organization of the US; to 

the extent that “ethnoracial” classification is inextricably linked to American identity.  Richomme argues that ‘one aspect of 

Americanization is to look at oneself as a member of one of the five major groups composing the ‘ethno-racial’ pentagon: 

Caucasian/Anglo-American, African-American, Asian-American, Indigenous, and Hispanic/Latino’(p.1). 
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bourgeois concepts)26 but the reality of racial exploitation is obscured by Marxism’s 

class reduction and therefore requires a synthesis with Liberalism, specifically Kant, 

proposing ‘the key normative tool for achieving this theorization ‘black radical 

Kantianism’’ (p.209).   As Kantianism is predicated on our duties as a moral 

community of persons and since people of colour are persons then no modification 

should be necessary; however Mills argues that historically society is divided between 

whites and ‘sub-persons’ – in other words, blacks who have not had their personhood 

acknowledged and it is society’s duty to ‘transform the Rassenstaat27 into the 

Rechstaat28, and correct for this past history and its ongoing legacy’ (p.210). 

 

Although BRL is in its early stages as an alternative reformed version of Liberalism, 

future development could possibly re-examine the role of the Marxist tradition within 

BRL and consider other appropriate philosophical frameworks.  Whilst Marxism 

offers insights into class, its rejection of capitalism can be re-examined, Cudd (2011) 

argues that capitalism’s productivity can still exist without systematic or imperial 

oppression.   

 

Cudd’s advocacy of capitalism is twofold: presently and historically, capitalism is not 

perfect, but is superior to both its antecedents and modern-day alternatives.  Cudd 

argues the economic growth facilitated by capitalism has founded the conditions for 

prosperity, increasing health, wealth, opportunity and other aspects of improved 

standards of living not captured by economic figures alone.  Moreover, such 

improvements come not only from market innovations, but also from environmental 

measures, public health policies and safeguarding measures in society.  Secondly, 

Cudd further contends that failures of capitalism within capitalist countries can 

generally be attributed to historical injustices that are required logically by capitalism.  

                                                           
26 Mills (2017a) explains that within the Marxist tradition, different attempts have been made to provide a historical materialistic 

account of race and racism, normally focusing on claims about the political economy of imperial capitalism and the position of 

modern African slavery within its workings.  Mills argues that ‘class-reductionist versions would represent race as ‘really’ being 

class in non-white skin – non-wage labor in the form of slavery, or as sub-proletarianized labor’ (p.7) and advocates a 

combination of ‘the materialistic dynamic that is crucial for Marxism with a theorization that takes account of issues like 

personhood less well theorised in the Marxist tradition’ (p.7).  

27 Rassenstaat translates as a “racial state”. 
28 Rechstaat translates as ‘the rule of law’ concerned with the relationship between law and the exercise of power, in particular 

public power.  Ideally, it indicates that law can and does well to contribute to conveying, channeling, limiting and informing - 

rather than merely serving (Krygier, 2013).  It also emphasises what is just, for example, a concept of moral goodness based on 

rationality, law, natural law, ethics, religion or equity (Silkenat, et al, 2014). 
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Racism and patriarchy, for example, communicate their effects via capitalism, but are 

not essential for capitalism to function.  Cudd asserts that capitalism would be much 

improved if racism and sexism were defeated and, since it is historically inextricably 

linked with colonialism, it must be decolonised and replaced with an enlightened 

version that can maintain the liberating benefits of economic growth alongside other 

moderating societal benefits and policies designed to thwart historical oppression. 

 

Moreover, the development of black radical Kantianism could be replaced with an 

already established liberalist theoretical framework in the form of Nussbaum’s 

Capability Approach (CA).  The CA is already concerned with the social context (in 

which sexist and racist oppression manifests) in addition to comprehensive outcomes 

or all individuals, regardless of race, and could be successfully incorporated into 

BRL29.   

 

 

3.3: A Critique of Critical Race Theory - Narcissism   

Moving to CRT, a further critique advanced by Litowitz (2016) is that of the ‘danger 

of narcissism’ (p.300).   Litowitz, citing Freud, utilises the expression ‘narcissism of 

minor differences’ to convey how various ethnic groups assert their distinctiveness 

and superiority over other ethnicities based upon a few idiosyncrasies, when in reality 

they share more similarities than differences.  This view is shared by Farber and 

Sherry (2016) who assert that ‘the claim for fundamental group differences is not only 

unproven but implausible’ (p.315). 

 

By applying the Freudian terminology of narcissism to how CR theorists share their 

personal experiences, Litowitz contends that the focus of more specific forms of CRT 

such as LatCrit are misplaced – instead of examining how particular laws are 

unconstitutional, CR theorists provide a “situated” analysis from the perspective of a 

particular racial group, which they claim to be unique.  This results in CR authors 

writing from the viewpoint of those who share their ethnicity and driving a narrative 

that they can contribute to debate because of their experience of being a member of 

                                                           
29 For the purpose of this thesis the CA will be examined as a stand-alone framework and examined in further detail in Chapters 

4 and 5.  
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that racial group.  This in turn could lead to the “mistaken notion” (p.301) that CRT 

scholarship is the sole preserve of people of colour.  Consequently, the movement can 

fracture into an amalgam of diverse people who write about their group or themselves, 

with each camp claiming scholarship in their own ethnicity.  Litowitz directly 

challenges the assumption that white people are not capable of understanding the 

perspectives of those of different races and, by extension, their views of judicial 

decisions that may not lie in the interest of a person or people of colour.   

 

The experiential nature of CRT could easily be represented by Brayboy (2005) whose 

development of Tribal Crit is attributed to his experience as an Indigenous individual 

and his dissatisfaction of how Native individuals and communities are misunderstood 

within the education system and wider society, factors which, in Litowitz’s analysis, 

do not relate to legal scholarship and have no bearing on constitutional law.  However, 

it is important to note that unlike members of other racial groups within the United 

States, many Indigenous peoples are recognised as members of sovereign nations who 

hold both legal and political rights as provided in the Constitution of the US, federal 

statutes and treaties.  Those treaties may not always be honoured by the US 

government, but the rights are nonetheless present in law. 

 

The notion that CRT (and its outgrowths of more specific forms) represents the voices 

and experiences of people of colour is also contested by Farber and Sherry (2016).  

Comparing CRT to the feminist movement, they claim that CRT ‘has not yet 

established a comparable empirical foundation’ (p.313) but, instead, often cites older 

and more established feminist scholarship for comparison resulting in, albeit 

indirectly, the transposition of the role of the male voice in feminism to that of the 

white population within CRT.  Proponents of Tribal Crit might however challenge 

such assumptions noting that the foundations of Tribal Crit came into existence almost 

a century before Brayboy’s development of the theory in the work of Parker (1916) 

who described the inequalities experienced by Indigenous peoples in all aspects of 

daily life as ‘the systematized malevolence of a cynical civilization’ (p.265), whilst 

also calling for a change to the hegemonic structure of government, reparations and 

fairer treatment of Natives. 
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3.4: A Critique of Critical Race Theory – Stories 

Another aspect of CRT that is subject to criticism is its use of personal stories or 

narratives to describe the experiences of academics from minority backgrounds in 

areas such as exclusion, racial solidarity, emphasis on tradition and honour and the 

struggle to overcome oppression (Litowitz, 2016).  Litowitz expresses particular 

concern that if minority law professors continue to write stories instead of 

comprehensively researched law reviews, they may face “self-stereotyping”, 

promoting ‘the idea that minorities are specially endowed with storytelling abilities 

but not with analytical skills…the type of stereotype that should be countered’ 

(p.304).   

 

In their critique of the use of storytelling in CRT, Farber and Sherry (2016) outline 

three common features used by CR theorists.  Firstly, the storytellers view narratives 

as central to scholarship, while de-emphasising conventional analytic methods.  

Secondly, they particularly value ‘stories from the bottom’ – stories by women and 

people of colour about their oppression.  Thirdly, they are less concerned than 

conventional scholars about whether stories are either typical or descriptively accurate 

and they place more emphasis on the aesthetic and emotional dimensions of narration 

(p.310).  This approach is exemplified by Brayboy who references how his own 

experience as an Assistant Professor was enriched by CRT which offered a deeper 

understanding of real-life issues experienced by minority groups.  However, whilst 

Brayboy’s development of Tribal Crit is attributed to ideas formed from his own and 

others’ personal experiences, it also extends to holding the role of US colonisation 

responsible for the modern-day disruptions faced by Indigenous peoples.  

 

Litowitz contends that a ‘danger in storytelling’ lies in that ‘it can lead in any and 

every different direction’, and whilst narratives about oppressed groups can humanise 

people who may be deemed as outsiders and create sympathy for their situation, they 

can also serve to desensitise30, making us less rather than more sympathetic to groups 

who have experienced oppression.  So it is possible to inadvertently ‘think that 

storytelling is inherently liberating when in fact it is inherently neutral – neither liberal 

                                                           
30 Litowitz refers to Delgado’s contribution of a 1991 article ‘Beyond Criticism - Synthesis? Left -Right Parallels in Recent 

Writing About Race’, which acknowledges that black thinkers such as Stephen Carter and Shelby Steele utilise stories, 
humour and irony to send a conservative that contrasts with narratives offered by CRT scholars Patricia Williams and Derrick 

Bell.  
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nor conservative, neither constraining nor freeing’ (p.303).  Moreover, Litowitz 

argues that from a legal perspective, storytelling plays upon emotion rather than 

reason.  It can persuade people to adopt a stance without providing the kind of 

doctrinal basis that should be imperative when considering important issues which 

should be dealt with by examining law rather than being decided upon the basis of 

emotional personal accounts.  This may result in avoidance of the real issues and a 

reliance upon ‘convincing people at any cost, in order to serve a higher cause’ (p.303).  

Litowitz contends that this higher cause exposes CR theorists’ intentional neglect of 

doctrine in order to manipulate change.  Referring to Critical Theory: The Cutting 

Edge, Litowitz examines Freeman’s praise of Bell for his lack of doctrinal argument: 

Bell eschews the realm of abstract, ahistorical, normative debate; he focuses 

instead on the relationships between doctrine and concrete change, and the 

extent to which doctrine can be manipulated to produce more change (p.458). 

Litowitz finds the notion of the manipulation of legal doctrine particularly disturbing, 

as enacting changes that benefit one particular group ‘would violate deeply held 

notions of fairness, property, and due process’ (p.304).  

 

Nussbaum (1995, p.xvi) however contests the notion that storytelling and emotions 

are opposed to rational argument, instead arguing that storytelling may be an 

important element of an ethical position that requires members of society to concern 

themselves with the welfare of others as an  ‘ethics of impartial respect’.  This would 

fail to engage people unless they were able to empathise with others, imagine their 

experiences and develop emotions connected to that participation.  Moreover, 

Nussbaum asserts that such an ethical position could accommodate regulations and 

formal decision-making procedures, whilst embracing emotional responses to such 

stories.  Nussbaum illustrates this approach with reference to Adam Smith’s (2010) 

conception of the judicious spectator, noting how Smith believed that emotions played 

an important role in public life and that rationality was not completely devoid of 

emotion.   

 

Nussbaum argues that emotions can serve as a powerful motivation for social justice 

whilst ‘law without appeals to emotion is unthinkable’ (2004, p.5).  Although Litowitz 

presents a positivist view that emotions can impact on reasoning, Nussbaum argues 

that ‘the law ubiquitously takes account of people’s emotional states’ (p.5), for 
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example in criminal law the emotional state of the criminal is an important factor 

whilst the emotional state of the victim is also pertinent in determining if an offence 

has occurred and, if so, to what degree.  Indeed, Nussbaum contends that unless we 

take emotions into consideration it is difficult to comprehend many legal practices.  

Moreover, the US legal system has typically found some cases involving emotion 

reasonable, for instance it would be reasonable for the law to express the people’s 

anger at crimes such as homicide, whilst the law responds to the fear of sexually 

violent crimes and expresses anger towards those that take place; ‘in other words, 

these emotions are justified by what has happened, against a background of 

reasonable views about what matters’ (p.12).  Surely such principles should apply in 

other aspects of legal jurisprudence, such as CRT, and should not be dismissed as 

being unreasonable.  

 

Despite Farber and Sherry’s (2016) belief that CRT and its related forms do not offer 

distinct voices of colour, they are, nonetheless, reluctant to completely dismiss the 

possibility of their existence.  Using the example of Indigenous cultures, they 

recognise that these are ‘completely different from the dominant American culture 

[and]…[it] seems plausible that these cultural differences, may too result in different 

perspectives on the law’ (p.315).  This extends to the examination of stories as a 

“virtue” where they, unlike Litowitz, seek to evaluate the contribution of stories to 

legal scholarship, in particular, understanding storytelling within the context of 

practical reasoning (Farber & Sherry, 2016).  The practical reasoning approach rejects 

the idea that a single method of interpretation, such as consulting only the "plain 

meaning" of constitutional or statutory language, should apply in all circumstances.  

Judge Richard Posner (1988) defines practical reasoning as  

a grab bag of methods, both of investigation and of persuasion.  It includes 

anecdote, introspection, imagination, common sense, intuition ... empathy, 

imputation of motives, speaker's authority, metaphor, analogy, precedent, 

custom, memory, 'induction' … [and] 'experience’ (p.838). 

 Farber and Frickey (1986) however describe practical reasoning as 

a desire to avoid abstracting away the human component in judicial decision 

making; an appreciation of the complexity of life; some faith in dialogue and 

deliberation; a tolerance for ambiguity, accommodation, and tentativeness, 

but a scepticism of rigid dichotomies; and an overall humility (p.1646).  
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This perspective appeals to those familiar with the reality of a courtroom (Farber & 

Frickey) and is amenable to the CRT approach of viewing stories or narrative as 

equivalent to legal scholarship.  Moreover, Nussbaum (1990) suggests that stories 

involving challenging moral decisions help us understand the process of moral 

reasoning, contending that stories can enhance personal experience in developing the 

resilience required to make sound moral decisions and that consequently they are 

central to the development of a moral/political vision of social justice.  However, 

despite exploring arguments on behalf of storytelling, Farber and Sherry (2016) 

remain unconvinced that stories told by oppressed people have special value.  Without 

overtly challenging the claim that stories build solidarity among members of 

oppressed groups and therefore provide psychological support and reinforce ties 

within the community, they do not offer credence that such effects sufficiently 

validate stories as scholarship arguing that the fundamental requirement of scholarly 

writing is the provision of an increased understanding of the underlying issues.  Whilst 

acknowledging storytelling’s value of building communities, that endeavour is very 

different to increasing understanding of the law.        

 

From another perspective, stories can be viewed as a means of coping with, organising 

and acting on the world.  

Stories carry power because they have the ability to convey truths even if the 

stories themselves are not the only ways of seeing the world.  Stories re-

present experience, and can introduce imagination and new points of view. To 

make sense of law and to organize experience, people often tell stories 

(Scheppele, 1989, p.2075).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Farber and Sherry also express concerns regarding the validity of stories in legal 

scholarship.  As most stories are presented as particular experiences, there is a 

presumption that the stories are true.  Without implying that storytellers are 

communicating false information, Farber and Sherry observe that individuals may 

perceive experiences differently, highlighting ‘faulty memories and a limited 

perspective of events’ and caution that ‘we should recognise and guard against the 

pitfalls of our partiality’ (p.323).  Moreover, even if a story holds veracity, it may be 

uncharacteristic of real-world experiences.  Farber and Sherry argue that if a story is 

used as the basis for proposing policy changes, it should represent the experiences of 
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those affected by the policy.  However, Fiss (1990) forcefully asserts that when that 

when the Supreme Court ‘lays down a rule for a nation … [it] necessarily must 

concern itself with the fate of millions of people … Accordingly, the Court's 

perspective must be systematic, not anecdotal’ (pp.802-803).   

 

Perhaps an examination of the distinction between true and truthfulness is necessary.  

In the view of the Court, a person’s truth may be disregarded if it is not deemed to be 

factually correct but truthfulness may be an honest account of their experience.  The 

presence of different versions of a story does not mean that a person is lying and their 

version must therefore be discounted.  Stories can be imparted in many ways and 

those that may lead to different outcomes can be credible and accurate versions of the 

same event.  A persuasive means that draws upon categories and concepts with which 

people have first-hand experience and helps us to understand and empathise with the 

world around us should not be disregarded or viewed with suspicion.  Scheppele 

(1989, p.2098) argues  

Courts can exacerbate and reinforce the differences and disagreements that 

invariably exist in a pluralistic society by clinging to the view that there is 

only one true version of a story and that there is only one right way to tell it. 

Listening to the stories of outsiders … provides a way for courts to build into 

the structure of legal reasoning the pluralism that it is the business of the courts 

to protect and the respect for persons that it is the business of the courts to 

enforce. 

 

 

 

3.5: A Critique of Critical Race Theory – Interest Convergence  

Another critique of CRT is the ‘fatalistic pseudoscience of interest convergence’ 

(Litowitz, 2016, p.304).  Originating from Bell (1980), and paraphrased by Delgado 

(1991), interest convergence is described as a situation in which ‘whites will advance 

the cause of racial justice only when doing so coincides with their own self-interest’ 

(p.466).  Moreover, some CR theorists argue that ‘civil rights law was never designed 

to help blacks’ (Delgado, p.466) and that pivotal decisions such as Brown v. Board of 
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Education of Topeka (1954)31 were not decided on the basis of racial justice, but as a 

means to win the Cold War (Dudziak, 1995)32.  Delgado (1995) contends that lack of 

progress in the wake of such significant determinations confirm the theory of interest-

convergence: 

Crits [critical race theorists] point out that periodic victories – Brown v. Board 

of Education, the 1964 Civil Rights Act-are trumpeted as proof that our system 

is fair and just, but are then quickly stolen away by narrow judicial 

construction, foot-dragging and delay (p.355). 

 

Delgado also implies that the practice of affirmative action is also designed to benefit 

whites.  In the US affirmative action is an attempt to improve educational or 

employment opportunities for women and minority groups33, initially focussed on 

African Americans it would subsequently be extended to include women, Indigenous 

peoples, Hispanics and other minority groups (McKenna, 2017).  Delgado (1995) 

however regards affirmative action as a “majoritarian device” designed primarily, not 

to support blacks, but rather to assuage guilt felt by whites and provide them with a 

form of absolution when they subsequently failed to take further steps towards racial 

justice.  He pointedly queries the underlying intent by asking ‘the celebrations assure 

everyone that persons of colour are now treated fairly in virtually every area of life 

… if blacks are still not achieving, well, what can be done?’ (p.466). 

 

Litowitz challenges Delgado’s diminution of landmark legal decisions, borne from 

concern for black equality as a matter of justice, as “periodic victories” and takes issue 

                                                           
31 Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, 347 U.S. 483 (1954), the decision of U.S. Supreme Court in which the Court ruled 

that American state laws establishing racial segregation in public schools are unconstitutional, even if the segregated schools are 

otherwise equal in quality.  On May 17, 1954, the Court's unanimous (9–0) decision stated that ‘separate educational facilities 

are inherently unequal’, and therefore violate the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. 

Constitution.  The decision's 14 pages, however, did not offer guidelines advising methods for ending racial segregation in 

schools. 

32 Dudziack argues that during the 1950’s the aim of US foreign policy was to promote democracy and contain communism. 
However, international focus on segregation in US society tarnished the US’ image of democracy.  Dudziack notes that in Brown, 

the amicus brief filed by the US Justice Department (1954) asserted that desegregation was essential for the national interest, in 

particular foreign policy.  Dudziak argues that for many Asian and African countries which had experienced colonialism, ‘the 
reality of U.S. racism was particularly problematic’; the US ‘could not save the Third World for democracy if democracy meant 

white supremacy’ (p.119), a paradox which the Soviet Union attempted to exploit as hypocrisy in order to bolster its own sphere 

of influence.  The decision in Brown therefore provided the State Department the means to dismiss such Soviet propaganda. 

 
33 Initiated by the administration of President Lyndon B Johnson (1963-69), affirmative action began as a remedy to long-

standing discrimination against such groups and includes programmes,  policies, and procedures that provide preferences to 

minorities and women in employment opportunities, admission to institutions of higher education, the granting of government 

contracts and other social benefits, with the normal qualifying criteria based on race, ethnic origin, gender, disability and age 

(McKenna, 2017). 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/minority
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supreme_Court_of_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Racial_segregation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_school_(government_funded)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equal_Protection_Clause
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourteenth_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Constitution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Constitution
https://www.britannica.com/science/discrimination-psychology
https://www.britannica.com/topic/higher-education
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with the notion that such momentous gains are re-characterised as successful 

developments that were merely permitted by whites.  Whilst acknowledging that there 

may be instances where some whites have shown complacency about promoting black 

interests, and that the guilt of some whites may indeed be alleviated through such 

programmes, Litowitz, nevertheless, contends that there is no evidence (from 

legislation or case law) to support claims that affirmative action is allowed by whites 

because it is beneficial to them and that blacks can only advance when whites also 

advance.  In fact, Litowitz highlights specific instances where blacks have advanced 

when whites have not, for example Title VII34, fair housing laws, prohibitions on red 

lining35 as well as affirmative action itself, and asserts that to claim such essential 

reforms were actually an advancement for whites is ‘to reinterpret the facts in a way 

that is highly implausible’ (p.305).   

 

Litowitz’s argument however does not explain the magnitude of persistent 

inequalities experienced by blacks and Indigenous peoples.  Wright and Rogers 

(2015) examine the different types of discrimination imposed upon blacks including 

slavery, white dominated power discrimination against black capital, racial price 

discrimination in consumer goods and discrimination in employment, housing, 

services and insurance.  Many Indigenous peoples continue to experience profound 

social problems in the forms of substance and alcohol abuse, substandard healthcare 

and education, disproportionately high levels of health issues and poverty (Gilio-

Whitaker, 2016).  These have persisted since European colonisation, subsequent to 

which Native people were subjected to government policies that, many scholars 

believe, promoted both cultural and physical genocide (Amnesty International USA, 

2007).  The scope of inequality is also developed by Mills (1997) who argues that 

racial disparities have been shaped for the past five hundred years ‘by the realities of 

European domination and the gradual consolidation of global white supremacy’ 

(p.20). 

                                                           
34 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is a federal law that forbids employers from discriminating against their employees 

on the basis of gender, race, colour, religion and place of origin.  Restrictions apply to employers with 15 or more employees 
and federal, state, and local government.  Title VII prohibits discrimination in any aspect of employment.  Moreover, equal 

employment opportunity cannot be withheld from any person due to their racial group, racial characteristics (such as hair texture 

or facial features), or because of their marriage to or association with someone of a particular race or colour. 
35 In the US and Canada, redlining is the systematic withholding of various services to residents of specific, often racially 

associated, communities, through directly or the selective raising of prices.  This has included the withholding of financial 

services such as insurance or banking extending to supermarket provision and healthcare.  In the 1960s, sociologist John 
McKnight coined the term "redlining" to define the discriminatory practice of fencing off areas where banks would avoid 

investments based on community demographics, in particular inner-city black neighbourhoods. 
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Mills (1997) argues that the nature of such discriminations may not be quantifiable, 

nor can the costs in terms of personal suffering and anguish be fully compensated for.  

Referring to this as the Racial Contract, Mills defines a “conceptual bridge” (p.4) 

between the world of mainstream white political philosophy and ethics which is 

fixated with abstract discourse in justice and rights and the world of Indigenous, 

African American and Third and Fourth World political theory centred on issues of 

conquest, imperialism, colonialism, white settlement, Jim Crow36, land rights, race 

and racism, slavery, apartheid, cultural authenticity and national identity.  Mills 

argues that there is a “clear absence” of such issues in “serious philosophy” (p.4) 

reflecting whiteness in the majority of Western philosophy.  Moreover, Mills asserts 

that the Racial Contract creates a racial state, polity and juridical system that defines 

and maintains the respective status of whites and non-whites by custom and law with 

the purpose of repeating and upholding the racial order, meaning ‘securing the 

privileges and advantages of full white citizens and maintaining the subordination of 

non-whites’ (pp.13-14).  Mills supports his argument through reference to a series of 

works37 detailing the decline of the integrationist aspirations fostered by the civil 

rights movements of the 1960s and the rising resentment and intransigence of whites 

who believe they have “done enough” even though segregation within the US still 

exists and incomes of black families are falling in comparison to white family 

incomes.  Regarding Europe and white settler states, Mills refers to a ‘significant non-

white presence’ that includes voluntary non-white immigrants, descendants of 

imported slaves and Indigenous peoples, all of whom are not likely to access the same 

opportunities as whites: 

The claim is not, of course, that all whites are better off than all non-whites, 

but that, as a statistical generalisation, the objective life chances of whites are 

significantly better (p.37).  

 

 

                                                           
36 “Jim Crow” is a term used to refer to state and local laws which enforced racial segregation in the Southern USA until 1965 

(Fremon, 2000). 
37 Mills makes reference to Hacker, A. (1992) Two Nations: Black and White, Separate, Hostile, Unequal; Bell,  (1992) Faces 

at the Bottom of the Well: The Permanence of Racism; Steinberg, S. (1995) Turning Back: The Retreat from Racial Justice in 
American Thought and Policy; Kinder D.R. &  Sanders L.M. (1996) Divided by Color: Racial Politics and Democratic Ideals; 

Wicker T. (1996) Tragic Failure: Racial Integration in America.  
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3.6: A Critique of Critical Race Theory - Outsiders, Insiders and Consciousness 

Raising 

Within CRT much value is placed upon the notion that it nurtures a new kind of 

“outsider jurisprudence” which disrupts the prevailing narrative of the law in favour 

of accounts which are personal, based on the particular experience of the author and 

their social reality (Delgado, 1995).  Matsuda (1993) claims that this is part of an 

effort to ‘know history from the bottom’ and discards worldviews that are 

‘androcentric, Eurocentric, and falsely universalist’ (p.19).  Delgado reflects upon this 

by contending that mainstream scholars have transgressed by advocating universalism 

over individuality and promoting theoretical principles and rules according to law 

over different viewpoints - the insinuation being that outsiders38 have a unique 

perspective of the law that cannot be completely appreciated by white male insiders39  

(Litowitz, p.307).  In this vein, Matsuda (1987) argues that minority groups have a 

“special voice” (p.324), whilst Delgado (1984) calls for change regarding the 

publication of civil rights literature: ‘the time has come for white liberal authors … to 

redirect [and make way for] talented and innovative minority writers and 

commentators’ (p.577). 

 

Litowitz credits CRT with consciousness raising by elevating ‘our sensitivity to racial 

issues’ and heightening ‘awareness of what it is like to experience the sting of racism’ 

(p.307) and continues to commend the essays from Critical Race Theory: a Cutting 

Edge for highlighting racial issues: 

One emerges from reading this anthology … with a new sensibility … This 

alone is worthwhile for at least three reasons: it clarifies and brings to the fore 

the racist stereotypes and assumptions which pervade our psyches; it reminds 

us of our brutal history of racial prejudice and exclusion; and it humanises 

people of colour so they do not seem so Other, and instead appear as living, 

breathing people who deserve equal treatment (p.307). 

 

Litowitz freely acknowledges this contribution of CRT to consciousness raising, 

describing it as a ‘sort of disinfectant’ (p.307) dispelling widely-held misconceptions 

                                                           
38 People of colour and women. 
39 Reference to those working within and benefitting from the existing legal system and mainstream scholarship which is 
believed, by CR theorists, to be racially situated and, despite claims of colour blindness, works to the disadvantage of people 

of colour.  
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about people of colour, biases which may often be unconsciously held.  Litowitz 

postulates that a judge who has read works of Derrick Bell and Patricia Williams 

would be less likely to hold stereotypical and demeaning views of people of colour, 

and whilst this may not impact upon every decision, it would nonetheless be 

productive.  This “psychological conversion” in how one views minority groups must 

not be underestimated as many lawyers and judges are not impartial in their views of 

racial matters (Litowitz, p.307).  However, Litowitz contends that raising 

consciousness through stories and narrative does not guarantee legal decisions which 

would benefit members of minority groups.  A separate debate remains at the level of 

legal doctrine, where theoretical questions of fairness, equality and due process must 

take place: 

Assuming that CRT wants to contribute something more than consciousness 

raising, it needs to address this doctrinal, theoretical level, and to make 

constitutional arguments that appeal to all of us (black, white, Asian), because 

we are splintered enough as it is (p.307).  

 

 

3.7: A Critique of Critical Race Theory – Recent Developments 

CRT itself has also been subject to political opposition, most recently by the Trump 

Administration.  In a September 2020 memorandum White House Office of 

Management and Budget Director Russell Vought, under the directive of the 

President, ordered the cessation of funding of all CRT training, describing it as 

‘divisive, anti-American propaganda’.  Vought instructed staff to ‘cancel any such 

contracts and/or to divert Federal dollars away from these un-American propaganda 

training sessions40’.  Vought continued:  

The divisive, false, and demeaning propaganda of the critical race theory 

movement is contrary to all we stand for as Americans and should have no 

place in the Federal government. 

 

Given the backdrop of the national debate on systemic racism, injustice in policing 

and other aspects of American life that continues to rage across the country, this 

decision would seem to be particularly badly timed and could indeed fuel accusations 

                                                           
40 Vought, R. 20th September 2020, September 4, 2020 M-20-34 Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and 

Agencies, Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget.  
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of racism towards the President.  The Trump Administration has faced a significant 

backlash following the death of George Floyd41 in May 2020 and the President’s 

perceived allegiance to law enforcement over advocates for racial justice and 

supporters of the Black Lives Matter movement.  This defence of the status quo has 

even extended to seeking to preserve the display of racially contentious iconography 

such the Confederate battle flag and monuments of civil war rebels, from protestors 

seeking their removal (Comay et al, 2020).  In this context, the removal of federal 

funding for CRT training could be viewed as part of a wider political shift based 

around a rejection of socially progressive issues and which has a greater indifference 

to, or even acceptance of, the notion that an individual’s race, religious or political 

beliefs determine their place and treatment in society, than has been the case in 

mainstream political spheres in recent memory.  This however may become subject 

to change after Joe Biden’s success in the recent US Presidential Election. 

 

 

3.8: To Sum Up and Move On – Has Liberalism Failed Indigenous Peoples? 

The promise of Liberalism was famously the granting of equal rights to all 

individuals, destroying old social hierarchies and establishing a new social order 

where everybody, as an individual, could flourish, free of “estate” membership (Mills, 

2017a, p.xxi).  It is clear that Liberalism has failed the Native population as a whole 

and it is possible that it could never serve the needs of a marginalised group that has 

experienced generations of trauma and discrimination.  Just as racism is engrained 

into mainstream US society, disadvantage, underachievement and disparity is 

embedded within Indigenous societies – serious issues that are possibly beyond the 

capacity of Liberalism to successfully address.  I have discussed how CRT emerged 

from dissatisfaction with Liberalism based on the perception that it provided limited 

scope for change and relied upon legal practices which progressed slowly.  Perhaps 

Liberal practices such as free speech and affirmative action fail to delve into the extent 

of racism within society and lack the tenacity to deal with issues that are experienced 

by so many people.  In the following chapter I will present Nussbaum’s version of the 

CA as an appropriate framework to counter inequalities and social injustices that are 

                                                           
41 George Floyd was killed on 20th May 2020 whilst being arrested in Minnesota.  His death was determined to be a homicide 
with one of the arresting officers being charged with murder, triggering worldwide condemnation and protests against police 

racism, police brutality and lack of police accountability (BBC News, 2020).  
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the consequence of discrimination and marginalisation, which although is a still a 

liberal approach to justice, focuses on the threshold of what is required for an 

individual to have a value and dignity.  
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Chapter Four: The Capability Approach 

 

 

4.1: Introduction 

This chapter will examine the Capability Approach (CA), including its philosophical 

underpinnings and the intellectual roots of Nussbaum’s version (Nussbaum, 2011).  

The CA ‘directs us to examine real lives in their material and social settings’ 

(Nussbaum, 2000, p.71) and this contextual approach can be considered particularly 

useful in evaluating the issues confronted by Indigenous students attempting to 

navigate the education system.  The concept of capability provides an important 

gateway to defending the legitimacy of a range of social and economic human rights, 

such as the right to an acceptable standard of living, including ample food and shelter, 

the right to health; as well as civil and political rights, such as freedom from cruel 

treatment, arbitrary interference and the right to a fair trial. 

 

In this chapter the CA will be contrasted to human rights models and considered in 

terms of its application to education in general.  Nussbaum (2011) asserts that the CA 

is closely aligned with the international human rights movement, sharing a common 

belief that all people have the same core entitlements and that it is incumbent upon 

society to respect and support these.  However, Nussbaum contends that the human 

rights paradigm has faced criticism for being “insufficiently attentive” (p.63) to a 

number of social issues whereas the CA, ‘a new theoretical paradigm is evolving … 

focusing particularly on the struggles of traditionally excluded or marginalized 

groups’ (p.186); and for these reasons I believe the CA to be an appropriate 

framework to examine the educational experiences of Indigenous students. 

 

 

4.2:  The Capability Approach  

The Capability Approach, also referred to as the Human Development Approach, is a 

broad normative framework used to evaluate social arrangements and individual well-

being, policy designs and proposals impacting upon societal change (Robeyns, 2016).  

It is employed in a number of fields, such as social policy, welfare economics, 
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development rationale and political philosophy (Nussbaum, 2011).  The fundamental 

principle of the CA is its emphasis on what people are able to do and be – in other 

words their capabilities when given freedom of opportunity.  Such opportunity 

freedoms are formed by ‘a combination of personal abilities and the political, social, 

and economic environment’ (Nussbaum, p.20) and influenced by social policies 

(Nussbaum, 2006).  The purpose in adopting the CA is that it demonstrates the 

necessity of a method that can evaluate the wellbeing of people by focusing on issues 

such as discrimination, inequality, historical injustice, social deprivation and 

addiction.   

 

Nussbaum (2011) states, ‘All over the world people are struggling for lives that are 

worthy of their human dignity’ (p.1) and that consequently there is a requirement for 

a theoretical framework that can encapsulate this struggle. 

According to Mahbub ul Haq42  

The real wealth of a nation is its people.  And the purpose of development is 

to create an enabling environment for people to enjoy long, healthy and 

creative lives (quoted in Nussbaum, 2011, p.1). 

Haq asserts that the welfare of individuals can become ‘forgotten in the pursuit of 

material and financial wealth’ (p.1) and that a new theoretical approach is necessary 

if a country is to respond to pressing social issues.  Many Indigenous people continue 

to experience pressing issues regarding the above ideals, which are often absent from 

the lives of Native students attempting to navigate the education system in the US.  

 

 

4.3:  Philosophical Underpinnings of Nussbaum’s Capability Approach  

In its current form, the CA was pioneered by economist Amartya Sen in the 1980s 

and significantly developed by Martha Nussbaum (Robeyns, 2016).  In her 

publication Creating Capabilities (2011), Nussbaum presents a version of the CA 

developed to help governments consider what it means for people to live a full and 

flourishing life, worthy of human dignity, and how they can provide the opportunities 

to help their people do so.   

                                                           
42 Economist who initiated the Human Development Reports of the United Nations Development Programme in 1990, cited in 

Nussbaum (2011). 
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Aspects of Nussbaum’s view of the CA can be traced back to Aristotle.  Nussbaum 

(2011, p.124) accredits ‘the most important sources’ of her version of the CA as 

‘works from ancient Greece and Rome’ and ascribes the political and ethical thought 

of Aristotle as ‘the earliest and most important Western historical source’ of the CA 

(p.125).  Aristotelian thought included elements relating to vulnerability and dignity, 

deficiencies in society and what is necessary for human beings to flourish.  This 

included the ability for individuals to choose, for ‘satisfaction without choice is 

unworthy of the dignity of human beings’ (p.125); however societal barriers such as 

lack of education or poor working conditions, may impede an individual’s ability to 

reflect upon a situation or make an informed decision.   

 

Aristotle believed that a correct societal plan would provide opportunities for all 

citizens to discover and develop their abilities.  Nussbaum focuses on Aristotle’s 

‘continuing centrality for political thought’ (p.127) because of his understanding of 

both human vulnerability and choice.  Aristotle’s acknowledgement of human 

vulnerability informed his awareness of the need for government to tackle issues such 

as education, nutrition, and the purity of water and air.  He believed that it was the 

responsibility of the government to provide an environment in which all citizens were 

capable of living a flourishing life in accordance with their choices.  Furthermore, 

Aristotle also identified various levels of human capabilities which have formed the 

basis of Nussbaum’s capability types, namely innate capabilities, internal capabilities 

and combined capabilities (Nussbaum, 2011), which will be discussed in Section 4.4. 

 

Nussbaum however acknowledges the “grave limitations” (p.128) of Aristotle’s 

philosophical thought.  Although an advocate of democracy, his ideal society was 

very much on contemporary terms.  Nussbaum stresses Aristotle’s approval of an 

Athenian society where only Greek males were recognised as citizens and slavery was 

prevalent.  Moreover, Aristotle’s view of equality was exclusive, with farmers, sailors 

and manual workers deemed to be unworthy of citizenship.  Nussbaum asserts that: 

Like all ancient Greek thinkers, he showed no sensitivity to the thought that 

people have different comprehensive views of how to live and that 

government ought to respect them by giving them space for such choices.  He 

assumed that the right way to proceed is to identify the best account of 
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flourishing and then to make people capable of flourishing according to that 

account (pp.128-129). 

 

Nussbaum credits Stoicism43 for partly remedying these deficiencies.  In asserting 

that Stoicism represents ‘the most influential school of ethical and political thought 

in Greco-Roman antiquity, and perhaps the most influential philosophical school at 

any time in the Western tradition’ (p.128), Nussbaum highlights the value of its tenets 

that virtue itself lies with being human, as humans possess the ability to make ethical 

distinctions and decisions regardless of gender, status and wealth and contends that 

‘we should treat the artificial distinctions created by society as trivial and 

insignificant’  by allowing the notion of ‘equal respect for humanity … to guide us’ 

(p.129).  Nussbaum emphasises the Stoics’ practical application of their beliefs 

through, for example, campaigning for the equal education of women and developing 

policies of duties to humanity, such as correct conduct during wartime.  Nussbaum 

observes that Cicero44 other Stoics rejected the abuse or compromise of human 

dignity, the notion of which is Stoicism’s “primary contribution” to the CA (p.130).  

 

 

4.4:  Intellectual Roots of Nussbaum’s Capability Approach  

By highlighting the “intellectual history” (p.125) of her version of the CA, Nussbaum 

hopes to illustrate the longevity, resonance and appeal of its ideals and how this, in 

turn, may help establish an overlapping consensus in a society comprising many 

differentiated notions of value.  Nussbaum acknowledges that Smith45, Mill46, Kant47 

and Marx48 also “greatly influenced” her “formulations” (p.124).  Smith’s writings 

are noted as being “suffused” with Stoicism (p.133), with his views on the economy 

and moral sentiments appealing to Nussbaum: 

                                                           
43 Stoicism was founded in Athens in the early 3rd century BC.  It is a philosophy of personal ethics shaped by its views on the 

natural world and system of logic.  Part of its teachings is for people to work together to treat others fairly and justly (Sharpe, 

2013). 
44 Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43 BCE) an important figure in significant events of the Roman Republic.  He was, among 

many things, a lawyer, orator, politician, and philosopher.  His writings were heavily influenced by the ethics of Stoicism. 
45 Adam Smith (1723-1790) was a Scottish philosopher and economist known for writing An Inquiry into the Nature and 

Causes of the Wealth of Nations (1776) (Adam Smith Institute, 2020). 
46 John Stuart Mill (1806 – 1873) a British philosopher, political economist, civil servant and also known as a male feminist.  

He is best known for his writings on ethics, liberty, human rights and economics (Lewis, 2019). 
47 Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), was an influential German philosopher during the Age of Enlightenment (also known as the 

Age of Reason), a philosophical and intellectual movement that dominated ideas in 17th -19th century Europe.  He was mostly 

known for his work on ethics and metaphysics (McCormick, 2019).   
48 Karl Marx (1818-1883) was a German philosopher, historian, sociologist, economist, journalist, political theorist and social 
revolutionary.  His critical theories about politics, economics and society, collectively known as Marxism, claim that human 

society develops through the conflict of class (Hobsbawm, 2004).  
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His touchstone was always the question, What form of action by 

government permits human abilities to develop and human equality to 

be respected? (p.133). 

Smith observed that human abilities arrive in the world in an emerging under-evolved 

state and need support from the environment to flourish and mature in a way that is 

deserving of human dignity (Nussbaum, 2011).  Much of The Wealth of Nations is 

dedicated to recording factors that can inhibit human abilities and to providing a set 

of arguments for government intervention for the public good such as, free public 

education49, countering the dominance of “wealthy elites” (p.134) and advocating a 

minimum wage ‘consistent with common humanity’ (quoted in Nussbaum, p.134).  

Smith also supported the abolition of slavery and strongly opposed colonisation due 

to the exploitation of Indigenous people and their resultant loss of economic control 

and political autonomy.   

 

Nussbaum refers to how Mill’s views of political liberty and self-development 

demonstrated how discrimination impeded the opportunities and capacities of 

women.  He compared the restrictions imposed by the inequitable legal system 

governing marriage to slavery and in 1866, as a Member of Parliament, he introduced 

the first bill for women’s suffrage and served as president of the Society for Women’s 

Suffrage the following year.   

Nussbaum accredits Kant’s views on respect for the person and human dignity as 

influential factors of the CA.  Kant advised: 

Act so that you treat humanity whether your own person or in that of 

another, always as an end and never merely as a means (quoted in 

Messerly, 2018, online). 

Kantianism, therefore presents the idea of respect for the individual, rejecting their 

subordination and requiring that they are treated with regard for their inherent worth, 

sense of purpose and goals, (Nussbaum 2006).  Building upon the conception of the 

person as an end, Nussbaum includes other species into the ten central capabilities of 

her CA.   

 

                                                           
49 At this time free education was provided in Scotland but neglected in England.  His arguments were framed in the context of 

Aristotlelian observations concerning the waste of human abilities amongst working classes (Nussbaum, 2011). 
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Influenced by the Stoics, Kant believed that animals were not equal to human beings 

as they the lack capacity for and this elevates humans above them (Nussbaum, 2001a).  

Nussbaum however contends that this under such a philosophy our approach to 

animals becomes an afterthought and Kant’s concept of the person extends to 

contrasting humanity and rationality with their animality.  This is inadequate for 

Nussbaum who views rationality and animality as united, a view influenced by 

Aristotle’s idea that human beings are political animals and Marx’s notion that we are 

beings ‘in need of a plurality of life-activities’ (quoted in Nussbaum, 2006, p.159). 

 

Marx’s humanist approach is another contributory factor to Nussbaum’s version of 

the CA.  Influenced by Aristotle, Marx believed that if human beings are to understand 

their natures, their 'species being', then they require variety in life, which Marx 

referred to as a ‘rich human need’ (p.167).  Developing Kant’s objection to treating 

people as mere means, Marx believed that such treatment is exploitative and 

undermines their dignity.  For Marx, writing against the backdrop of Nineteenth 

century capitalism, the degrading employment conditions of many working-class 

people, meant they could not understand their species being.  Working to only 

reproduce their own labour, to create wealth for another class was therefore both 

exploitative and profoundly unjust as this inhibited people’s abilities to do and be 

according to their interests, skills and talents - concerns which link directly to 

Nussbaum’s list of ten central capabilities.  

 

Referring to Marx’s influence on her version of the CA, Nussbaum (2006, p.278) 

observes: 

We think about human dignity and what it requires.  My approach does this in 

an Aristotelian/Marxian way, thinking about the prerequisites for living a life 

that is fully human rather than subhuman, a life worthy of dignity of the human 

being. 

 

Nussbaum (2011) regards Rawls50 as being of “utmost importance” in her decision to 

express her view of the CA as ‘a type of political liberalism’ (p.124), referring (2001b) 

to the simple and profound notion from which Rawls's theory begins: ‘Each person 

                                                           
50 John Rawls (1921-2002) was an American political and ethical philosopher known for his major work A Theory of Justice 

(1971) defending egalitarian Liberalism.   
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possesses an inviolability founded on justice that even the welfare of society as a 

whole cannot override’ (Rawls, 1971, p.3).  Therefore, the pursuit of a greater social 

good cannot be permitted at the expense of individuals’ basic rights and entitlements.  

Rawls was particularly concerned with how qualities that have no moral worth, such 

as race and gender, frequently impact negatively on people's prospects in life.  It is 

this idea that influences Nussbaum’s version of the CA: ‘One that lies at the heart of 

John Rawls’ project ... the idea of the citizen as a free and dignified human being’ 

(p.46).  Like Kant, Rawls believed that the moral judgements of ordinary people are 

an important starting point for proper political deliberation (Nussbaum, 2001b).  

Basing his theory on ideas from the tradition of Kantian Liberalism, Rawls focused 

on the notion of the dignified being, which is a fundamental principle of the CA. 

 

Preceding Nussbaum, Sen (1993) asserted that when evaluating societies and policy 

design, focus should be placed on what people are able to do and to be, as well as on 

the quality of individuals’ lives so they have the opportunity or freedom to live a life 

they find worthy.  Nussbaum is credited with advancing the CA as the foundation for 

a ‘partial theory of justice by arguing for the political principles that should underlie 

a constitution’ (Robeyns, 2003, p.24).  The CA therefore provides a framework to 

counter the entrenched inequalities and social injustices that are the consequence of 

discrimination and marginalisation (Nussbaum, 2011), such as those exemplified in 

the case of Legend Tobacco51.   Such considerations, along with others such as human 

dignity, the threshold of what is required for an individual to have a life of value and 

political Liberalism, shape Nussbaum’s list of ten Central Capabilities.   

 

Given the criticisms of Liberalism in Chapter Three, it is important to address why 

Nussbaum’s CA is still an appropriate framework to examine issues of social justice.  

Despite his dissatisfaction with Liberalism, Mills (2017a) argued that it can be 

transformed into a normative instrument for racial justice with an emphasis on 

rectification.  A political form of liberalism, Nussbaum’s CA is general, universal and 

abstract and can therefore accommodate diversity.  Moreover, the CA was formulated 

by theorists from across the globe - pioneered by Sen and Nussbaum and developed 

by a growing number of other scholars across the humanities and social sciences 

                                                           
51 The case of Legend Tell Tobacco will be examined in further detail in Chapter Five when examining the CA application to 

Legend’s situation within the education system. 
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(Robeyns, 2016) and is recognised as a globally relevant social justice framework 

(Carlson et al, 2016).   Informed by human rights discourse, Nussbaum’s CA 

evaluates people’s well-being by providing a threshold of what an individual requires 

to have a life of value and dignity and develops this in a variety of particular normative 

theories, for example partial theories of social justice or accounts of development 

ethics (Robeyns, 2016).  Robeyns continues to attribute Nussbaum’s CA with 

contributing to interdisciplinary literature resulting in new statistics and social 

indicators. 

 

Nussbaum provides distinctions among the types of capabilities that a person may 

possess.  Every individual will have “innate powers” - ‘the innate faculties of the 

person that make later development and training possible’ which form their “basic 

capabilities” (Nussbaum, 2011, pp.23-24).  These are distinct from “internal 

capabilities” which represent developed abilities and traits that, unlike “basic 

capabilities”, can be dynamic and evolve through ‘interaction with the social, 

economic, familial and political environment’ (Nussbaum, 2011, p.21).   

 

Building upon Sen, Nussbaum defines capabilities in terms of what an individual can 

do and be.  The “beings” refer to what a person can be, for example being well 

educated; whilst “doings”, or “functionings”, refer to what that person can do, such 

as use their education to facilitate free speech on political issues (Nussbaum, 2011).  

A “capability” therefore represents the opportunity for that individual to utilise their 

“being” in order to achieve a goal or objective.  Sen (1987, p.36) clarifies this: 

A functioning is an achievement, whereas a capability is the ability to achieve.  

Functionings are, in a sense, more directly related to living conditions, since 

they are different aspects of living conditions.  Capabilities, in contrast, are 

notions of freedom, in the positive sense: what real opportunities you have 

regarding the life you may lead (Sen 1987, p.36). 

Sen refers to such opportunities to choose and to act as “substantial freedoms” which 

are created through a combination of an individual’s abilities and ‘the political, social 

and economic environment’ (Nussbaum, 2011, p.20); such as having an education 

and health system that advances and supports the capabilities for literacy, numeracy, 

decision making and good health, having the political freedom to determine 

government and scrutinise government policies in addition to having economic 
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facilities for the purpose of exchange, production or consumption as well as accessing 

finance if required (Sen, 1999).  Nussbaum refers to these “substantial freedoms” as 

“combined capabilities” (Nussbaum, 2011, p.21) and in the case of Legend Tobacco, 

whilst his internal capabilities would include reading, mathematical skills and artistic 

aptitude, his combined capabilities would be represented by the sum of opportunities 

available for him to employ those abilities in order to access an educational 

experience that could provide the basis of a better future. 

 

Nussbaum asserts that it is the task of a society that wishes to encourage human 

capabilities, to support the development of individuals’ internal capabilities, ‘through 

education, resources to enhance physical and emotional health, support for family 

care and love, a system of education’ (p.21).  However, this is coupled with a 

recognition that whilst a society may be successful in producing internal capabilities, 

it may fail in providing opportunities for some to function in accordance with those 

capabilities.  In his 2012 re-election speech President Obama claimed: 

It doesn't matter whether you're black or white or Hispanic or Asian or Native 

American or young or old or rich or poor, able, disabled, gay or straight, you 

can make it here in America if you're willing to try. 

For many Indigenous students, opportunities to succeed may be limited if both 

internal and combined capabilities are compromised - considering that poor literacy 

and numeracy skills are linked to high levels of underachievement, how can combined 

capabilities of Indigenous students be realised if their internal capabilities are 

restricted? 

 

 

4.5: The Ten Central Capabilities of Nussbaum’s Capability Approach 

Nussbaum (2011, p.32) provides a list of ten basic non–fungible Central Capabilities 

which provide a minimum threshold of the requirements necessary for an individual 

to live a life ‘worthy of human dignity’ and which should be secured by ‘a decent 

political order’, in other words capabilities that are necessary to achieve social justice 

in all societies where individuals should have the freedom to live their lives in a 

manner of their choosing providing no harm is caused to others.  The ten central 

capabilities address issues such as people’s health and nourishment and their ability 

to avail of resources such as education, health care, political affiliation, social 
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participation and emotional and bodily integrity.  This version of the CA is about 

helping people ‘to live full and creative lives, developing their potential and 

fashioning a meaningful existence commensurate with their real equal human dignity’ 

(p.185).   

 

The basic Central Capabilities are:  

1. Life – being able to live the normal length of a human life and not having one’s 

life ended prematurely or having a life minimised to the point that it is not 

worth living. 

2. Bodily health – having good health and being suitably nourished and sheltered. 

3.  Bodily integrity – having the freedom of movement; to be safeguarded against 

assault and violence, including domestic and sexual violence.  To have 

opportunities to be sexually satisfied and choice in issues regarding 

reproduction. 

4.  Sense, imagination and thought – being able to use the senses to reason, 

thought and imagination, shaped and informed by a decent education that 

includes, as a minimum, literacy, mathematics and science.  Having the 

freedom to express one’s own thoughts, including artistic, political and 

religious liberties and being able to experience pleasure.  

5. Emotions – being able to love, yearn, grieve, be thankful and have justified 

anger and not have one’s emotional development damaged through fear and 

anxiety.  

6.  Practical reasoning – having the ability to develop a theory of what is good 

and critically reflect on one’s life. 

7.  Affiliation – (A) being able to live alongside others, show concern and have 

empathy for them and engage in social interaction.  Safe guarding this 

capability includes protecting institutions that represent and nurture such 

aspects of affiliation as well as protecting the freedom of political speech and 

freedom of assembly.  (B) Being able to live in society and be treated with 

dignity and as an equal to others.  This involves a mutual respect for each other 

regardless of religion, caste, race, ethnicity, gender, religion, sexual 

orientation and culture.  

8. Other species – to show concern and care for the world of nature, animals and 

plant-life. 
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9.  Play – to be able to play, laugh and enjoy recreational activities. 

10.  Control over one’s political and material environment - (A) Political - to be 

able to participate in political choices that impact on one’s life; one’s free 

speech and political associations protected.  (B) Material - have rights 

concerning property on an equal footing with others.  Having the right to 

search for employment, be treated equally to others and be free of unjustified 

search and seizure.  In work, having the ability to implement practical 

reasoning and develop meaningful and mutually respectful relationships with 

others (Nussbaum, 2011).  

 

In Chapter Five I intend to apply Nussbaum’s CA to the educational, and by 

extension, to the social situation of Legend Tobacco.  In Nussbaum’s CA the 

opportunity to access a good education could provide a means for Legend to achieve 

a life of dignity and flourishing, allowing him to expand upon the functionings that 

may eventually improve his quality of life.  For Indigenous peoples attaining a good 

education and graduating school may not just improve their own lives but, due to 

close familial and community ties, present the opportunity to improve the situation of 

their family and wider community.  

 

 

4.6: The Capability Approach and Human Rights Models 

The CA and human rights approach share a common purpose—a direct emphasis on 

the dignity and freedom of the individual.  With regard to public policy, the CA 

stresses the critical significance of the substantive freedoms and opportunities for 

individuals and groups, whilst the human rights approach focuses upon the 

importance of principles such as dignity, respect, freedom, participation, autonomy, 

equality, non-discrimination and the arrangements required to protect and promote 

these.  The notions of obligation and accountability are central to the human rights 

model, whilst both the human rights and CA frameworks offer a sharp contrast with 

dominant economic policy approaches that emphasise growth of GDP per capita 

(Vizard et al, 2011).  Robeyns (2006) argues that human capital models stress ‘only 

the instrumental economic role of education’ (p.80) and should only be applied when 

considering efficiency concerns and ‘should never function as the overarching 

theoretical framework used to guide educational policies, fiscal policies and 
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budgetary decisions’ (p.81).  In comparison human rights models highlight ‘the 

intrinsic personal role of education’ whereas the CA ‘acknowledges all roles of 

education’ (p.80). 

 

As noted in the introduction, the CA can assist in addressing significant ethical issues 

supporting human rights, however the CA also has ‘‘value added’ as a practical 

framework by which the substantive human rights position of individuals and groups 

can be evaluated and better understood’ (Vizard et al, p.4).  Moreover, when used as 

an analytical model, the CA can capture the opportunities and freedoms within an 

individual’s reach, a person’s “capability set”, as well as the underlying factors that 

explain this set, for example entitlements, cultural and social circumstance and 

conversion factors52. 

In demonstrating the similarity across human rights model and the CA, Nussbaum 

states that: 

The common ground between both approaches lies in the idea that all 

people have some core entitlements just by virtue of their humanity, 

and that is a basic duty of society to respect and support these 

entitlements (p.62). 

Brighouse (2004, p.80) highlights the close link between human rights and achieving 

capabilities: 

it is more illuminating to think of capabilities as the bases of rights 

claims.  If someone claims that there is a fundamental right to X, it is 

incumbent on them to justify it; and justification will proceed by 

showing how the rights to X is required to serve some capability.  If 

there is no capability that it serves, then it is not a fundamental right. 

Therefore, the fundamental goal is to expand people’s capabilities, including the 

capability of education (Robeyns, 2006). 

 

Nussbaum asserts that the CA approach should be considered as ‘a species of human 

rights approach’ (p.62) based on similar beliefs, such as the fundamental entitlements 

of every individual and the commitment to guarantee that such entitlements are 

                                                           
52 Sen's original capability set consists of individual conversion factors which includes the individual's age, gender, ethnicity, 

and human capital such as intelligence and literacy skills and environmental conversion factors that include climate, 

geographic location and physical surroundings (Nambiar, 2013). 
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protected as ‘the language of capabilities gives important precision and 

supplementation to the language of rights’ (Nussbaum, 2003, p.37).  Nussbaum 

recognises some commonalities between her list of Central Capabilities and those 

rights recognised in the Universal Declaration53 and other human rights approaches, 

but argues that the CA attempts to ‘remedy the defects’ that have emerged from the 

‘human rights paradigm’ in areas such as race and gender, providing a critique and 

supplement to existing human rights models (p.63).  ‘Nussbaum’s capabilities are 

affirmative and outcome orientated, not based on concepts of negative liberty as are 

the prohibitions against state action that are so powerful in human rights discourses’ 

(Hedge & MacKenzie, 2012, p.338).   

 

The CA can be regarded as a suitable model for nations to implement when assessing 

the quality of life for their populations and as an alternative option to prevailing 

models such as Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita and other human rights 

approaches (Nussbaum).  The GDP approach evaluates the progress of a country by 

examining its total economic productivity per capita, based upon a ‘trickle-down 

theory’ where the circumstances of the poor are meant to progress with economic 

growth (Nussbaum, p.47).  Nussbaum however stresses that encouraging people to 

‘work for economic growth alone’ may result in the neglect of the living standards of 

poorer people as well as education and health, which ‘typically do not improve with 

economic growth’ (p.ix).  Such failures can include disregarding the quality of life of 

particular groups on a religious, ethnic, racial or marginalised basis (Nussbaum).  This 

is particularly significant regarding the case of Legend Tell Tobacco and other Native 

children who have experienced domestic and collective trauma, profound poverty, 

racism, sub-standard education and lack of opportunity.  Gardner (2017) summaries 

the neglect of Native students: 

American Indian and Alaska Native students are suspended more than any 

other racial group, with the exception of African Americans.  They are 

disciplined about two times the rate of their white peers, according to a 2015 

report by the UCLA's Center for Civil Rights Remedies.  Moreover, although 

they constitute approximately one percent of the overall student population, 

they account for two percent of all school arrests and three percent of all 

                                                           
53 Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted by the United Nations General Assembly (1948). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_General_Assembly
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incidents referred by school officials to law enforcement.  Their threadbare 

curriculum omits lessons on Indigenous culture and history. 

The trifecta of punitive discipline, barebones curriculum and declining federal 

funding bode ill for these students.  Their ancestors were promised certain 

public services through treaties.  Among the services was education.  And yet 

their schools are horrendous.  It's a national scandal that makes a mockery of 

our pledge (online).  

 

In the introduction to Creating Capabilities, Nussbaum highlights that an increase in 

GDP per capita does not necessarily correlate with improvements in the many areas 

that impact upon the lives of a nation’s population.  According to Stiglitz et al (2010), 

the GDP per capita model, at best, gauges a population’s wellbeing as consumers, 

which has subjectively been paralleled with quality of life, and at worst characterises 

a theoretical average person who does not exist resulting in a population where the 

GDP per capita increases while quality of life declines.  Carr (2017) asserts that ‘One 

of the main problems with GDP per capita is that it doesn’t account for any inequality 

within a society’ (online).  For Indigenous peoples, mere attention to GDP per capita 

would not reveal the extent of the deep-rooted, pervasive injustices they commonly 

experience and therefore could not alleviate them.  A more appropriate alternative can 

be found in the CA which is designed to reduce inequalities and advance the 

enjoyment of human rights, assisting policy makers to  

effectively localise and target inequalities that are the result of social, 

economic, and cultural disparities, and makes a priority of reaching those with 

the greatest need (Thomas et al, 2015, p.12). 

 

Moreover, Robeyns (2006, p.82) argues that whilst the issue of human rights 

discourse is important, they require a ‘prior moral criterion’ on a theoretical level, 

always leading to ‘rights to something’.  For those who require an expansion of their 

capabilities in education, ‘rights are an instrument in reaching that goal’; whereas 

capabilities “are always things that must matter intrinsically, whether or not they 

additionally also matter instrumentally’. 
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4.7: The Capability Approach and Education 

The CA responds to the limitations of educational assessments that solely measure 

desired resources, satisfaction or outcomes (Unterhalter et al, 2007, online).  Within 

education, most standard evaluative systems are formed from what people claim they 

want from their schooling experience; for example, resources, spending per child, or 

successful outcomes in the form of examination results.  There are, however, issues 

pertaining to each of these.  In terms of desired satisfaction, consider a situation where 

a child from a low-income group receives only primary education and a child from a 

higher earning family attends both primary and secondary school.  If both groups 

claim they are satisfied with their situations, because this is what they have come to 

expect, then there is no problem in terms of desire satisfaction or utility as each group 

seems to be equally content.  However, there is something unsettling about this 

conclusion, despite the extensive practice that supports it.  Centring on capabilities 

requires an evaluation of, not just satisfaction with individual learning outcomes, but 

also questioning the range of actual educational options that are available to people; 

whether they have the capability to attain a valued educational functioning 

(Unterhalter et al).  This would include evaluating if people’s educational aspirations 

are affected by, or have adapted to, their circumstances and whether a group is able 

to freely choose from a range of valued learning opportunities.   

 

The CA therefore invites a range of more pointed questions with regard to equality 

than just focusing on desired satisfaction.  It is important to note that the CA is 

‘grounded in freedoms created by personal abilities in combination with the political, 

social and economic environment’ (Hedge & MacKenzie, 2012, p.334).  It may be 

the case that education in a school setting is not beneficial to a student’s overall 

capabilities in life.   Sen’s CA (1999), for instance, does not explicitly agree that 

education in a formal school setting is suitable for all children.  Generally, a poor-

quality education or negative experiences of schooling can cause serious life-long 

disadvantage.  It is, therefore, important to understand that capabilities can be 

weakened through education as well as enhanced and not all students may wish to 

avail of their freedoms and opportunities (Unterhalter et al).  

 

Considering education in terms of capabilities also raises issues beyond examining 

the commodities people have, as people have different needs.  For example, the 
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education provided by one school might be unsuitable or not accessible for all 

children, because children have different educational requirements.  Many Native 

students, as with other minority groups, attend public schools where the majority of 

students are white and are taught by teachers with little Indigenous cultural awareness.  

Lessons taught in this context may suit confident learners who speak the majority 

language at home and possess high levels of concentration because they have good 

nutrition.  The same level of resources may be quite inadequate for children who lack 

confidence in their skills, are hungry, with poor concentration and speak a minority 

language.  The CA signals that evaluating resources and inputs, such as teachers 

and/or years of schooling, is inadequate and that we should instead examine whether 

learners are able to transform such resources into capabilities, and possibly into 

functionings.  Another example is how formal education can provide literacy (many 

Indigenous students lack basic literacy skills) which can then be used to utilise a 

resource, such as a book or newspaper, into a source of information.  If only inputs 

are evaluated, each student in the class seems to avail of equal amounts of resources.  

However, if the link between resources and capabilities is evaluated, it becomes 

evident that there are considerable disparities that standard evaluation methodologies 

tend to neglect (Unterhalter et al).  The CA therefore requires a focus on how a 

person’s socio-economic circumstances may determine the conditions for individual 

freedoms.  The CA aims to equalise ‘people’s capabilities both in and through 

education’ (Unterhalter et al) providing a framework which is responsive to distinct 

social contexts and groups and offering suggestions as to how to evaluate education 

at an individual level.  Unlike other approaches that tend to focus mainly on 

aggregated outcomes, the CA is concerned with ‘placing emphasis on the importance 

of what is valuable to the individual’ and shifting ‘focus away from simply the 

aggregate benefits that education has for the whole of society, and towards individual 

benefits’ (Unterhalter et al).   

 

The core concept of a capability is that an individual is able to develop a rational 

understanding of valued doings and beings and the key notion of the CA is that social 

arrangements should aspire to develop people’s capabilities – their freedom to achieve 

valued functionings.  Indeed, this is a powerful argument for educational 

arrangements where people can examine what they deem as valuable.  If a significant 

goal is to expand people’s capabilities, then developing education is a part of 
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increasing the capacity to make valued choices in other areas of life.  Linking 

education to the expansion of learning and making important choices involves an 

evaluation that goes beyond assessments based only on outcomes, such as enrolment 

numbers, examination results or income.  Such indicators are inclined to aim towards 

maximising particular educational outcomes but do not provide a way to assess the 

general purpose of education in relation to human well-being.  Indeed, the view that 

the CA offers a social justice framework for education which can add to the expansion 

of capabilities in other areas of life is also shared by Robeyns (2006) who states: 

using a capability perspective, it is important to evaluate a social arrangement 

or policy on all affected capabilities, that is, to consider all changes in the 

opportunity set or the well-being of people … [where] all sources of 

inequalities in people’s opportunity sets are taken into account, hence in 

principle a capability analysis should always strive to account for all 

significant effects (p.79). 

 

When regarding education through the prism of the CA, it becomes incumbent upon 

government to work towards providing a high-quality education all, for capabilities 

are linked – the flourishing of one capability should benefit others.  Considering the 

past and current experiences of Indigenous peoples within the US alone, a just society 

should consider an approach that can offer a more comprehensive and accessible 

education system, providing students with the means to live a life of dignity and value. 

 

 

4.8: Critique of the Capability Approach 

Before considering its application to the case of Legend Tobacco in Chapter Five, it 

is important to address criticisms of the CA as an appropriate framework to examine 

Legend’s situation within the education system.   One criticism expressed regarding 

the CA concerns its focus upon the individual as opposed to groups and social 

structures (Stewart, 2004).  Stewart (p.7) argues that by expanding the CA to groups, 

the well-being of the individual would benefit  

because group membership and group achievements affect people’s sense of 

well-being … [and] because groups influence values and choices and hence 

the extent to which individuals choose to pursue valuable capabilities for 

themselves and for others.  
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Further critiquing the focus upon the individual, Riddell (2009) suggests that faith in 

the CA may be misplaced as the perpetuation of disparities in society cannot be 

overcome by an individualistic approach: 

the capabilities approach to equality … may over-emphasise the individual 

agency and the politics of identity, and may under-emphasise the immense 

power of structural forces which reproduce a range of social inequalities 

(p.287). 

 

In responding to such critiques, it is important to note that human rights protocols, as 

outlined in the UNDHR (1948), recognise the importance of freedoms/rights for 

groups such as families, civil organisations and states.  Although groups, such as 

Indigenous peoples, represent many facets of inequality in the US and share common 

experiences of discrimination, each individual within those groups has their own story 

and unique experience.  Moreover, the close familial and community ties within 

Indigenous societies could suggest that the group is an extension of the individual, 

forming a symbiotic relationship between the two and therefore capability failure in 

the individual may cause the ‘group’ to falter.  Furthermore, Nussbaum’s version of 

the CA provides  

a useful theoretical platform from which to re-consider issues around equality, 

rights and entitlements, vulnerability and need, dignity, respect, choice and 

personhood as those concepts relate to moral questions of inclusion’ (Hedge 

& MacKenzie, 2012, p.328). 

 

Hedge and MacKenzie (2012) note that whilst it focuses upon the individual, 

Nussbaum’s CA does ‘require us to explore the social context and to confront 

attitudes, beliefs and assumptions that perniciously tether asymmetrical relations and 

inequalities’ (p.335).  In Nussbaum’s version of the CA ‘the individual is regarded as 

a socially co-operative being, nested in a network of complex relations’ (p.337). 

Moreover, the CA is not a total theory aiming to rectify all societal ills – this is the 

responsibility of the government to take action.  Instead, the CA reveals the effects of 

inequality and injustice on the individual in order to signal what needs to happen to 

effect change. 
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Robeyns (2003) counters criticisms that Nussbaum’s list of ten central capabilities is 

too generalised and lacks reference to context, by defending its ‘highly prescriptive 

character’ and ‘strong universalistic claims regarding the scope of her [Nussbaum’s] 

theory’ (p.36).  

Nussbaum has used the capability approach to develop a universal theory of 

the good: it applies to all social justice issues, and to the global world.  This 

does not imply, she argues, that her list is not sensitive to culture and context. 

Her list is formulated at a highly abstract level, and for each country or 

community it can then be made more specific depending on the local context 

(Robeyns, 2003, p.36).  

 

The CA conveys, more so than most human rights models, the connection between 

duties and entitlements, human dignity and human rights and  the essential freedoms 

necessary to human dignity and flourishing (Nussbaum, 2011).  Nussbaum argues that 

all species should have entitlements that are founded in justice - entitlements that are 

all too often lacking in the case of Legend Tobacco and other Native children 

attempting to navigate the US education system.  Because capabilities are viewed as 

fundamental entitlements of all human beings, Nussbaum (2003, p.37) argues that in 

her version of the CA ‘the language of capabilities gives important precision and 

supplementation to the language of rights’ and if differing conceptions of rights 

compete with each other ‘we encounter considerable difficulty in ensuring justice’ as 

Nussbaum’s capabilities are ‘affirmative and outcome orientated’ (Hedge & 

MacKenzie, 2012, p.338).   

 

Characteristics of the CA can be observed in The UN Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIPs).  The Declaration addresses 

both individual and collective rights, cultural rights and identity, rights to 

education, health, employment, language, and others [where] indigenous 

peoples have the right to fully enjoy as a collective or as individuals, all human 

rights and fundamental freedoms.  (UNa, 2007, p.1) 

Article 22 (2) of The Declaration states that ‘states shall take measures, in conjunction 

with indigenous peoples, to ensure that indigenous women and children enjoy the full 

protection and guarantees against all forms of violence and discrimination’ (UNb, 

2007, p.9).  This mirrors specific aspects of Nussbaum’s Central Capabilities, in 
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pursuing a framework of justice which could positively change the lives of all 

indigenous peoples.  Regrettably, the Declaration – which was also contested by the 

US54 - is not legally enforceable but is viewed instead as  

an important standard for the treatment of indigenous peoples that will 

undoubtedly be a significant tool towards eliminating human rights violations 

against the planet's 370 million indigenous people and assisting them in 

combating discrimination and marginalisation (UNa, 2007, p.2). 

 

The CA represents a ‘comparative quality-of-life assessment … theorising about 

social justice’ (Nussbaum, p.18).  In particular, it is concerned with 

entrenched social injustice and inequality, especially capability failures that 

are the result of discrimination or marginalisation.  It ascribes an urgent task 

to government and public policy – namely, to improve the quality of life for 

all people, as defined by their capabilities (Nussbaum, p.19).   

This demonstrates how the CA is more substantive than standard human rights models 

and more focused upon the individual, promoting the belief of ‘each person as an end’ 

(Nussbaum, 2011, p.35).  This includes focusing on treating all individuals with equal 

respect and dignity and knowing how the failure to achieve a capability will impact 

upon an individual’s ability to do and to be, which is evident on the case of Legend 

Tobacco and other Native children who have suffered similar experiences.  This again 

harks back to the universality, indivisibility, interdependence and inter-relatedness of 

rights – the infringement of one right can seriously impact upon the functioning of 

other rights and in turn capabilities.  For the majority of people, a good education is a 

means to escape poverty, social deprivation and poor health and the key to better job 

prospects, life choices and wellbeing.  For many Indigenous peoples, who already 

have limited choices and opportunities, this is crucial.  If their right to education is 

affected by inadequate resources, poor teaching, lack of cultural awareness the long-

term outcomes for these students could be disastrous.  

 

In contrast to human rights approaches, the CA ‘insists that all entitlements involve 

an affirmative task for government’ (Nussbaum, p.65) actively supporting people’s 

                                                           
54 The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples was adopted by the General Assembly in September 
2007, with a majority of 144 states in favour, 4 votes against (Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United States) and 11 

abstentions.  
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capabilities.  In the case of Legend Tobacco, therefore, the government is ultimately 

‘accountable for the indignity’ (Nussbaum, p.65) experienced by Legend, his family 

and community and is in turn accountable for his capability failure.  Nussbaum argues 

that entitlements are correlative with duties and that it is incumbent upon government 

to correct such capability failures.  

 

 

4.9:  To Sum Up and Move On 

This chapter examined the CA both as an appropriate framework to evaluate social 

justice and assess the current situation of education for Indigenous students.  It 

discussed its Liberal foundations and asserted why, despite criticism of Liberalism, 

Nussbaum’s CA remains a valuable theoretical platform to explore the social context 

of issues pertaining to inequality.  I argued that the ten central capabilities of 

Nussbaum’s CA accommodate diversity and universality, provide scope for 

application on a global scale across a range of issues and, unlike most human rights 

models, connect duties and entitlements with the expectation of government to secure 

entitlements for its citizens; and for the purpose of this dissertation, the educational 

entitlements of Indigenous students so that they may gain the essential freedoms 

necessary for human dignity and flourishing.  Chapter Five will examine legislative 

efforts to address reform of education for Indigenous students, followed by the 

application of the CA on the experience of a ten-year-old Indigenous boy, Legend 

Tell Tobacco.  
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Chapter Five: An Evaluation of how Educational Legislation has Impacted the 

Capabilities of Indigenous Students: The Case of Legend Tell Tobacco. 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter examines the No Child Left Behind Act (2001) and Every School 

Succeeds Act (2015), legislation that has impacted upon Indigenous students.  I next 

apply the ten central capabilities of Nussbaum’s Capability Approach to the case of 

Legend Tell Tobacco, an Indigenous boy residing on Pine Ridge reservation, and will 

examine how the Red Cloud Indian School in Pine Ridge enables agency to overcome 

educational underachievement.  Legend’s personal situation is intertwined with a 

complex set of social issues that are all too typical of life on a reservation.  For this 

reason, Nussbaum’s ten central capabilities will not be presented in numerical order 

but rather as groupings of capabilities, in cases where two or more capabilities 

overlap, to better evaluate his circumstances. 

 

 

5.2: How Educational Legislation Has Impacted upon the Capabilities of 

Indigenous Students – the No Child Left Behind Act (2001) and Every School 

Succeeds Act (2015) 

 

5.2a: The No Child Left Behind Act 

One critique of the human rights approach is the idea that rights are obstacles against 

intrusive state action and therefore ‘if the state just keeps its hands off, rights are taken 

to be secured’ – an idea which is widespread within US legal and political practices 

(Nussbaum, 2011, p.65).  It could be argued that this is reflected in various legislative 

practices, in particular the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) Public Law 

107-110, a revision of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA)55.  The 

ESEA was signed into law in 1965 by President LB Johnson, who asserted that the 

first national goal of the US was that all children would have full access to educational 

                                                           
55 ESEA provided federal grants for library books and textbooks, new grants to areas serving low-income students, funding for 

special education and scholarships for low-income college students.  Also, ESEA offered federal grants to state educational 

agencies to improve the quality of elementary and secondary education (Department of Education, 2020). 
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opportunity.  The ESEA was one of a series of legislative changes in the 1960s to 

improve civil rights, but by the turn of the century it was clear that its goals were not 

being met (US Department of Education, 2020).  The NCLB was intended to improve 

upon the persistent inequalities in school attainment by placing accountability for 

results upon schools.  Its congressional statement of purpose described its aim as 

meeting  

the educational needs of low achieving children in our nation’s highest 

poverty schools, limited English proficient children, migratory children, 

children with disabilities, Indian children, neglected or delinquent children, 

and young children in need of reading assistance (US Commission on Civil 

Rights, 2004, p.3).   

Therefore, the targets were specifically working-class and poor children, students of 

colour and children in need.  The policy explicitly did not focus on white, middle 

class, mainstream students or those of the power elite (McCarty, 2008).  The premise 

of the legislation was irrefutable: who would argue that schools should leave a pupil 

behind?  Yet NCLB became ‘one of the most problematic pieces of education 

legislation’ in US’ history (McCarty, p.1).  Although the intention of the NCLB act 

was to improve literacy and numeracy standards of all students, and disadvantaged 

students in particular, and it did initiate a national conversation about student 

achievement, ‘unintended consequences of NCLB ... reinforced the wrong behaviors 

in attempting to strengthen public education’ (Obama Administration, 2016).  Its 

harsh standardised testing requirements and the accountability placed on schools that 

could not show progress over a two-year period led to restructuring and school 

closures (Carpentier, 2016).   

 

The outcome for Indigenous students highlighted a failure of the US government to 

recognise the nature of the educational crisis experienced by Indigenous peoples.  By 

focusing on testing, NCBL failed to address the underlying problem – systemic and 

systematic inequalities pervading the educational experiences of Indigenous students.  

Testing regimes do not solve problems if schools continue to be inadequately 

resourced and the educational needs of their communities continue to be ignored.  By 

2012 it became evident that Indigenous students had not made sufficient progress in 

reading and mathematics, thereby not meeting a major target of the NCLB Act (Lee, 

2012).  The Native education community had already consistently voiced concerns 
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on how the NCLB act was not meeting the needs of Native children.  In 2005, the 

National Indian Education Association (NIEA) released a report claiming that 

changes in Native education had ‘not included the Native voice’ (p.4) despite research 

showing that Native children thrive in classrooms that practice their language and 

culture.  One witness statement in the report claimed: 

The standards and practices [of NCLB] are not sound for the teaching of 

Indian children.  Our children see and order their world very differently from 

most other children, and, as a result, demonstrate their knowledge in 

deepening and unique ways.  The current push to meet the academic standards 

set out in the No Child Left Behind law rejects the need to provide culturally 

competent instructions (p.17).  

 

In 2008, McCarty argued that on the surface the NCLB Act seemed practical and 

appealing for Indigenous peoples.  Within the Act, Title VII (Indians, Native 

Hawaiians and Alaska Natives) approved culturally related pursuits, early years and 

family education, enrichment schemes, career planning and ‘activities that promote 

the incorporation of culturally responsive teaching and learning strategies into the 

educational program’ (NCLB, 2002, Title VII, Sec. 7115 [b(1-11)]).   

In practice however such activities were restrained by  

a rigid and punitive accountability that fails to consider improvements over 

previous performance, is blind to racial discrimination and attendant school 

funding inequities and uses English standardised tests as the sole measure of 

proficiency (p.2).   

This is demonstrative of how the capabilities of Indigenous peoples are discounted 

and how the enactment of policy takes precedence over the recognition of rights, 

inequalities and discrimination. 

 

The UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) notes, ‘the 

principle of equality and non-discrimination requires States to ensure that social 

protection programmes meet the standards of availability, accessibility, acceptability 

and adaptability for all rights holders’ (UNHCR, 1999, online), which are all directly 
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applicable to the right to be educated.  Standards for these attributes have been 

recommended by the CESCR via General Comment No. 1356.   

 

This outlines requirements for availability and accessibility, requiring governments 

to provide functioning educational institutions, in safe premises, with adequate 

resources and trained teachers.  Crucially these institutions should be ‘accessible to 

everyone, without discrimination’, be both physically accessible 'either by attendance 

at some reasonably convenient geographic location (e.g. a neighbourhood school) or 

via modern technology' and economically accessible to students (UNHCR, 1999).  

These factors are particularly relevant for Indigenous students educated on 

reservations where many schools are located in remote areas, struggle to recruit 

teachers, lack adequate funding and are attempting to educate students who 

experience significant social problems.  Moreover, many mainstream public schools 

educating Indigenous peoples create environments in which students experience 

racial abuse, cultural insensitivity and appropriation, lack of pastoral support, 

disproportionate disciplinary measures and in some cases the misdiagnosis of special 

educational needs as poor behaviour (Dunbar Ortiz, 2016).  

 

Educational provision should be acceptable, namely ‘relevant, culturally appropriate 

and of good quality’ and sufficiently adaptable to ‘respond to the needs of students 

within their diverse social and cultural settings’ (UNHCR, 1999).  This too is pertinent 

to the education of Indigenous students and directly links to the NCLB’s inability to 

serve those students.  Measures of achievement among Indigenous peoples declined 

along the quality of educational programmes (Beaulieu, cited in Lee, 2012), the 

importance of Native languages was undermined and the needs of Native students 

were neither heard nor met (NIEA, 2005).  With its focus on standardised testing, 

NCLB counteracted culturally based education programmes. Although Title VII 

emphasised the importance of providing Native students with culturally appropriate 

education and provided funding to do so, the attention on assessment and 

accountability alongside inadequate funding was counterproductive (Lee, 2012).  

Under NCLB, schools were required to administer standardised tests to students.  The 

costs of test administration, purchasing of tests, data collection and school 

                                                           
56 General Comment No. 13: The right to education (article 13) (1999).  Adopted by the Committee on Economic, Social and 

Cultural Rights at the Twenty-first Session, 8 December 1999. 
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improvement reforms were significant with some states claiming that the federal 

government did not adequately support them (New America, 2016).  Moreover, by 

focusing on absolute scores, any growth and progress made by a student was not 

recognised if that student missed the imposed target.  By emphasising ‘punishing 

failure over rewarding success’ and prescribing ‘a pass-fail, one-size-fits-all series of 

interventions for schools that miss their goals’, many Indigenous students did not 

benefit from the NCLB Act (Obama Administration, 2016). 

 

By July 2011, the policy brief, The Role of Native Languages and Cultures in 

American Indian, Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian Student Achievement 

(McCarty & Snell, 2011) determined that 

there is compelling empirical evidence that strong, additive, academically 

rigorous Native language and culture programs have salutary effects on both 

Native language and culture maintenance/revitalization and student 

achievement, as measured by multiple types of assessment (p.14). 

 

With this mind, educators who acknowledge and respect cultural variations among 

Indigenous students are more likely to provide these students with a comfortable and 

beneficial learning environment where they are able to realise goals and 

accomplishments.  Including traditional Indigenous values may enrich the educational 

experience of teachers as well as the students (Connors, 1996), aspects of education 

that the Every Student Succeeds Act (2015) attempted to embrace. 

 

 

5.2b: The Every Student Succeeds Act 

In December 2015, the NCLB was replaced by the Every Student Succeeds Act 

(ESSA).  This legislation was a bipartisan attempt to re-authorise the five-decade-old 

Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), encompass the national 

educational requirements for children in the US and represent the government’s 

dedication to providing equal opportunities to students from all demographics.  The 

goal of the ESSA was to have continual improvement in educational progress, high 

school graduation rates and better identification of gifted and talented students.  The 

intention being to build upon the identification of achievement gaps established by 
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the NCLB to ensure that educational institutions continue to support K-12 students57 

at individual level, as well as easing restrictions the NCLB had placed on states after 

2012, permitting greater flexibility in educational plans in exchange for 

comprehensive ideas that would increase equity and improve both teaching quality 

and student outcomes (Gaille, 2020). 

 

In 2016, the American Institutes of Research claimed that the ESSA promised 

‘unprecedented opportunities and funding for incorporating our nation’s many 

indigenous cultures and languages into public schools serving Native students’,  

highlighting that to successfully serve Indigenous students, local school curricula 

should incorporate three key factors of each Nation’s cultural and linguistic traditions:  

family and community engagement; culture and language; and the employment of 

Native teachers.   

 

The implementation of the ESSA intended to offer provision for consultation with 

families and Indigenous communities so that information regarding student progress 

could be made available at any time.  Provisions for Native family and community 

involvement are found in Titles I, IV, VII, VIII and IX of the ESSA.  Title I requires 

each state to develop plans in ‘timely and meaningful consultation’ with stakeholders, 

including Tribal representatives and allocates 1% of Title I grants to assist family 

engagement.  Title IV authorises funding for state-wide family engagement and 

education centres as well as requiring local education agencies to engage with Tribes 

on the preparation of Title IV grant applications.  Programmes funded under Title VI 

cannot operate without consultation with Native parents or family members and 

Tribal representatives.  Title VIII describes the responsibilities of educational 

agencies to seek ‘timely and meaningful consultation on issues affecting American 

Indian and Alaska Native students’, whilst Title IX encourages collaborations with 

Tribal organisations to manage early childhood services.  

 

The ESSA also sought to solidify the status of Indigenous languages and culture in 

public schools through newly appropriated funding that supported immersive 

                                                           
57 K-12 education system refers to elementary and secondary education from kindergarten until 12th grade. 
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indigenous language programmes.  Funds were also to be distributed to dropout 

prevention, college and career preparation and mental health services. 

 

Recognising that the recruitment and retention of Native teachers is vital for 

preserving culturally responsive learning environments, ESSA’s Title VI explicitly 

encouraged educational activities that included Tribal Elders, many of whom are the 

only remaining speakers of vanishing indigenous languages.  As the ESSA removed 

stringent definitions of what was required of “highly qualified” teachers, schools were 

therefore given the opportunity to avail of the knowledge and wisdom of Tribal 

Elders58. 

 

The success of such ESSA provisions were, however, dependent on the efficacy of 

their implementation.  Embedding the importance of indigenous languages and 

cultures within education policy and the provision of targeted funding were important 

steps; however, to date many Indigenous students are still struggling to attain 

educational success.  One aspect pertaining to the effectiveness of the ESSA is that 

there is no requirement to tackle, at source, the causes of inequality.  This dissertation 

has already discussed how Indigenous children experience educational disparities 

rooted in poverty, historical and generational trauma, drug and alcohol abuse and poor 

health.  Because the ESSA emphasises accountability for K-12 schools through the 

classroom and testing scores environment, the root issues causing inequality are not 

addressed.  When economic disadvantage is linked directly to student performance, 

attainment issues in public schools can only be resolved through avenues that improve 

living standards in each community (Gaille).  Although the ESSA allocates funds to 

educational opportunities and intervention schemes on a place and evidence basis, 

and has removed the punitive strategies endorsed by the NCLB (Gaille), significant 

investment is required to counter the adverse effects that poverty has on many 

communities, particularly Indigenous communities, in addition to addressing the 

socioeconomic complexities that impact upon Indigenous education.  

 

                                                           

58 The NCLB act required that all teachers held a bachelor’s degree in the field in which they were teaching and a state 

certification (Carpentier, 2016).  As part of the NCBL act, Tribal Elders were required to participate in lengthy and often 

irrelevant certification procedures (Haynes, 2016). 
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Under the now defunct NCLB Act, underperforming schools faced closure if they 

failed to make improvements, which in many cases impacted upon vulnerable 

students who needed their services the most.  In 2013, when the city of Chicago Board 

of Education closed 50 elementary schools citing issues of underperformance, African 

American students were disproportionately affected as the majority ethnic group in 

90% of the school districts involved, whilst 60% of the schools impacted included a 

high number of students with special educational needs (Gaille).  Many students from 

“closed” schools were relocated to “welcoming” schools with promises of a better 

education, however a 2018 summary of a retrospective report Schools Closing in 

Chicago concluded that school closures had ‘harmful effects for children who go 

through them’ and ‘closing schools caused large disruptions without clear benefits for 

students’ (Lutton et al 2018).  According to the full report59 (Gordon et al, 2018) staff 

and students claimed they experienced a ‘period of mourning, not only because the 

closings process severed longstanding social connections, but also because the 

merging of school cultures created challenging social dynamics’ (p.33).  

 

Under the current ESSA, the response to underperformance is to replace identified 

schools with Charter schools, which are publicly run, tuition free schools that operate 

independently of traditional local school areas.  Such schools often are focussed on 

improving the achievements of underperforming student populations and may place 

a greater emphasis on particular subjects or teaching methods not offered in traditional 

schools (Pfankuch, 2019).  For Indigenous peoples, Charter Schools could combine 

Indigenous history, culture and language in a curriculum designed to improve the 

academic achievement of Native students.  At present there are 64 charter schools on 

tribal lands serving a significant number of Indigenous students (National Alliance 

for Public Charter Schools [NAPCS], 2019).  However, the academic success of 

Indigenous students in chartered schools remains, at present, undetermined.  

According to the NAPCS:  

… we are unable to report individual school achievement due to the transition 

from state adequate yearly progress measures (AYP) to newly redesigned 

accountability metrics under Every Student Succeeds Act.  Moreover, a 

                                                           
59 Report’s full title ‘Schools Closing in Chicago, Staff and Student Experiences and Academic Outcomes’ (May 2018) by 

Gordon, M., Moore, P., de la Torre, M., Sartain, L., Cowhy, J.R. & Knight, D. 
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significant challenge facing Native education is validly assessing students 

(Wolfe & Sheridan-McIver, 2019, p.10). 

 

All of the legislative efforts since the 1965 ESEA have been motivated by a desire to 

redress inequality and underperformance within education, in recognition of the fact 

that these outcomes constitute an infringement of the civil rights of the students 

affected.  These civil rights exist within the wider context of human rights, which are 

universal as all people ‘are born free and equal in dignity and rights’ (Article 1, 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948) regardless of their race, culture, 

ethnicity, religion, gender or where they live and such rights can never be taken away.  

Moreover, The Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action60 (1993) stresses that 

all human rights are ‘are universal, indivisible and interdependent and interrelated’ 

(Part 1, paragraph 5) and of equal importance, seeking an end to the qualitative divide 

between political and civil rights and social, cultural and economic rights.    

 

Because they are inherent to the dignity of all people regardless of their connections 

to political, social, cultural, civil or economic issues, rights are equal in status, 

indivisible and cannot be placed in a hierarchical order.  Consequently, by denying 

one right, other rights become compromised and therefore ‘the right of everyone to an 

adequate standard of living cannot be compromised at the expense of other rights, such 

as the right to health or the right to education’ (United Nations Population Fund, 2005, 

online).  The interdependence and inter-relatedness of human rights refer to how rights 

contribute to a person’s dignity through the fulfilment of developmental, psychological, 

physical and spiritual requirements, with the satisfaction of one right often dependent 

upon the fulfilment of others.  The United Nations Population Fund (2005) use the 

example of the fulfilment of the right to health, which may depend on fulfilment of the 

right to information, development or education – needs that are very pertinent to 

Indigenous peoples and also incumbent upon the government to recognise and address.    

 

Nussbaum (2011) contends that “negative” rights and combined capabilities vary 

when considering groups, such as Indigenous peoples, ‘that have long suffered 

                                                           
60 The Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action is a declaration of human rights adopted by consensus at the World 

Conference on Human Rights on 25th June 1993 in Vienna, Austria.  
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subordination and exclusion’ (p.66), referencing Ambedkar61 who argued that rights 

for the marginalised are pointless unless they are accompanied by  positive state 

programmes to ensure they can be enjoyed, such as: ‘prevention of interference by 

others; economic support so that people would not forgo their rights out of 

desperation; affirmative action in politics and education’ (p.66).  With regard to the 

USA Nussbaum asserts that redressing racism requires ‘aggressive government action 

to end unequal opportunity’ (p.66).   

 

Considering that many Indigenous children exist in an intersection of race, poverty, 

historical trauma and social problems, in addition to respecting their rights attention 

must be given to what they are able to do and be.  Legend Tobacco is but one Native 

youth who has suffered from “capability failure” simply because of his race, where 

he lives and where he attended school and these issues can be more appropriately 

addressed by the CA than by a consideration of rights alone. 

 

 

5.3: The Case of Legend Tell Tobacco 

Two widely documented reports62 by Lesli A. Maxwell (2013) and Alia Wong (2017) 

highlight the educational experiences of Indigenous students on Pine Ridge 

Reservation and demonstrate the gravity of the situation facing Native youth.  The 

experience of Legend Tell Tobacco is not uncommon in reservation life, but is 

significant.   

 

In 2013, Maxwell visited South Dakota to examine the educational experiences and 

practice in Pine Ridge Reservation.  In the opening paragraph of her report Maxwell 

(2013, online) introduces Legend Tell Tobacco: 

Ten hours after leaving in the dark for the 15-mile ride to Loneman School, 

Legend Tell Tobacco bounds down the steps of the yellow school bus and runs 

back home … on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, a place where the 

promise of youth is often stifled by the probabilities of failure (in Maxwell). 

 

                                                           
61 Dr B.R. Ambedkar (1891-1956) formerly Law Minister, Indian Government. 
62 ‘Education in Indian Country: Running in Place’ (2013) by Lesli A, Maxwell was part of a project that won awards from the 
Education Writers Association and Society for Features Journalism in 2014 & The Real Legacy of Crazy Horse (2017) by Alia 

Wong writing for The Atlantic online newsletter.  
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Legend was 10 years old, in the fourth grade and, despite his young age, had 

confronted the unavoidable and daily obstacles that could cause him to fall into one 

of the grim statistical categories that often define Pine Ridge, high school dropout, 

unemployed and dead before 50.  He was living under the care of his aunt Mary 

Tobacco who stepped in to raise “Tell”, his six-year-old sister Essence, two other 

nephews and a niece.  She had no children of her own.  Legend’s father, Sylvester 

Tobacco, had relinquished his parental responsibilities whilst he struggled to maintain 

sobriety and battle throat cancer.  His wife, Legend’s mother, had died two years 

previously from the effects of alcoholism and his home, a small trailer, lacked running 

water and electricity and was therefore unsuitable for children.  His sister, Mary, 

explained that all men in the Tobacco family had fought alcoholism - an affliction 

affecting as much as half of Pine Ridge’s population - resulting in five children being 

placed under her care (Maxwell).  Ms Tobacco claimed: 

The two most important things I want for Legend are for him to get his 

education and for him not to drink.  But I don't know if I can completely 

protect him from ending up on a path that so many other youths on this 

reservation take (in Maxwell). 

 

Ms. Tobacco, therefore tried to keep her nieces and nephews close to home and busy.  

She signed them up for youth sports, monitored schoolwork and encouraged them to 

read for at least half an hour each day.  By fourth grade, Legend was reading the same 

books read by seventh and eighth grade students.  In 2013 four of the five children 

cared for by Ms Tobacco attended Red Cloud School with Legend placed on its 

waiting list.  Legend’s father died in 2015 (Echovita, 2015) followed by Legend’s 

older brother in 2016 - Michael Tobacco was 24 years old when he passed (Bennett 

County, 2016).  Ms. Tobacco's own story resonates with the hardships encountered 

by generations of Indigenous people on the reservation.  Her father was killed by a 

drunk driver on the reservation before her second birthday, her mother, Legend’s 

grandmother, left school at thirteen years old, cooked and cleaned at Red Cloud Indian 

School, the private school run by the Jesuit religious order that Ms Tobacco wanted 

Legend to attend. 

 

Like many other Indigenous reservations Pine Ridge ‘bears the scars of a history 

defined by discrimination and injustice and abuse’ (Wong, 2017) and continues 
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to do so.  Historical injustices include the Wounded Knee massacre of 1890 where 

US soldiers murdered at least 150 Indigenous people.  Pine Ridge became a residing 

area for Indigenous people after the orchestrated campaigns of forced relocation, 

extermination and violence were employed to clear Native lands for non-Native 

people to live upon (Amnesty, 2007; Casselman, 2016).  In today’s society adults and 

school children still face aggressive acts of racism while, since the 1970s, dozens of 

Indigenous women and girls have disappeared with most presumed dead (Starr, 

2019).  It is against the backdrop of such tragedy and injustice that Indigenous 

students, often unsuccessfully, struggle to attain academic achievements.  The value 

of educational achievement in Pine Ridge cannot be underestimated.  Legend’s 

experience exemplifies the complexities of Indigenous life on reservations where 

many Indigenous people struggle to navigate an educational system in a state of 

emergency as well as surviving poverty and other social challenges.  

 

 

5.4: Application of Nussbaum’s Capability Approach to the Case of Legend Tell 

Tobacco 

The universal, indivisible, interdependent and interrelated nature of rights is similarly 

reflected in Nussbaum’s ten central capabilities.  In the case of Legend Tobacco, his 

situation is very much intertwined with other issues, both historic and current.  The 

application of Nussbaum’s CA therefore will involve the overlap of two or more 

central capabilities in order to fully evaluate Legend’s circumstances, beginning with 

the first, second and tenth central capabilities: Life, Bodily Health and Control over 

one’s political and material environment. 

 

The first and second of Nussbaum’s central capabilities, Life and Bodily Health focus 

on: 

being able to live the normal length of a human life and not having one’s 

life ended prematurely or having a life minimised to the point that it is not 

worth living … [and] having good health as well as reproductive health, 

to be suitably nourished and sheltered (p.33). 

This is also closely connected with Control over one’s political and material 

environment: 
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(A) Political - to be able to participate in political choices that impact on one’s 

life; having the right to participate politically, have one’s free speech and 

political associations protected.  

(B) Material - have rights concerning property on an equal footing with 

others.  This includes portable goods and land.  Having the right to search 

for employment and be treated equally with others and be free of 

unjustified search and seizure.  In work, having the ability to implement 

practical reasoning and develop meaningful and mutually respectful 

relationships with others (Nussbaum, 2011, pp.33-34).  

 

Legend Tobacco is the product of a community that has experienced significant 

trauma for over one hundred and thirty years.  The Pine Ridge Reservation was 

created in 1889 as Camp 334 for indigenous prisoners of war while white colonists 

pushed westwards in their domination of North America (Strickland, 2016).  It is one 

of 326 reservations created for the forced relocation of Indigenous peoples while 

European settlers appropriated their territories through violent means (US Department 

of the Interior, 2015).  Today it is ‘disconnected from the state's economic lifelines 

and untouched by development’, a place ‘where life expectancy is the second-lowest 

in the western hemisphere and 80 percent of people are unemployed’ (Strickland) 

where the life expectancy for Indigenous men is 48 years and 44% of individuals live 

below the poverty line (Strickland).  Furthermore, Strickland reports that diabetes and 

tuberculosis rates are eight times the national averages, while the cervical cancer rate 

is five times higher than the US average; over 80 percent of the reservation’s residents 

suffer from alcoholism while 25 percent of children are born with foetal alcohol 

syndrome or related conditions.   

 

Although Pine Ridge is a “dry” reservation, alcoholism is rife as residents can easily 

drive a few miles into Whiteclay, Nebraska to purchase alcohol.  Mary Frances Berry, 

the former chairwoman of the US Commission on Civil Rights, remarked, ‘Whiteclay 

can be said to exist only to sell beer to the Oglala Lakota’ (cited in Wong, 2017).  

Alcoholism, a typical stereotype attributed to Indigenous peoples, is just one of the 

remaining legacies of years of colonial oppression among other social problems that 

many Native people struggle to overcome.  Both of Legend’s parents were 

predisposed to alcoholism - his mother died at the age of 37 from the effects of 
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alcoholism which is tragically too common a condition among Pine Ridge residents 

and also a symptom of historical or generational trauma of which Sotero63 (2016, p.3), 

offers a three-fold definition:  

In the initial phase, the dominant culture perpetrates mass trauma on a 

population in the form of colonialism, slavery, war or genocide.  In the second 

phase the affected population shows physical and psychological symptoms in 

response to the trauma.  In the final phase, the initial population passes these 

responses to trauma to subsequent generations, who in turn display similar 

symptoms. 

 

The influence of alcohol on the residents of Pine Ridge cannot be underestimated.  In 

2016, three years after Maxwell’s publication, a comprehensive report by Patrick 

Strickland detailed the daily struggles of people of all ages living on the reservation64.  

In that report Olowan Martinez, an activist on the reservation, refers to alcohol as 

“liquid genocide” introduced by white colonists to Indigenous peoples as a means to 

control them and prevent them from organising politically.  She states, ‘Alcohol was 

used as a tool of manipulation to take our lands, take our resources - they needed to 

keep us drunk and deluded’ (Strickland, 2016).  Indeed, Legend Tell’s aunt, Mary 

Tobacco, expressed her concerns for her nephew’s future considering that alcoholism 

is a common trait among the men in the family strongly claiming that any exposure 

to alcohol would be a significant threat to his future.   

 

The experience of Legend Tobacco exemplifies such ‘entrenched social injustice and 

inequality’ on a systemic level.  Native children living and being educated on Pine 

Ridge are paying ‘the consequences of poverty, alcoholism and rising drug use’ 

which, for many, results in life-long implications regarding the prospect of 

employment and health.  Wolff and de Shalit (2007, p.142) refer to being educated as 

‘an important fertile functioning’, in other-words ‘providing better education is the 

key to addressing other forms of disadvantage’.  Conversely, the lack of education is 

a “corrosive disadvantage”, particularly with respect to the vulnerability of 

functionings such as health (p.143).  

 

                                                           
63 Michelle M. Sotero is an instructor in Health Care Administration and Policy at the University of Nevada.  
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In Strickland’s report Cheryl Locke, a teacher for more than 16 years on the 

reservation, reflects upon how life for Indigenous children is more difficult than any 

other group.  Locke describes overcrowding, poor living conditions and lack of 

parental supervision for some students.  With many parents on the Pine Ridge 

Reservation suffering from alcoholism and a growing number of locals grappling with 

addiction to narcotics, Locke plays the role of social worker as well as teacher with 

the most difficult part of the week being the first two days, after many students have 

experienced unsettled weekends with the possibility of having little to eat: 

Thursday and Friday they dread so much - they don't want to go home; 

because some of them will be going back into homes [with] drinking or 

they'll be neglected and they'll be caring for themselves. 

 

The deplorable situation of many Pine Ridge residents is compounded by extreme 

weather conditions.  Described as “relentless”, the winter weather can lead ‘to feelings 

of despair’ and combined with “pervasive poverty” Pine Ridge residents are forced to 

make ‘impossible choices: whether to pay to heat a home or buy enough food to feed 

the family’ (Goldberg, 2018, online).  With many Indigenous people living in run 

down homes that are simply not built for severe winters and struggling to afford heat, 

some take desperate measures to keep warm such as keeping their ovens running and 

taking refuge in their cars, which increases the risk of carbon monoxide poisoning 

(Goldberg).  Baker (cited in Goldberg, 2018), the founder of One Spirit - a non-profit 

organisation that provides those in need with firewood, describes how residents 

insulate the interior of their homes by wrapping plastic around the window frames 

and has visited homes with gaping holes in the floor.  Moreover, Pine Ridge residents 

who have experienced depression and suicide on the reservation claim this is linked, 

in part, to the difficult conditions they face (Goldberg).  Lack of basic needs, such as 

heat, make it difficult for students to sleep, concentrate and study.  Alice Phelps 

Principal of the Wounded Knee School District notes, ‘Out here it feels like we’re in 

our own world.  It doesn’t feel like the U.S.  It feels like a third-world country’ (cited 

in Goldberg).  Legend Tobacco’s father’s residence lacked the basic amenities of 

running water and electricity and was therefore unsuitable to house his children.  It 

was also described as a small trailer sitting on his sister’s land which suggests 

cramped conditions and lack of money or opportunity to live elsewhere. This raises 
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an uncomfortable question: that without the help and intervention of Legend’s aunt 

Mary, what could have become of Legend, his sister Essence and three cousins? 

 

Described as a ‘toxic mix of poverty, unemployment and poor health’, these 

pervading social problems are blamed as the “most likely” contributors to suicide 

amongst young people living in Pine Ridge where the teenage suicide rate is 150% 

higher than the national average and labelled as ‘our biggest battle and worst enemy 

we have encountered as indigenous people’ (Cordova & Carroll, 2019, online).  This 

is most concerning considering the physical size of the reservation: Pine Ridge is 

larger than Delaware and Rhode Island combined but situated in the third poorest 

county in the US (Goldberg).  Life and Bodily Health are affected through early death, 

health problems, addiction and suicide.  The plethora of interconnecting and complex 

social problems have a created a situation where the failure of one capability impedes 

the functioning of another.  The inability to exercise Control Over One’s Political 

and Material Environment began with the forced relocation of Indigenous peoples 

onto reservations and continues with poverty stemming from lack of government 

support, investment and development; high unemployment and for many 

overcrowded and inadequate living conditions – all of which limit opportunity, 

decision-making and future life choices.  Currently many Native people are not only 

continuing to live with the aftermath and vestiges of historical injustices but also the 

threat of outside forces perpetrating and profiting from addictions that are so prevalent 

in their community.  

 

The fifth of Nussbaum’s ten central capabilities, Emotions, focuses on: 

Being able to have attachments to things and people outside ourselves; to love 

those who love and care for us; to grieve at their absence; in general, to love, 

to grieve, to experience longing, gratitude, and justified anger.  Not having 

one’s emotional development blighted by fear and anxiety (2011, pp.33-34). 

Emotions can deeply affect a person’s ability to learn and function effectively within 

a school environment, improving or hindering their capabilities (Hedge & 

MacKenzie, 2012).  Awareness of the individual’s innate capacities, their basic 

capabilities, is an important feature of Nussbaum’s CA.  Nussbaum refers to the states 

of the person: ‘personality traits, intellectual and emotional capacities, states of fitness 

and health’ (Hedge & MacKenzie, p.332) as internal capabilities.  In 2013, at the time 
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of Maxwell’s research, Legend Tobacco was ten years old, his mother was dead and 

he was unable to live with his father.  His aunt, Mary Tobacco acknowledged that this 

loss had impacted upon his life.  She confided, ‘He remembers his mom, and he's 

close to his dad, so I think it's been a little bit hard for him after his mom passed away’ 

(in Maxwell, 2013).  We are also told Legend used an art easel to draw pictures of 

himself and his father, and we may presume that losing his both father and his brother 

a few years later must have been traumatic.  For a child to lose three immediate family 

members within a five-year period seems harsh and disproportionate, however for 

Indigenous peoples living on reservations this is a prevailing reality.   

 

Linked with Emotions, the seventh central capability Affiliation focuses on: 

(A) Being able to live with and toward others, to recognize and show concern 

for other humans, to engage in various forms of social interaction; to 

be able to imagine the situation if another. (Protecting this capability 

means protecting institutions that constitute and nourish such forms of 

affiliation, and also protecting the freedom of assembly and political 

speech.)   

(B) Having the social bases of self-respect and non-humiliation; being able to 

be treated as a dignified being whose worth is equal to that of others. This 

entails provisions of non-discrimination on the basis of race, sex, sexual 

orientation, ethnicity, caste, religion, national origin and species. 

(Nussbaum, 2011, p.34) 

 

Both these capabilities also interconnected with the ninth central capability, Play, 

which centres on being ‘able to laugh, to play, to enjoy recreational activities’ (p.34).  

Typical of many families in Pine Ridge, Legend lives in a remote area situated outside 

the main population centres.  His home is situated on Tobacco Road which Maxwell 

describes as ‘a half-mile-long stretch of dirt named for his family’.  At the time of 

Maxwell’s report, he would leave in the early morning darkness to travel fifteen miles 

to Loneman school, by bus, and return home ten hours later.  Although Legend lived 

with his cousins with immediate family living nearby, it is likely that isolation from 

mainstream society and children his own age impacted upon his ability to interact 

with others.   
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The Principal of Loneman School, Charles Cuny Jr., highlights that this is not an 

isolated phenomenon but commonplace among Indigenous students across the 

country.  After growing up on Pine Ridge and returning after ten years in Southern 

California as an administrator, coach and teacher at two BIE schools Cuny claims,  

What I see children dealing with here on Pine Ridge are the same issues I saw 

with my students in California.  The same questions of identity, cultural 

isolation, and poverty (in Maxwell).    

Furthermore, the extreme South Dakota weather conditions also contribute to the 

isolation of many residents and students on the reservation.  Heavy snowfall can make 

the journey to school a challenge, bringing buses to a halt whilst rain can render 

hundreds of miles of dirt roads impassable, resulting in children from remote 

communities being unable to attend school.   

 

For Legend, interaction with others was limited to cousins with whom he would spend 

time with recreationally, although resources to play were also limited.  Playing 

involved sliding down a 12-foot embankment of dirt or shooting basketball hoops.  

Maxwell describes the basketball games as short-lived as all the balls are flat.  Aware 

of the paucity of juvenile recreational opportunities on the reservation, his aunt did 

attempt to encourage all her wards to socialise with others by enrolling them in youth 

sports during school holidays.  It is noteworthy that Legend’s aunt acted with caution 

regarding his choice of friends and where he might play – the danger of Legend being 

exposed to alcohol and narcotics was a very real possibility in addition to becoming 

involved in gangs on the reservation.  

 

In 2009 Eckholm published a report for The New York Times documenting the 

growth of gang culture on Pine Ridge.  At that time, approximately 5,000 young men 

were reported to be involved with at least 39 gangs that were ‘blamed for an increase 

in vandalism, theft, violence and fear … altering the texture of life’ on the reservation.  

Eckholm (2009) also commented on how the landscape of the reservation has been 

‘marred by an astonishing number of roadside crosses and gang tags sprayed on 

houses, stores and abandoned buildings, giving rural Indian communities an inner-

city look’.  Unlike the established urban drug gangs, the Justice Department views 

gangs on Indian reservations as ‘an overall crime problem’ and in their attempts to 

emulate their urban counterparts ‘Indian gangs have emerged as one more destructive 
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force in some of the country’s poorest and most neglected places’.   Such serious 

social issues present a paradox regarding Legend Tobacco’s situation – his aunt places 

conditions on his social activities, limiting where he goes and his choice of associates.  

This may impact upon the capabilities of Affiliation and Play; however, affording too 

much freedom could result in dangerous life choices and eventual capability failure, 

prison or death.  

 

The fourth central capability Senses, Imagine and Thought centres on 

being able to use the senses, to imagine, think, and reason—and to do these 

things in a "truly human" way, a way informed and cultivated by an 

adequate education, including, but by no means limited to, literacy and basic 

mathematical and scientific training.  Being able to use imagination and 

thought in connection with experiencing and producing works and events of 

one's own choice, religious, literary, musical, and so forth.  Being able to use 

one's mind in ways protected by guarantees of freedom of expression with 

respect to both political and artistic speech, and freedom of religious exercise.  

Being able to have pleasurable experiences and to avoid non-beneficial pain 

(Nussbaum, 2011, p.33). 

This capability directly impacts upon the sixth central capability Practical reason 

which focuses on 

Being able to form a conception of the good and to engage in critical reflection 

about the planning of one’s life.  This entails protection for the liberty of 

conscience and religious observance (p.34). 

 

As previously noted, many Indigenous students do not succeed within the education 

system, fail to graduate and suffer low levels of literacy and numeracy.  As Sense, 

imagination and thought is ‘an important part of a flourishing life’, Legend could 

have easily drifted into a life of perpetual underachievement and addiction, a lifestyle 

which ‘destroys imagination and reason’ (Wolff & de-Shalit, 2007, p.53). The 

intervention of his aunt and her provision of guidance, structure and tuition is crucial 

- Legend may have otherwise suffered capability failure in his education, damaging 

his future prospects.  Although he was reluctant to complete homework, we are 

informed that his grades and literacy and numeracy skills were promising: Grade A 

in Physical Education, a C-plus in Mathematics, and B grades in everything else.  
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Legend was reading books assigned to students 3-4 years older than himself and, 

under the supervision of his aunt, spent 30 minutes reading on a daily basis.  She had 

also placed him on the waiting list for Red Cloud School - one of the most successful 

schools on the reservation65.   

 

Practical Reasoning could be compromised considering a ten-year-old Legend had 

no mother and a father struggling to manage his own health issues who was unable to 

look after his children.  By providing structure and setting goals, Mary Tobacco was 

investing in the long-term future of Legend and her other wards.  At the time of 

Maxwell’s report, four out of the five children she was raising, attended the 

prestigious Red Cloud School.  While Legend remained on the waiting list for Red 

Cloud, Mary Tobacco prayed that her ‘nagging and nurturing [would] keep her 

nephew on a course to high school graduation, a college degree, and a decent job’ 

(Maxwell).  

 

Without the support of the individual endeavours of extended family, as exemplified 

by Mary Tobacco, and the whole school approach of self-determination, demonstrated 

by Red Cloud School, many Indigenous students living on Pine Ridge could be 

destined to join the perpetual cycle of poverty and underachievement.  Admission to 

Red Cloud is not available to all Native children on the reservation – it does not accept 

many students with SEN and evidence of a family support structure must be provided.  

However, Red Cloud School66 is considered an elite school that outperforms the other 

24 schools on the reservation (Maxwell).  Founded as a Jesuit Catholic School in 1888 

at the bequest of Chief Red Cloud, the Holy Rosary Mission served as a boarding 

school for the IRS system.  The school was renamed Red Cloud in 1969 and 

introduced the teaching of the Lakota language.  Now, the school combines Lakota 

language instruction, spirituality and Roman Catholic teachings and serves 600 

students.  Moreover, up until 2017, 72 students from Red Cloud qualified for the 

Gates Millenium Scholars Program67 with alumni enrolling in prestigious colleges 

                                                           
65 Note, I have not mentioned freedom of expression, religion and speech – Legend Tobacco is living and attending school and 

therefore within his own culture. 

66 Red Cloud is a K-12 school: educating pupils from kindergarten to 12th grade.  

67 The Gates Millennium Scholars Program, funded by Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, provided $1.6 billion to fund 

20,000 college educations among students of colour.  Each year, 1,000 minority students have been selected for financial 
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including Yale, Columbia, Dartmouth and Stanford.  It is noteworthy however that a 

number those students in receipt of the Gates Millennium Award did not graduate 

from their respective institutions and, although beyond the scope of this dissertation, 

contributory factors such as poor pre-collegiate preparation and campus racial climate 

are among reasons why some Indigenous peoples struggle in colleges in mainstream 

society and decide to transfer from ‘elite’ colleges to other institutions, in many cases 

tribal colleges, without the Gates scholarship funding (Youngbull, 2017). 

 

This is a further demonstration how injustice is systemic within the education system 

and directly impacts upon capabilities.  The desire among Indigenous communities to 

succeed and support younger generations may not be sufficient by itself.  Addressing 

a problem at one level - in this case improving the number of Native students attaining 

a college education – will not guarantee improved outcomes for those students.  This 

requires comprehensive reform of the education system, including a review of the 

curriculum to incorporate, for example, the study of the practice and impact of 

colonialism on the indigenous population.  The majority of students in the US do not 

receive a comprehensive or accurate education in Indigenous history and culture 

(Diamond, 2019).  A 2015 study examining the representation of indigenous peoples 

in history highlights omissions, inaccuracies and bias in the delivery of Indigenous 

history in the curriculum: 

The inclusion and exclusion of certain content, and the words by which those 

histories and cultures are presented, arguably promote a whitewashed version 

of history void of the multiple perspectives (or viewpoints) on 

Indigenous/U.S. settler relations that would promote a more rich and complex 

understanding of U.S. history.  When one looks at the larger picture painted 

by the quantitative data, it is easy to argue that the narrative of U.S. history is 

painfully one sided in its telling of the American narrative, especially with 

regard to Indigenous Peoples’ experiences (Shear et al, p.89). 

 

                                                           
assistance.  The 2016-2017 class of 1,000 is the final groups to be admitted, as the program will have reached its 20,000 target 
when these students graduate in 2020 (Fogarty, 2017). 
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The same can be said regarding the study of slavery and segregation in the US 

curriculum, much to the consternation of African Americans and civil rights activists.  

Described as ‘a failing proposition’ (Heim, 2019, online) many teachers feel ill-

prepared to teach about these subjects, with text books barely skimming the surface 

of the issue.  Heim claims ‘there is too much pain to explore.  Too much guilt, 

ignorance, denial’. 

 

Much of Red Cloud’s success can be attributed to alumni from the reservation 

returning to give back to their community and encouraging students to pursue college 

programmes and funding.  Moreover, 90% of school funds are raised from private 

donors creating a degree of independence from federal funds and attached conditions.  

Robert Brave Heart Senior, Red Cloud’s current executive vice president for 

operations claims that freedom from outside stipulations allow Native students to 

fully explore their language and culture effectively: ‘We get to decide what an 

effective education for a Lakota child looks like’ (in Maxwell).   

 

 

5.5:  To Sum Up and Move On 

In this chapter I examined the situation of Legend Tobacco and wider health and 

socio-economic situation of Pine Ridge Reservation against Nussbaum’s ten central 

human capabilities and highlighted that there are clear life-long disadvantages for 

Indigenous people merely because of who they are and where they live.  It is tragically 

ironic that the USA espouses values such as individual freedom, equality of 

opportunity and material wealth, in other words, the “American Dream” – values that 

are not extended to its indigenous peoples many of whom continue to live and in a 

reality where equality does exist, basic justice for raped and murdered Indigenous 

women is ignored, children struggle to navigate the education system, social and 

health problems are rife and freedom of choice and opportunity is likely to be 

circumscribed.  It is reprehensible to allow any group of people to experience such 

discrimination, perpetual traumas and failure, yet injustice remains present in the 

education of Indigenous peoples, both on and off reservations.  To enable Native 

students to attain and exist above the threshold level of functioning in all 10 central 

capabilities and to affirm their equal value, is a moral duty and would indicate that 

US society cares about social justice.  Further work in highlighting issues of 
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discrimination is necessary in order to establish a life worth of dignity and respect, 

while promoting and implementing the basic entitlements discussed by Nussbaum. In 

the following and final chapter, I will consolidate this argument as I conclude my 

thesis. 
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Chapter Six: Conclusion 

 

 

6.1:  Introduction  

A just society is one that provides opportunities for all of its citizens to do and to be 

in ways that allow them to flourish and make choices without restrictions or barriers 

based on race, class, gender, ability, culture, religion or for any other unprincipled 

reason.  Regrettably, as I have demonstrated in my thesis, many Indigenous students 

do not flourish and cannot make future plans simply because they are members of 

communities which are still trying to recover from serious, perpetuating social issues 

and inter-generational traumas that are the product of colonisation and assimilation.  

When we frame their experiences through the lens of education, Indigenous students 

face further restrictions resulting for many in discrimination, underachievement and 

failure.  This is sadly reflective of a greater tragic irony regarding the position of 

Indigenous peoples living on reservations, whereby historically every possible means 

– violence, murder, mutilation, rape, starvation, introduction of disease and alcohol 

and forced assimilation - was deployed to coerce Indigenous peoples into living in 

reserved areas, the creation of which would be underpinned with the promise of 

securing tribal sovereignty including the right to form their own government, set 

membership requirements, enact legislation and establish law enforcement and court 

systems.  Ostensibly, Indigenous sovereignty suggests a functioning and independent 

society with the ability to flourish and promote equality.  The treatment of Indigenous 

peoples and the actual state of Indigenous society, particularly with regard to 

education, reveals the opposite.  

 

In this final chapter, I will provide a summary of my thesis and return to its framework 

and research question.  I will begin with a synthesis of the study and re-address the 

research question by explaining why the CA is an appropriate framework to examine 

how Indigenous students have faced injustice and discrimination through education.  

I will then discuss the challenges and limitations of the research, recommendations 

for further research and the contribution of the thesis including how my research has 

affected me personally.  Finally, with some reflection, I will close the thesis.  
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6.2:  To Synthesise  

The focus of this thesis was to examine how, through the lens of the Capability 

Approach, the assimilationist policies of European colonists in the US, particularly 

their application to the education system, impacted severely upon every aspect of 

Indigenous life to the point of its near extermination and how, in contemporary 

society, this has continued to perpetuate a plethora of depressed social conditions, 

particularly within education.  After researching the experiences of Indigenous 

students, I became aware of recurrent themes of underachievement and 

discrimination.  I sought to explore how Indigenous students navigate and experience 

the educational system in mainstream society and on reservations, with reference to 

Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota and the case of Legend Tell Tobacco, 

through the framework of Nussbaum’s CA. 

 

In Chapter One, I examined how European colonists attempted to assimilate 

Indigenous peoples through education, in particular via the IRS system, and how the 

brutality of this approach eventually led to Indigenous peoples developing an 

education system of their own.  I argued that a recognition of the nature and 

implications of colonial practices as being akin to genocide (with the intent being to 

eradicate a country’s original culture and inhabitants) is necessary in order to fully 

understand the relationship between colonisation, education and existing social 

issues.  After discussing the enduring effects on Indigenous peoples caused by the 

IRS system, it became clear how education had been employed, in the short-term, as 

a direct means to distance Indigenous children from their families and culture and 

subsume them into a Euro-centric society.  In the long-term the manipulation of the 

educational system allowed settler colonialism and assimilation to wield a devastating 

blow on indigenous peoples.  In indigenous settings, education has been associated 

with issues of economy, autonomy and territory, with policies and practices such as 

the IRS system helping to destabilise indigenous sovereignty, increase dependency 

on the state and facilitate the dispossession of land.  After examining how Indigenous 

students experience education both in mainstream schools and Bureau of Indian 

Education (BIE) schools on reservations, I asserted that even though each educational 

setting presented different issues of concern, there lay between both a commonality 
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of significant educational underachievement among Indigenous students in 

comparison to their non-Native peers.  

  

Focusing upon the experience of the individual, I concentrated my interest upon an 

Indigenous boy, Legend Tell Tobacco from Pine Ridge Reservation, South Dakota.  I 

chose Legend’s experience as a case study for my thesis because his situation 

exemplifies the lives of many Indigenous students: a deceased mother who died with 

an alcohol related illness, a sick father who suffered from alcoholism and eventually 

died, living with his aunt, sister and cousins who are in similar circumstances in a 

remote area which is a considerable distance from his school.  Concluding this 

chapter, I reiterated the importance of educational achievement for Indigenous 

students and how Legend’s situation is demonstrative of how many Indigenous 

children experience education whilst coping with complex and difficult social 

arrangements on reservations.  I ended Chapter One by asserting how this could be 

explained by Nussbaum’s Capability Approach.   

 

Chapter Two examined the emergence of Critical Race Theory (CRT) and a critique 

of Liberalism through the lens of CRT.  I examined CRT’s application to education 

as another way of exploring the experiences of people of colour in educational settings 

and discussed its premise that racism is intrinsically linked to property endemic and 

so entrenched in everyday life as to be permanently fixed.  Applying CRT to education 

creates the demand to eradicate the effect of racism, sexism and poverty in the lives 

of students and educators, which is particularly significant for Indigenous people.  I 

examined how CRT was originally developed to address the civil rights of African 

Americans and how other minority groups have developed their own respective 

theories, in particular, Tribal Critical Theory (TribalCrit).  The final part of Chapter 

Two involved an examination of TribalCrit, its origins and nine central tenets, which 

provide both an analytical and theoretical perspective with which to explore present-

day issues encountered by Indigenous peoples, such as educational provision, loss of 

language and loss of land and natural resources.   In particular, I highlighted how 

TribalCrit seeks to draw attention to discrepancies in societal structures and 

institutions with the intent of improving the situation of Indigenous students and to 

ensure that formal education is more accessible them and that institutions for learning 
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are more accommodating of their needs.  TribalCrit, CRT and Liberalism were further 

critiqued in Chapter Three.  

 

In Chapter Three, I examined Black Radical Liberalism (BRL) as an alternative to 

Liberalism.  As developed by Mills, this offers as a reformed version of Liberalism 

which develops the role of racism in Liberal theory and is based on a confluence of 

CRT, Marxism and Kantian Liberalism.  Mills contends that whilst BRL speaks 

specifically from the point of view of black people it can be adapted by other minority 

groups and supplemented by their respective theories.  The remainder of Chapter 

Three consisted of a critique of CRT from Litowitz, Farber and Sherry.  This 

encompassed Litowitz’s argument against perceived narcissism within CRT, with 

different ethnic groups asserting distinctiveness and superiority over other ethnicities 

based on minor differences (for example Tribal Critical Theory), as well as his 

assertion that the theory itself becomes fractured when attempting to represent 

different groups and creates an assumption that white people cannot relate to the 

perspectives of people of colour.  Litowitz, in particular, regards CRT’s theory of 

interest convergence, where black interests in achieving racial equality are only 

accommodated when they converge with those of whites, as implausible in the face 

of demonstrable evidence to the contrary.  I also examined Farber and Sherry’s 

contention that CRT has not yet developed an empirical foundation as well as 

addressing other criticisms of CRT by Litowitz, Farber and Sherry, including its use 

of stories or narratives to describe experiences of racism with claims that this 

approach is subjective, plays upon emotion rather than reason and has the potential to 

manipulate doctrine.  This convergence of minority exceptionalism and narrative 

perspective leads directly to CRT’s concept of outsider jurisprudence, whereby 

personal accounts and the social reality of minority racial groups override the 

established narrative of the legal system allowing for minority ‘outsiders’ to provide 

their own perspective of the law.  This chapter also noted recent developments in the 

US government’s approach to CRT by terminating funding for CRT training, which 

may jeopardise advances made in relation to racial equality.  Returning to the situation 

of Indigenous peoples, I reflected on whether Liberalism had failed them concluding 

that, considering that the legacy of multiple, self-perpetuating social problems that 

colonialism has bequeathed to them, the answer is yes.  Whilst longstanding social 

hierarchies continue to exist and equal rights are not granted to all individuals then, 
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for many Indigenous people, the ability to flourish becomes critically compromised.  

The situation of many Indigenous people therefore, can be more deftly illustrated 

through the Capability Approach. 

 

Chapter Four introduced the Capability Approach as an appropriate framework to 

evaluate the current situation of Indigenous education.  Nussbaum’s CA draws upon 

the influence of Smith, Mill, Kant and Marx – all of whom expressed views on dignity 

and liberty – and in particular upon Rawls - who strongly influenced Nussbaum’s 

decision to express her version of the CA as form of political liberalism – as well as 

Sen’s contention that consideration must be given to what people are able to do and 

to be within a society.  I discussed how Nussbaum’s ten Central Capabilities provide 

a framework to address deep-rooted inequalities and social injustices that result from 

discrimination and marginalisation and provide a threshold of what is necessary for 

an individual to have a dignified, worthy life.  I examined commonalities between the 

CA and human rights approaches with an emphasis on dignity and freedom and noted 

how the CA can assist in addressing important ethical issues that support human 

rights, leading to Nussbaum’s assertion that the CA can be viewed as a supplement to 

human rights models; a suitable framework for nations to employ when evaluating 

the quality of life for the population, as an alternative to other approaches such as the 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP).  Nussbaum asserts that the pursuit of purely 

economic objectives would result in neglect for the living standards of poorer or 

marginalised groups in areas such as education and health – areas that are pertinent 

when examining the educational experience of Indigenous students.  The CA by 

contrast is designed to evaluate inequalities that result from economic, social and 

cultural disparities, advance human rights and prioritise those with the greatest need.   

 

In considering its application to education, I highlighted how the CA requires an 

assessment of fulfilment of individual outcomes, an examination of the options 

available to people, if they are able to choose from a range of opportunities and 

whether they can attain a valued educational experience.  Considering how 

Indigenous peoples have experienced educational disparities and continue to so, I 

determined that the CA is a suitable model to acknowledge and assess such issues and 

enhance the growth of capabilities in the area of education as well as other aspects of 

life.  
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Chapter Five began with an examination of how educational legislation has impacted 

upon the capabilities of Indigenous students.  This involved discussing how the No 

Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 2001, which was intended to improve standards, 

paradoxically had the opposite effect for many Indigenous students due to its focus 

on standardised testing and punitive measures imposed on non-improving schools.  

This failed to account for the degree to which many Indigenous students struggle with 

literacy and numeracy within an under-resourced and discriminatory educational 

system, with the resulting progress of some not being commensurate with NCLB’s 

expectations.  In contrast its successor, Every School Succeeds (ESSA) Act of 2015 

instead intended to target educational gaps and ease stringent testing restrictions and, 

for schools serving Indigenous students, guaranteed the incorporation of indigenous 

culture and language that could be delivered through families, community and Native 

teachers in addition to overseeing the implementation of Charter schools to replace 

those identified as under-performing.  This led to a brief discussion of the universality, 

indivisibility, interdependence and inter-relatedness of rights; however, I highlighted 

Nussbaum’s reference to ‘negative’ rights where rights are meaningless for 

marginalised people lacking the opportunity and means to take advantage of those 

rights, noting that Indigenous children exist in an intersection of race, poverty and 

social issues.  

 

Nussbaum’s CA represents an appropriate framework to evaluate these issues due to 

its correlation of duties and entitlements, human dignity and human rights and its 

pursuit of providing a model for justice that could change the lives of many 

Indigenous people for the better.  I illustrated this by applying the ten central 

capabilities of Nussbaum’s CA to the case of Legend Tobacco, as an example of an 

individual who has experienced capability failure and whose life was situated within 

a continuum of social dysfunction and interrelated injustices, both historic and 

contemporary, that form the wider backdrop of his community.  I asserted that without 

the intervention of Legend’s aunt and the guidance of the Red Cloud School, Legend, 

his sister, cousins and many other Indigenous students living on the Pine Ridge 

Reservation may have been destined to experience perpetual capability failure.  

However, I also noted how, despite securing college and further education 

placements, some graduates of the Red Cloud School have struggled to cope with the 
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education and life outside the reservation.  This is attributable to systemic injustices 

within the education system, for once entering education in mainstream society many 

Indigenous people continue to encounter racism and ignorance of their history and 

culture. 

 

 

6.3:  Limitations 

In this section I will discuss the challenges encountered during this dissertation and 

the limitations these placed upon my research.  As part of my research I had initially 

intended to make contact with an Indigenous individual, hopefully residing on a 

reservation, as a primary source of information or possible case-study.  Many 

publications and forums, led by prominent Native academics and journalists focusing 

on Indigenous culture now exist and I assumed that making contact would be 

relatively straightforward.  I presented myself as a white woman from Northern 

Ireland, unable to travel to the US due to responsibilities at home, explaining that my 

country’s violent history had impacted upon educational experiences and 

opportunities and was interested in exploring how such a legacy impacted other 

cultures and, for the purpose of my dissertation, particularly the educational 

experiences of Indigenous peoples within the US and how they have asserted agency 

to overcome educational disparities.  Moreover, I also explained that considering my 

ethnicity, I did not want to impose 'whiteness' or make any kind of assumption 

regarding Native culture.  Due to the unique political situation in Northern Ireland 

and longstanding international interest in the country, I also asserted that I was 

conscious of the potential for a representative from another country to assume an 

understanding of our societal problems and had every intention of approaching the 

research process sensitively and would follow any guidance provided.  

  

My initial confidence in securing an Indigenous contact however proved to be 

misplaced as all of my requests for contact still remain unanswered.   Through 

contacts made by my supervisor, I reached out to another possible source but received 

no response.  I did, however, receive a reply from one individual who had worked 

with First Nations’68 communities from British Columbia and informed me that the 

                                                           
68 Indigenous peoples from Canada prefer to be known as First Nation peoples (Charron, 2019, Online). 
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chances of him finding someone who would be willing to help me with my research, 

without having met me first, and having the authority to speak for their nation were 

slim, adding that those with the authority to speak for their Nation tend to be 

hereditary or elected chiefs and very busy people.  Realising that it may prove 

impossible to secure an Indigenous contact, I decided to change the direction of my 

research to that of a conceptual study, therefore relying on second-hand accounts.  I 

did not want to give up on this area of study, as the history of the US has not 

traditionally been taught from an indigenous perspective and many people are 

unaware of the true extent of damage caused by European colonists.  As a teacher, I 

was particularly interested in the impact of that history on the contemporary 

educational experience of young people within Indigenous communities. 

 

At this time, I felt confused as to why no one would respond to my request for help 

in this study.  It was not until the killing of George Floyd and the subsequent protests 

led by BLM that I fully realised the mistrust between the structures of power, the 

black community and other marginalised groups in the US.  Although an 

uncomfortable truth, which I would rather not be the case, I must accept that my 

perception of self and my own ethical standards may not be acknowledged and 

accepted but instead may be regarded with suspicion - for I am white and can therefore 

be perceived to represent, however indirectly, a system that is responsible for 

countless atrocities against  Indigenous peoples and who cannot, therefore, be trusted.  

Considering the racist maltreatment of Indigenous peoples by mainstream society and 

government structures within the US over a series of generations, it should perhaps 

have been unsurprising that my attempts to reach out to the Indigenous community 

were met with mistrust and silence.  

 

 

6.4:  Recommendations 

Under the crust of that portion of Earth called the United States of America 

… are the interred bones, villages, fields, and sacred objects of American 

Indians.  They cry out for their stories to be heard through their descendants 

who carry the memories of how the country was founded and how it came to 

be today (Dunbar-Ortiz, 2016, p.1). 
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For Indigenous students, is clear that education is characterised by high levels of 

underachievement and low graduation rates both at school and further education level.  

Much must be done to provide thriving learning environments for Indigenous students 

in the form of well-resourced schools, empathetic teachers, investment in special 

needs programmes, access to learning their Nation’s language and culture and an 

understanding of their descendants’ place in history; for their educational experience 

has been shaped by numerous social problems rooted in the assimilationist practices 

of colonialism.  Dunbar-Ortiz asserts that the US must come to terms with its past and 

acknowledge responsibility for crimes against Indigenous peoples.  ‘US history, as 

well as inherited indigenous trauma, cannot be understood without dealing with the 

genocide that the United States committed against Indigenous peoples’ (Dunbar-

Ortiz, 2016, p.9).   Although people in contemporary society are not responsible for 

their ancestors’ actions, they are responsible for the society they live in now, which 

is a product of the past.  Accepting this responsibility provides a means of survival 

and liberation (Dunbar-Ortiz). 

 

For Indigenous people, any recognition of past crimes must also be accompanied with 

measures to make good the status quo which has derived from that history.  In keeping 

with Nussbaum’s CA, such reparations should be based on individuals’ needs.  For 

some, this is might take the form of the return of dispossessed land, the honouring of 

broken treaties and addressing the theft of sacred sites, artefacts and even body parts69.  

For others, this may comprise of the pursuit of tribal sovereignty (Shakya and Rivas, 

2020) and the provision of compensation to aid in repairing and rebuilding Native 

societies, although not all measures would require a compensatory element in order 

to have a positive effect.  For example, many Indigenous people regard statues of 

colonial figures70, such as that of Christopher Columbus in Central Circle, New York 

City, as offensive since they commemorate individuals whom they associate with rape 

and murder.  Their very presence in the public sphere can be viewed as a symbol of 

                                                           
69 Despite the passing of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (1990) some researchers have fought to 

retain remains and burial offerings of Indigenous people held in the Smithsonian, other museums, universities, historical 
societies and National Park Services. 
70 Skully & Bikales (2020), following the death of George Floyd, a number of historical statues and monuments, depicting 

Christopher Columbus or Confederate leaders have been vandalised or removed across the US (either through official means 

or forcibly by protesters).  The memory of Christopher Columbus is celebrated by many people in the US, who is accredited 

with discovering the “New World” in the Americas in the 15th Century.  Indigenous activists have objected to this with claims 

that his explorations led to the colonisation and genocide of their ancestors.  
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persistent colonial attitudes and the removal, therefore, of such iconography could 

itself reflect an equally public statement of society’s intent to rectify historical crimes. 

 

Given that redress begins by giving indigenous people a voice and that for many 

Indigenous people historical injustice was manifested most directly by the horrors of 

the IRS system, it is perhaps fitting that one means of ensuring that the real history of 

the US can be told, nationwide, would be through an overhaul of the education system 

and its curriculum.  The history of the American West is often delivered from a point 

of view that is not favourable to Indigenous peoples:  

We learn it [history] through a specific lens, and that lens is a white, 

Westernized, [Euro-centralized] lens perpetuating myths of colonizers as 

heroes and Native people as evil villains and devil worshippers … So I think 

what’s really important to underscore is, how are we learning this information 

(DeFoe, quoted in Shakya & Rivas 1999). 

Instead, ‘American Indian ancestries and heritages ought to be integral to K-12 

curriculums and university explorations and graduate expositions … with full 

integration of Native American histories and cultures into academic curriculums’ 

(Gòmez-Quiñones, 2012, p.13).   

 

Shaped by colonisation and assimilationist practices, Indigenous peoples have 

demonstrated resilience, resolve and a determination to survive, showing that there is 

life after empire, with possibilities that neither expunge the crimes committed against 

Indigenous peoples nor require them to disappear.  To ensure long-term, sustainable 

improvement from the current position of Indigenous people experiencing 

discrimination and inequality within US society, extensive educational programmes 

showing the true history of colonisation must be implemented within the curriculum. 

 

With regard to the CA, to my knowledge, no other study has used Nussbaum’s version 

to explore how Indigenous peoples have experienced injustice and discrimination 

through assimilationist policies within education.  I proposed the implementation of 

Nussbaum’s CA as a lens through which to examine how education was used as a 

means to assimilate Indigenous children during the colonisation of the US and how 

this, and other historic injustices, continue to shape and influence prevalent issues in 

Indigenous lives.  I sought to demonstrate that in its application, the CA ‘has, at its 
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core, a concern for dignity, flourishing and equality with a relational focus on what 

individuals are able to do and to be in their particular social contexts’ (Hedge & 

MacKenzie, 2012, pp.339-340); and for  Indigenous people, many of whom have 

close familial, educational and community ties within reservations, the focus of the 

CA is not limited to the individual but extended to the wider group.  Moreover, 

considering the balance of the inter-dependant relationship between Indigenous 

individuals, families and community, capability failure in one area may instigate 

further capability failures within the collective.  I asserted how the approach is 

predicated upon the principle of equality.  Whilst this requires that people are treated 

with equal respect and dignity, it also implies they have the choice not to avail of 

equal educational opportunities.  For Indigenous students, educational needs and 

preferences may differ from those of students in mainstream society, and they should 

be provided with the opportunities to access ‘differentiated resources to convert 

functionings into capabilities’ (Hedge & MacKenzie, p.339).   

 

Educating Indigenous students in a culturally sensitive environment that demonstrates 

an understanding of prevailing social issues amongst Indigenous peoples would be 

conducive to students’ emotional, social and cognitive development, well-being and 

dignity.  Nussbaum’s CA conceives an education system where all students are valued 

and are of equal worth, which entails a ‘cultural change that affords every human 

being dignity and respect, the entitlement to good quality education, the realisation of 

social justice, a compassionate pedagogy and relevant curricula’ (Hedge & 

MacKenzie, p.341).  If redress for the historical maltreatment of Indigenous peoples 

is fulfilled through the re-examination of the curriculum then the long-term chances 

of achieving capabilities are improved.  

  

It is my hope that this study makes a further contribution to the examination of the 

contemporary state of education for Indigenous people and the significant role that 

assimilationist practices have played in creating and perpetuating social problems that 

afflict Indigenous communities, and that this dissertation will stimulate further 

interest in both Nussbaum’s CA and other research that seeks to give a voice to those 

who are marginalised and want to be heard, with the intention of creating a better 

understanding of people’s lives.  Moreover, I also hope that the deployment of 

Nussbaum’s CA, in this context, will highlight the efficacy of its application, with 
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particular respect to issues of social justice and the imperative to provide opportunities 

for all people in society to flourish.  

 

 

6.5:  Towards the End  

This study sought to offer a better understanding of the lives and experiences, 

particularly the educational experiences, of Indigenous peoples, whose lives have 

been shaped by intergenerational traumas that are the consequences of colonisation 

and its subsequent assimilationist policies.  Despite the challenges and limitations of 

my work, it mattered that I continued my research to help highlight the educational 

and other social disparities prevalent among the Indigenous peoples of a country that 

is not only the wealthiest country on earth, but can be regarded as one of the most 

progressive.  Colonisation and assimilation were not taught during my own history 

lessons in school and I now realise that, although the history of the American West 

was part of the curriculum, it was delivered from a Euro-centric perspective: with 

colonisation referred to as “the settlement” of the West whilst the maltreatment and 

killing of  Indigenous peoples was simply omitted.  I assume that many other students 

have received a similar education and are unaware of how the United States, as we 

now know it, came to be.  It was beyond the scope of this dissertation to examine 

every aspect of injustice experienced by the Indigenous peoples of the United States; 

however by identifying their suffering, subsequent social problems and educational 

failures, we can come to a greater understanding of their needs for reparations, to be 

better able to inspire change and make a difference.  

 

The title of my dissertation is: ‘Injustice and discrimination through assimilationist 

policies and education against Indigenous students: a Capability Approach.’ My final 

response is: ‘The assimilation of Indigenous peoples was not just limited to the realm 

of education; however the maximum damage to this group of people was inflicted 

through education, primarily by the Indian Residential School System which enabled 

a multitude of abuses to be committed upon generations of children to the extent that 

the United States has been accused of genocide against its Indigenous population that 

continue to raise issues of justice today.’ 
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Writing almost a decade ago, Nussbaum (2011, p.155) argued that education is 

‘crucial to individual opportunity and self-development … [and] has been seen to be 

particularly central to human dignity, equality and opportunity’, continuing that, 

‘Good education requires sensitivity to context, history, and cultural and economic 

circumstances’ (p.157) – aspirations which, I believe, are possible if Indigenous 

people succeed in their pursuit of reparations and their capabilities are realised.   There 

is much work to be done before we are likely to see significant change and I hope that 

this dissertation may play a part in highlighting the contemporary state of Indigenous 

education and how it came to be.  I have no doubt that Indigenous people will still 

continue to assert agency, for they are a people who continue to fight for their survival 

and rightful place in society - people such as Mary Tobacco who is raising her 

siblings’ children, refusing to allow them to become casualties of educational failure 

and fighting to provide them with every educational opportunity so that they may 

break the cycle of poverty, addiction and illness that have plagued so many.  And 

Legend Tell Tobacco?  He did enrol in the Red Cloud Indian School, is playing varsity 

football and is due to graduate in 2021 (Red Cloud High School, 2019). 
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